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5.1 Simulation cell for dislocation cross-slip. (a) A single screw dislocation splits
into two 30◦ Shockley partial dislocations on the primary slip plane (1̄11). (b)
Subject to a shear strain ǫzy, the screw dislocation moves onto the cross-slip
plane (11̄1) and is dissociated into another set of two Shockley partials [305]. 106
5.2 In a CAC model with Nape = 729, (a) only the coarse-grained domain with
rhombohedral elements is shown and (b) atoms are filled in at the periodic
boundaries along both the x and y directions [305]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106
5.3 (a) An illustration of the simulation cell containing a screw dislocation with
an atomistic (AT) domain at the PBCs; the green cube in the center of the
model is the coarse-grained (CG) domain. The length of the simulation cell
along the y direction, i.e., the dislocation line length Ld, is 12.94 nm. (b–d)
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first at the periodic boundaries, followed by the remaining central segments
also switch to the cross-slip plane (11̄1). Atoms in (b–d) are colored by
a-CNA [246], where red are of local HCP structure, blue are BCC atoms,
white are unknown, while all FCC atoms are removed. . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
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5.4 (a) A 2D illustration of four nodes (A, B, C, and D) belonging to adjacent
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line of intersection between the primary and cross-slip planes. (b) According
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trailing partial dislocation on the cross-slip plane bcstrail. (d) The trailing
partial dislocation bcstrail glides on the cross-slip plane away from the line of
intersection, leaving behind the same perfect lattice as in (a). Note that only
the edge components of partial dislocations are shown because their screw
components are pointing outward along the positive y direction. Atomic
configurations of the dislocation folding over the plane intersection via the
FL mechanism in the (e) coarse-grained and (f) atomistic domains are also
shown. The four nodes (A, B, C, and D) and the cross in (e) correspond to
those in (a) [305]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
5.5 Cross-slip of a screw dislocation via the FE mechanism subject to a shear
stress of (a–c) 1.36 GPa in MD and (d–f) 1.47 GPa in CAC with element size
Nape = 1331. The initial length of the dislocation line in one periodic cell
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5.6 Cross-slip of a screw dislocation via the FL mechanism subject to a shear
stress of (a–c) 1.4 GPa in MD and (d–f) 1.51 GPa in CAC with element
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5.7 The critical shear stress τc for both FE and FL mechanisms as a function of
the number of atoms per element Nape in CAC simulations, compared with
the results obtained by MD simulations which are indicated by the horizontal
lines. It is shown that for both mechanisms, τc converges to the atomistics
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5.8 Dislocation behavior as a function of both the applied shear stress τzy and
dislocation line length Ld in Ni. It is found that with an increasing τzy,
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slips via the FE or FL mechanisms. The critical stresses for cross-slip, τFEc
and τFLc , are Ld-dependent. Note that when Ld > 20 nm, dynamic CAC
simulations with element size Nape = 1331 are carried out, otherwise MD
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6.1 CAC simulation cell containing (a) a row of 5 collinear initial dislocation seg-
ments each of which has a length of L and (b) one initial dislocation segment
with length L′ = 5L+4D, where L = 5.61 nm and D = 2.81 nm. Cylindrical
holes are throughout the specimen along the z direction. An atomistic do-
main is retained in the vicinity of the holes, while the coarse-grained domain
is employed elsewhere. All cell boundaries are assumed traction free to alle-
viate spurious periodic image forces. Edge dislocations are formed by moving
atoms/nodes inside the green lines by Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[110] [302]. 121
6.2 (a–c) Dislocation configurations at the three critical events studied in this
chapter; (d) shear stresses τc calculated in CAC simulations for three critical
events, with respect to the number of initial dislocation segments n. Crit-
ical shear stresses for one dislocation segment with length L′ predicted by
continuum models Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5 are also shown. The horizontal dash-dot
and dotted lines are the critical shear stresses predicted by Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5,
respectively, for L′ = 5.61 nm [302]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
6.3 Snapshots of dislocation configurations at the critical events I and II, as
well as an intermediate stage. The green curves represent Shockley partial
dislocations identified by a DXA [247]; the gray ribbons are intrinsic stacking
faults. In (a) and (c), dislocations are about to be detached from the holes
marked by the solid brown lines. The critical dislocation configuration for
an isolated pair of holes distanced by L′(= L) at τ IIIc is given at the top right
corner of (a). The kinks along dislocations have a size on the order of that
of an element, which is illustrated as a red parallelogram [302]. . . . . . . . 126
6.4 Snapshots of dislocation configurations at the critical event III in the case of
9 adjacent initial dislocation segments (leading and trailing Shockley partials
are shown in green) and the case of 1 isolated initial segment with length L′
(both partials are in blue). Dislocations and stacking faults are identified in
the same way as in Fig. 6.3. The dislocation half-loop heights H ′ and H ′′ are
about 0.75L′ and 0.5L′, respectively [302]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128
7.1 Illustrations of the FR source process. (a) A straight dislocation line is pinned
between two voids. (b) The dislocation begins to bow out subject to a shear
stress applied on the gliding plane. (c) The dislocation reaches its critical
semi-elliptic shape. (d) If the applied stress is larger than the critical shear
stress, the dislocation will pass the critical point and continue bowing-out.
(e) Two parts of the “kidney shaped” bowed out segments collide to form
a dislocation loop, leaving behind a new, straight dislocation line pinned
between two voids. Note that both ends of the dislocation move around the
void periphery [301]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
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7.2 (a) CAC simulation cell of an edge dislocation bowing-out between a pair of
cylindrical holes throughout the specimen along the z direction introduced
as an FR source. An atomistic (AT) domain is meshed in the vicinity of
the holes, while the coarse-grained (CG) domain is employed elsewhere. An
external shear stress of 11.36 MPa is applied; atoms/elements are colored by
shear stress τzy. All cell boundaries are assumed traction free to alleviate spu-
rious image effects. The edge dislocation is formed by moving atoms/nodes
inside the solid green lines by Burgers vector b. (b) The ratio of τzy rela-
tive to the far field external loading τ extzy = 11.36 MPa as a function of the
distance from the hole surface along the x and y directions labelled in (a).
Stress concentrations around holes are captured correctly in CAC, compared
with an equivalent full atomistic model of the same size [301]. . . . . . . . . 136
7.3 Snapshots of dislocation loop multiplication from the FR source in Ni sub-
ject to a constant applied shear stress of 1.4 GPa. Atoms are colored by
a-CNA [246]: red are of HCP local structure, green are either hole surfaces
or Shockley partial dislocations, and all FCC atoms are deleted. In (f), the
distance between the top of the loop and holes (H ′) is about twice the dis-
tance between the bottom of the loop and holes (H ′′) [301]. . . . . . . . . . 138
7.4 Evolution of the number of defect (i.e., non-FCC) atoms identified by a-CNA
[246] with time for different FR source length L in Ni. While a larger L is
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14 ps [301]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
7.5 The critical shear stress predicted by continuum models and CAC simulations
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7.6 (a) The same plot as in Fig. 7.5, but for Al. (b) The critical shear stress
τCAC and dislocation core energy Ecore for both types of dislocation, as a
function of the element size Nape for Al in the case of L = 5.61 nm. Larger
elements give a lower critical shear stress and higher dislocation core energy
for both types of dislocation. In particular, Ecore converges to the atomistics
(horizontal lines) as each element has a smaller number of atoms Nape [301]. 142
7.7 Snapshots of critical dislocation configurations for different FR source length
L in Cu and Al. The green curves represent Shockley partial dislocations
identified by a DXA [247]; the gray ribbons are intrinsic stacking faults. The
kinks along dislocations have a size on the order of that of an element, which
is illustrated as a red parallelogram. For Cu, L1 = 5.01 nm with H1 = 0.7L1,
L2 = 35.07 nm with H2 = 0.77L2, and L3 = 65.13 nm with H3 = 0.69L3.
For Al, L1 = 5.61 nm with H1 = 0.8L1, L2 = 39.29 nm with H2 = 0.8L2,
and L3 = 72.97 nm with H3 = 0.75L3 [301]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
7.8 The aspect ratio of the dislocation half-loop height to the FR source length
H/L, as a function of L. For the same L, the ratio for Cu is the smallest
while that for Al is the largest. In general, the ratio H/L decreases with an
increasing L [301]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
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8.1 (a) Bicrystal simulation cell to study sequential slip transfer across a Σ3 CTB
in FCC metals. A pair of cylindrical holes is introduced as an FR source for
dislocation multiplication. An atomistic domain is meshed in the vicinity
of the CTB, FR source, and at the otherwise zigzag cell boundaries; away
from the CTB, holes, and cell boundaries are those of the coarse-grained
finite elements, each of which contains 2,197 atoms. All cell boundaries are
assumed traction free to allow a full 3D description. (b) A zoom-in of the
CTB region shows that the elements marked by the blue lines need to be
refined for outgoing dislocations to propagate as they exit the atomistically
resolved domain of the CTB. Note that all distances labelled here are for Cu;
the size of the model for Al differs by the ratio of their lattice parameters [303].153
8.2 Snapshots of dislocation loop multiplication in Cu between a pair of cylindri-
cal holes, which serve as an FR source. Atoms are colored by a-CNA [246]:
red are of HCP local structure, blue are BCC atoms, and all FCC atoms
are deleted. In (a), a straight edge dislocation is introduced between two
cylindrical holes. In (b), the dislocation reaches the critical semi-elliptical
configuration; then it continues growing in (c) until a dislocation loop is
formed in (d). In (e), the segments of dislocation loop with edge component
are swept out at the traction free cell boundaries, leaving a curved dislocation
moving along the positive y direction towards the CTB. Similar phenomena
are observed for Al [303]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
8.3 Snapshots of dislocation pile-up impingement with dominant leading screw
character against Σ3 CTB in both Cu (a–d) and Al (e–h) subject to a shear
stress σzx = 1.2 GPa. Atoms are colored in the same way as in Fig. 8.2. A
fully atomistic domain is meshed in the vicinity of the CTB, as shown in (a).
In both materials, the incoming dislocation is constricted at the CTB, where
two Shockley partial dislocations are recombined into a full dislocation. In
Cu, the dislocation cuts into the outgoing twinned grain and is redissociated
into two partials; in Al, the redissociated dislocation is absorbed by the CTB,
with two partials gliding on the twin plane in the same direction. Different
views of the CTB are taken for Cu and Al, which are illustrated in the first
row of each column [303]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158
8.4 Four different dislocation/CTB reaction modes for Al, as a function of applied
shear stress, dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature. Prior
atomistic simulations and multiscale methods in the literature only reported
mode A reaction while other modes are observed in in situ TEM experi-
ments. The surface steps at the traction free cell boundaries in (a) retain
curved dislocations while the PBCs applied on the dislocation line direction
in (b) result in straight dislocation segments, regardless of the dislocation
line length [303]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
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8.5 Snapshots of a straight screw dislocation interacting with a Σ3 CTB in a
quasi-2D model for Al. Atoms are colored in the same manner as in Fig. 8.2.
The length of the dislocation line is reduced from 260b in Fig. 8.1 to 26b. (a)
Incoming screw dislocation is in the coarse-grained domain; (b) at an applied
stress of 100 MPa, the incoming dislocation splits into two Shockley partials,
which then move in opposite directions; (c) at a 500 MPa applied stress, the
two CTB partial dislocations move in the same direction, leaving no CTB
migration behind; (d) at a 1.8 GPa applied stress, the incoming dislocation
is first absorbed by the CTB then desorbed into the twinned grain, leaving
behind a perfect CTB, similar to the NEB prediction for Cu [327]; (e) at the
largest stress of 2.1 GPa, dislocations are desorbed into both incoming and
outgoing grains [303]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
8.6 Snapshots of a straight screw dislocation interacting with a Σ3 CTB in a
quasi-2D model for Al. Atoms are colored in the same manner as in Fig. 8.2.
The length of the dislocation line is 26b and the applied stress is 500 MPa. It
is found that the two CTB partial dislocations move in the same directions,
leaving no CTB migration behind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165
9.1 Bicrystal simulation cells used to study sequential slip transfer of five (a0/2)[110](11̄1)
dislocations across (a) a Σ3 CTB and (b) a Σ11 STGB in Ni. An atomistic
domain is meshed in the vicinity of both GBs; the jagged interstices at the
cell boundaries are also filled in with atoms, which are not shown here. Away
from the GBs and cell boundaries are coarse-grained finite elements, each con-
taining 2,197 atoms. All cell boundaries are assumed traction free to allow
a full 3D description. Zoom-ins of the GB region are given in the rightmost
column, where atoms in different (110) atomic layers have different colors.
The top right zoom-in shows that the Σ3 CTB is composed of all D SUs,
and all sites along the CTB are equivalent; the bottom right zoom-in sug-
gests the Σ11 STGB is composed of all C SUs, indicating that two distinct
dislocation/STGB interaction sites (1 and 2) should be considered in terms
of slip planes of incoming dislocations [304]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172
9.2 Generalized fault energy curves along a 〈112〉 direction on a {111} plane in Ni,
calculated using five EAM potentials [7, 89,173,274,326]. Certain quantities
of interest, including the unstable SFE eUSF, stable SFE eSF, unstable twin-
ning energy eUT, and stable twinning energy eT, are labelled. Five atomic
configurations are given in the top row, corresponding to a displacement of 0,
0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2, respectively, in unit of a0/
√
6, along the 〈112〉 direction [304].174
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9.3 Snapshots of dislocation pile-up with dominant leading screw character im-
pinging against a Σ3{111} CTB. Each of the five incoming dislocations has
Burgers vector (a0/2)[110]. Atoms are colored by a-CNA [246]: red are of
HCP local structure, blue are BCC atoms, and all FCC atoms are deleted.
In (a), five incoming dislocations approach the CTB subject to an applied
shear stress. In (b), the leading dislocation is constricted at the CTB, where
two Shockley partial dislocations are recombined into a full dislocation. In
(c–d), with Angelo-EAM, Foiles-EAM, and Zhou-EAM potentials, the redis-
sociated dislocation is absorbed by the CTB, with two partials gliding on the
twin plane in opposite directions, according to Eq. 8.4. In (e–f), with Mishin-
EAM and Voter-EAM potentials, the dislocation effectively cross-slips into
the outgoing twinned grain via redissociation into two partials, according to
Eq. 8.2. Views of (a–b), (c–d), and (e–f) are illustrated in (b), (c), and (e),
respectively [304]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
9.4 Snapshots of a series of (a0/2)[110] dislocations impinging on a Σ11{113}
STGB. In (a) and (e–k), atoms are colored in the same matter as in Fig. 9.3,
except that the FCC atoms (green) are not deleted in (e). In (b–d) and
(f–k), a DXA is employed to illustrate dislocations as curved lines. (a–c)
are taken at the same time but with different views and/or visualization
methods, where the leading partial in the incoming grain splits into a par-
tial dislocation on the STGB and a stair-rod type of dislocation, according to
Eq. 9.1. (d–e) are taken at the same time but with different views and visual-
ization methods, where the trailing partial in the incoming grain reacts with
the stair-rod dislocation to form another partial dislocation on the STGB,
according to Eq. 9.2. In (g–k), the interaction mechanism for subsequent
dislocations is found to be precisely the same as for the first dislocation, be-
cause each dislocation/STGB reaction does not leave residual Burgers vector
in the STGB interface. Views of (a–b), (c–d), (e), and (f–k) are illustrated
in (a), (c), (e), and (f), respectively [304]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179
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SUMMARY
Metal plasticity is a multiscale phenomenon that is manifested by irreversible mi-
crostructure rearrangement associated with nucleation, multiplication, interaction, and mi-
gration of dislocations. Long range elastic interactions between dislocations and other crys-
tal defects are important to describe, along with the nonlocal, nonlinear dislocation core
field. These requirements necessitate multiscale modeling techniques which (i) describe
certain lattice defects and their interactions using fully resolved atomistics, (ii) preserve
the net Burgers vector and associated long range stress fields of curved mixed character
dislocations in a sufficiently large continuum domain in a fully three-dimensional model,
and (iii) employ the same governing equations and interatomic potentials in both atomistic
and continuum domains to avoid the usage of phenomenological parameters/criteria and
ad hoc procedures for passing dislocation segments between the two domains. One such
approach is the concurrent atomistic-continuum (CAC) method. Unlike many other con-
current multiscale approaches, the continuum domain in CAC admits motion of dislocations
and intrinsic stacking faults through a lattice without necessity of adaptive mesh refinement
while employing an underlying interatomic potential as the only constitutive relation and
is thus a suitable tool for dislocation-mediated metal plasticity phenomena.
In this dissertation, the CAC method is advanced in multiple aspects and applied in
a series of problems in plasticity of face-centered cubic (FCC) metals. First, four signifi-
cant advancements in the CAC method have been made: (i) new types of finite elements
are developed which yields a more accurate stacking fault energies and core structure in
coarse-grained atomistic descriptions of dislocations, (ii) zero temperature, quasistatic CAC
approaches are formulated to enable the constrained multiscale optimization for a sequence
of non-equilibrium dislocation configurations in metals, (iii) mesh refinement schemes for
both dynamic fracture and curved dislocation migration are implemented, and (iv) the code
efficiency is improved using parallelized object-oriented programming. Subsequently, this
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enhanced CAC method is employed to study multiple plasticity problems in a variety of
FCC metals, including screw dislocation cross-slip in Ni, edge dislocation bowing out from
a row of collinear obstacles in Al, dislocation multiplication from Frank-Read sources in
Cu, Ni, and Al, as well as sequential slip transfer of curved dislocations across a Σ3{111}
coherent twin boundary and a Σ11{113} symmetric tilt grain boundary in Cu, Al, and Ni.
This work makes significant contributions to the fields of mechanics of materials and mul-
tiscale modeling. It is anticipated that the finding in this dissertation will improve physical
understanding of dislocation-mediated plastic deformation processes in FCC metals and






1.1.1 The concurrent atomistic-contnuum method
Multiscale materials modelling methods can be categorized in terms of sequential and con-
current methods [254]. Sequential multiscale methods are approaches whereby simulations
are first conducted at fine scale, the results of which are then processed to provide inputs to
coarse-scale simulations; it follows that the fine-scale model is no longer required. Atomistic
simulation methods can be viewed as sequential multiscale approaches, for example, since
the interatomic potentials are informed by lower scale ab initio simulations.
Concurrent multiscale methods, as the name suggests, employ models at two or more
length scales simultaneously [168]. Depending on whether the physical problem is de-
composed into different regions, concurrent methods are further classified into two sub-
categories: hierarchical and partitioned-domain (also called domain decomposition) meth-
ods. Hierarchical methods make use of all length scales everywhere, i.e., with the coarse-
scale model making regular appeals to the fine-scale model to determine a constitutive
law and, conversely, the fine-scale model looking to the coarse-scale model for its bound-
ary conditions [254]. Partitioned-domain methods, on the other hand, divide the problem
into different contiguous, non-overlapping regions, all of which are updated concurrently
in time [216]. In most partitioned-domain methods, atomistic resolution is retained where
a large deformation gradient exists and/or explicit descriptions of nanoscale structure and
phenomena are essential; otherwise, the continuum treatment is employed [306]. Chen et
al. [53] reviewed the theoretical foundations of coarse graining methods and analyzed sev-
eral representative coarse graining models. A review of 14 concurrent multiscale modelling
methods is presented by Miller and Tadmor [172], and is further summarized by Tadmor
and Miller [254]. In this dissertation, only partitioned-domain methods are addressed.
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An example of a partitioned-domain method is the coupled atomistic/discrete disloca-
tion (CADD) method [232]. The CADD model permits the transfer of dislocations across
the interface between the atomistic and continuum domains. It has been employed to in-
corporate long range fields of dislocation pileups to study the impingement of dislocations
on symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) in Al by Dewald and Curtin [70–72]. However,
CADD is restricted in that a heuristic, ad hoc “detection band” is introduced to pass dislo-
cations through the continuum/atomistic domain interface in that dislocations are detected
on one side of the interface and inserted into the other. To the author’s best knowledge, a
full three-dimensional (3D) coupling of atomistic and discrete dislocation methods allowing
curved dislocations of mixed character has not yet been achieved or is in early stages of
consideration [56,187].
Another partitioned-domain approach is the quasicontinuum (QC) method [255]. The
QC method uses the change of deformation gradient to distinguish domains where full
atomistic resolution is required from those where the deformation field varies more smoothly.
Representative atoms (repatoms) are employed to reduce the degrees of freedom (DOFs) to
a small fraction of those required in fully resolved atomistic simulations. The system energy,
based on the repatoms, is minimized so that the lattice statics at 0 K is reproduced [171].
The QC method has been extended to include a dynamic, finite temperature formulation
[75,135,253]. In such approaches, it is difficult to avoid introduction of a ghost force at the
atomistic/continuum domain interface. Moreover, the continuum domain in QC simulations
associated with local nodes does not admit displacement discontinuities such as dislocations,
so the finite elements must be adaptively remeshed to full atomistic resolution along the slip
propagation path, even well away from the domain interfaces; glide dislocations nucleated
from either nanoindentation [227] or from a crack tip [234] must pass through a fully resolved
atomistic domain which is usually relatively small due to its high computational cost and so
the corresponding dislocation density is usually much higher than that in experiments [234].
Most partitioned-domain methods, including CADD and QC, treat the continuum do-
main such that lattice dislocations are either implemented via elastic constitutive relations,
or they are not permitted at all. This motivated development of a new partitioned-domain
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method which (i) describes certain lattice defects and their interactions using fully resolved
atomistics, (ii) preserves the net Burgers vector and associated long range stress fields of
curved, mixed character dislocations in a sufficiently large continuum domain in a fully 3D
model, and preferably, (iii) employs the same governing equations and interatomic potentials
in both domains to avoid the usage of phenomenological parameters, essential remeshing
operations and ad hoc procedures for passing dislocation segments between atomistic and
coarse-grained atomistic domains.
One such approach is the concurrent atomistic-continuum (CAC) method [297]. A
CAC simulation model, in general, partitions the simulation cell into two domains: atom-
istic and coarse-grained domains, as will be further discussed in Chap. 2. Employing a
unified atomistic-continuum integral formulation with elements that have discontinuities
between them and the underlying interatomic potential as the only constitutive relation,
CAC admits propagation of displacement discontinuities (dislocations and associated stack-
ing faults) through a lattice in both domains [50]. Within each element in the coarse-grained
domain, a finite element method (FEM) with Gaussian quadrature is used to calculate the
force/energy of the integration points and update the nodal positions, from which the po-
sitions of atoms inside the element are interpolated [296, 297]. Between elements, neither
displacement continuity nor interelement compatibility are required [300]. In this way,
nucleation of dislocations and their transport between fully resolved atomistic and coarse-
grained domains are permitted, without requiring heuristic rules or overlapping pad regions,
especially for face-centered cubic (FCC) metals with planar dislocation core [42]. The non-
singular dislocation core structure/energy/stress fields and Burgers vector are naturally
accommodated in CAC to yield an accurate generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) sur-
face [300] and Peierls stress [301], as will be presented in Chap. 4.
The major advantage of the CAC method, compared to other partitioned-domain meth-
ods, is in the use of interelement discontinuity for dislocation nucleation and migration,
facilitating seamless passage of dislocations between atomistic and coarse-grained domains.
Other advantages of the CAC method include:
1. Unified governing equations and the same interatomic potential are employed in both
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atomistic and coarse-grained domains, inherently providing the convergence of CAC
simulations to fully resolved atomistics. Also, since all force/energy calculations are
non-local, no ghost forces exist at the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface in
both undeformed and homogeneously deformed configurations.
2. Adaptive remeshing, which is costly and usually employed in multiscale methods to
capture lattice defects in the case of continuous elements, is not essential in certain
CAC applications, because interelement discontinuity admits the propagation of edge,
screw, and mixed character dislocations albeit with a smeared treatment of the dislo-
cation core/Burgers vector. This results in a consistent coarse-graining accuracy and
efficiency compared to fully resolved atomistics.
3. Because the net Burgers vector and associated long range fields of dislocation arrays
are preserved in the coarse-grained domain, CAC coarse graining can be employed in
regions remote from lattice defects (e.g., interstitial/vacancy, voids, and interfaces),
while full atomistic resolution should be employed in the vicinity of defects to repro-
duce dislocation/defect reactions.
The previous CAC approach, however, is limited by certain disadvantages. For exam-
ple, in applying CAC to plastic deformation of FCC crystalline metals, dislocations in the
coarse-grained domain are accomondated between elements with all surfaces corresponding
to {111} slip planes; however, the widely used rhombohedral element only permits disloca-
tions in 9 out of 12 sets of equivalent {111}〈110〉 slip systems. Thus, other potential slip
systems are omitted. In 2013, a hybrid element was developed to capture all 12 slip systems
in FCC system [67]. However, the hybrid element is not employed in this dissertation due
to its higher computational cost compared with a rhombohedral element of the same size:
the former contains 122 integration points while the latter contains 64 integration points in
the same first nearest neighbor (1NN) element, solved by 2nd order Gaussian quadrature.
Therefore, only certain line/planar defects that are important for FCC metal plasticity
can be represented in the coarse-grained domain in the previous CAC implementation,
e.g., (a0/2) 〈110〉 {111} full dislocations, (a0/6) 〈112〉 {111} Shockley partial dislocations,
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intrinsic stacking faults, and dislocation intersection-induced jogs and kinks, where a0 is
the lattice parameter. Moreover, for migration of these defects, it is required that their
paths should be aligned with interelement boundaries. Defects that are not allowed di-
rectly in the coarse-grained domain include, but are not limited to, extended dislocation
core structures, stacking fault tetrahedra, extrinsic stacking faults, superjogs, general grain
boundaries (GBs), arbitrary cracks, and extended sessile dislocation locks such as Lomer,
Hirth, and Lomer-Cottrell locks. Point defects and climb of a Frank partial dislocation,
which is usually assisted by formation and migration of point defects, may be admitted in
the coarse-grained domain but are not expected to be accurately described. Note that the
degree of accuracy is controlled by the mesh size.
It is therefore desirable to extend the CAC method by using mesh refinement schemes.
For example, previous CAC simulations of brittle fracture show that the coarse-grained
domain with hybrid elements satisfactorily predict local fracture behavior and an average
stress-strain relation comparable with those resulting from fully resolved atomistic simula-
tions with only 1.4% DOFs of the latter [67]. The coarse-grained domain works reasonably
well in brittle fracture, which mainly involves the rupture of atomic bonds [28], because two
neighboring elements are related by interatomic potentials. However, in ductile fracture
involving a 3D, time-varying, complex dislocation network, which is relevant to plastic re-
sponse near a crack tip, it is unlikely that the rhombohedral elements with a limited number
of slip systems [297] or the hybrid elements of finite size [67] can render necessary resolu-
tion. Also, note that in brittle fracture [67], the element shape and lattice orientation are
carefully designed such that the element surfaces are also the cleavage planes; for arbitrary
lattice orientations, brittle fracture may not be as well described using CAC without mesh
refinement.
Another disadvantage of the previous CAC method is that it only has a dynamic formu-
lation [297]. Like most concurrent multiscale methods, an fs-scale time step, which is the
smallest of all time scales involved to gain the needed accuracy, is employed in CAC. As
a result, dynamic CAC simulations, like molecular dynamics (MD), are often performed in
the “overdriven” regime, characterized by higher deformation rates (> 107 s−1) and higher
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stresses (on the order of several GPa) as compared to experiments [259]. In this regime,
defect nucleation/migration is primarily stress-driven. Results based on dynamic CAC are
thus directly useful only in predicting a material’s response under shock loading conditions.
In dislocation nucleation from a surface, a dynamic CAC simulation is more likely to pre-
dict multiple nucleation events, e.g., arrays of dislocation sources activated simultaneously,
because it does not provide the time duration necessary for the thermally-assisted single
dislocation nucleation event to occur. Another limitation of the dynamic CAC is that it is
likely to miss subtle structural transitions that occur infrequently and under low applied
stresses.
Therefore, there is a clear need to advance multiple aspects of the CAC approach to
provide an improved tool for modeling dislocation-mediated metal plasticity. Specific ad-
vancements are summarized in Sec. 1.2 and detailed in Chap. 3.
1.1.2 Plasticity of face-centered cubic metals
Metal plasticity is a multiscale phenomenon that is manifested by irreversible microstructure
rearrangement associated with nucleation, multiplication, interaction, and migration of dis-
locations [168]. Long range field interactions between dislocations are extremely important
to describe, along with the dissociated character of partial dislocations [300]. The former
necessitates large solution scales, while the latter demands treatment of core effects using
accurate underlying interatomic potentials. Metal plasticity therefore requires concurrent
coupling across various scales. While methods such as MD and dislocation dynamics (DD)
have been widely employed for problems at spatial scales involving core effects and long
range fields, respectively, efforts have been made to concurrently bridge the discrete and
continuous descriptions, two fundamentally different approaches [216].
In the context of dislocation-mediated plastic deformation, CAC has been used to model
dislocation nucleation from notched specimens [291,292,297] in Cu, Ni, and Al, nucleation
and growth of dislocation loops in Cu, Al, and Si [294], dislocation-void interactions in
Ni [298], and fast moving dislocations in Cu [296]. The success of these calculations sug-
gests the viability of using CAC simulations to study other plasticity phenomena in a
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Figure 1.1: (a) TEM observation of a (a0/2) 〈110〉 full dislocation pile-up penetrating a
Σ3 twin boundary and generating another array of dislocations in the second grain in 304
stainless steel [225]. (b) A 3D illustration of a series of curved dislocations on an incoming
slip plane crossing a GB and gliding on an outgoing slip plane [169].
sufficiently large 3D model, which would normally be inaccessible to atomistics. Screw
dislocation cross-slip, which is important in plastic deformation of metals due to its role
in dynamic recovery via activation of a secondary slip system, is one such phenomenon.
Another is dislocation multiplication from Frank-Read (FR) sources, a benchmark problem
for multiscale simulations and one of the building blocks for more complicated 3D disloca-
tion substructure evolution [44]. Lastly, the slip transfer of lattice dislocations across GBs
(Fig. 1.1), which plays an important role in size-dependent plastic deformation in polycrys-
talline metals, merits further investigation with large scale concurrent simulations using
multiscale approaches like CAC.
The mechanism for slip transfer of lattice dislocations that migrate to and interact with
GBs is one of the most pressing yet unresolved issues facing grain boundary (GB) engineer-
ing from materials science or materials design perspectives, and polycrystal plasticity from
a constitutive modeling perspective [168]. It is known that the strength of polycrystalline
FCC metals varies characteristically with the average grain size [307]. For mean grain size
above 10 nm, the Hall-Petch effect that a smaller average grain size results in a higher
yield stress, is confirmed by experiments [209], constitutive modeling [59], and atomistic
simulations [170]. For an FCC polycrystal with sufficiently large grains and few short-range
dislocation interactions (e.g., during Stage I work hardening), the Hall-Petch effect can be
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rationalized in terms of the dislocation pile-up model [200]. Since the stress on the leading
dislocation is proportional to the applied stress and to the number of dislocations in the
pile-up, the tip of the pile-up in a smaller grain that accommodates fewer dislocations ex-
periences a lower stress [110]. Thus, a higher applied stress is required to reach the critical
stress level on the incoming side of the GB to transfer slip through the interface. Regard-
ing these slip transfer processes [140], three possible lattice dislocation/GB reactions have
been identified: direct transmission of the incoming dislocation, absorption of the incoming
dislocation into an extrinsic GB dislocation, and desorption of the GB dislocation into a
neighboring grain or back into the original grain, as shown in Fig. 1.2. At low levels of
plastic strain, plastic deformation within individual grains is mainly carried by multiplica-
tion/generation of lattice dislocations, the resistance to which is manifested as the strength
of polycrystal [60]. For polycrystalline metals with an average grain size above 100 nm or
so, yield strength is mainly controlled by the generation of lattice dislocations. Thus, dislo-
cation pile-ups and associated slip transfer at GBs play an important role in size dependent
initiation and progress of plastic deformation in polycrystalline metals [58].
Figure 1.2: Illustrations of three possible single dislocation/GB reactions.
Although in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments capture the real-
time dynamic process of slip transfer [140], they are unable to discern 3D atomic-scale events
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at the dislocation/GB interaction sites to yield quantitative information [121]. The multi-
scale nature of the sequential transfer of slip across GBs, in which both the atomic scale
structure of the interface and the long range fields of dislocation pile-ups are important,
also poses challenges from the perspective of computational simulation [168]. For example,
dislocation-based continuum approaches such as the crystal plasticity finite element method
(CPFEM) [168] and DD [154] are not readily applicable to simulate the interactions be-
tween dislocations and GBs because they usually do not naturally incorporate the necessary
microscopic DOFs associated with the GBs and other evolving internal state variables that
relate to detailed slip transfer criteria. On the other hand, atomistic simulations, which
are preferred to understand local GB structure-specific slip transfer responses, are limited
by the size of the computational cell in terms of computing long range dislocation pile-up
processes [241].
Therefore, there is a need to investigate a series of important FCC metal plasticity
phenomena using the advanced CAC approach. This kind of coarse-grained modeling of
slip transfer may assist in formulating constitutive laws and rules in describing plasticity
of polycrystals that may be useful upstream in CPFEM and DD simulations. Specific
applications of CAC simulations are summarized in Sec. 1.2 and detailed in Chaps. 4–9.
1.2 Dissertation objectives and significance of research
The main objectives of this dissertation are two-fold: (i) advancing the previously estab-
lished CAC method [297] in four major aspects and (ii) applying the newly advanced CAC
approach to study a series of important dislocation-mediated plasticity problems in FCC
metals. Specific objectives of this dissertation, along with the significance of research, are
to:
1. Develop new types of finite elements for a more accurate description of dislocations
in the coarse-grained domain in CAC. To the author’s best knowledge, this would
be the first coarse-grained atomistic approach that can approximate dislocation core
level effects without requiring adaptive mesh refinement to atomic scale resolution;
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2. Formulate zero temperature CAC approaches to facilitate exploration of structure evo-
lution nearer to minimum energy pathways. This is especially important for cases like
slip transfer across GBs in which (i) common overdriven conditions associated with
very high strain rates in dynamics and/or thermal fluctuation due to finite tempera-
ture need to be avoided and (ii) equilibrium GB structure evolution at the reaction
sites requires an accurate description by sequential energy minimization;
3. Implement the mesh refinement schemes for the CAC method to expand its capabil-
ity to handle the evolution of more complex extended defect structures than those
previously studied;
4. Improve the code efficiency and readability using parallel object-oriented programming
in FORTRAN 2003, in preparation for a public version of the CAC code. These
improvements, with respect to the previous CAC implementation, are important from
the computational perspective;
5. Apply the advanced CAC method to study certain benchmark problems, including
GSFE, dislocation core structure/energy/stress fields, Peierls stress, surface indenta-
tion, dislocation migration between atomistic and coarse-grained domain interface,
brittle-to-ductile (BTD) transition in dynamic fracture, and curved, mixed-character
dislocation migration, in three FCC metals: Cu, Ni, and Al. For these benchmark
simulations, the advanced CAC method is shown to provide largely satisfactory pre-
dictive results at much lower computational cost than the fully atomistic version of
the same models. To quantify the coarse-graining error, a preliminary convergence
and error analysis based on these results is presented;
6. Employ both dynamic CAC and MD simulations to explore the shear stress- and line
length-dependent screw dislocation cross-slip in Ni. It is demonstrated that the CAC
approach can accurately describe 3D cross-slip processes via two commonly observed
mechanisms, as a complement to other numerical methods;
7. Use quasistatic CAC simulations of submicron-sized realizations to study the bowing
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of edge dislocations from a row of collinear obstacles in Al. This work highlights the
significance of the effects of adjacent bowed-out segments on cooperative dislocation
bow-out;
8. Employ quasistatic CAC simulations to model an edge dislocation bowing out from
an FR source in Cu, Ni, and Al. Three key characteristics of the FR source, including
the dislocation nucleation/loop formation time, the critical shear stress, and critical
dislocation configuration, are investigated. Results highlight the significance of di-
rectly simulating the FR source activities using fully 3D models and shed light on
developing more accurate continuum models;
9. Perform CAC simulations to study sequential slip transfer of a series of curved dis-
locations from a given pile-up across a Σ3 {111} coherent twin boundary (CTB) in
Cu and Al, with dominant leading screw character at the site of interaction. Results
elucidate the discrepancies between atomistic simulations and experimental observa-
tions of dislocation/GB reactions and highlight the importance of directly modeling
sequential dislocation slip transfer reactions using fully 3D models, with consideration
of applied shear stress, dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature;
10. Perform CAC simulations to address the slip transfer of dislocation pile-ups across two
GBs in Ni, including a Σ3{111} CTB and a Σ11{113} symmetric tilt grain boundary
(STGB). Results emphasize the role of specific GB structure in interface absorption-
desorption reactions including evolution of the interface structure and identify the
history effect of a sequence of dislocation reactions with the interface in light of irre-
versible evolution of the GB with each encounter.
1.3 Dissertation structure
This dissertation is organized as follows:
• In Chap. 2, a review of the theoretical foundation, mathematical formulation, and
numerical implementation of the CAC method is provided in detail. This chapter
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provides a background of the CAC approach that will be used throughout the disser-
tation.
• In Chap. 3, four major advances of the CAC method are presented, and are employed
in the remainder of the dissertation. This chapter represents the work published in
Refs. [300,303,306].
• In Chap. 4, certain benchmark problems are studied using the updated CAC method;
a preliminary convergence and error analysis is conducted in the last section, Sec. 4.11.
This chapter, establishing that the method adequately replicates essential aspects of
dislocation fields, represents the work published in Refs. [300,301,306].
• In Chaps. 5–9, both quasistatic and dynamic CAC simulations are performed to study
a series of plasticity problems including screw dislocation cross-slip, edge dislocations
bowing-out from obstacles, dislocation multiplication from FR sources, and slip trans-
fer of mixed-type curved dislocations across a Σ3 CTB and a Σ11 STGB in three FCC
metals: Cu, Ni and Al. Each chapter is organized with introduction, methodology, re-
sults and discussion, and summary sections so that it is self-contained. These chapters
represent the work published or submitted in Refs. [301–305].
• Chapter 10 summarizes the significant findings and overall contribution of this disser-





2.1 Microcontinuum and atomic field theory
In classical local continuum mechanics, a material consists of mass points with infinitesimal
size, which are continuously distributed and fill the entire region of space they occupy [20].
The micro-scale kinetics or dynamics are implicitly averaged. The physical properties of
each point is determined only by the deformation and history of that point, i.e., each point
behaves independently following the same constitutive law. Interactions between these
points take place only through the balance equations. Therefore, continuum mechanics
fails to describe the materials deformation at the atomic/micro level.
Limitations of classical continuum mechanics have motivated the development of various
enhanced methods, a vast number of which aim at tackling the locality issue. Among these
methods, a weakly nonlocal theory, microcontinuum field theory (also called generalized
continuum theory) extends the classical field theory to microscopic space and time scales
[82]. In the microcontinuum field theory, materials are envisioned as a continuum collection
of deformable point particles. Each point particle, with a finite size, has a continuous
internal deformation which is represented by some vectors attached to it. Accordingly, a
particle is identified by its position vector R and some director vectors attached to this
point Ξα in the undeformed state. In a solid crystal, R describes the continuous lattice
deformation, in which the material is viewed as a collection of infinitesimal point particles,
while Ξα consider each point particle with finite size and describe its continuous internal
deformation. Both R and Ξα have their own motions to the deformed states r and ξα at
time t, respectively, i.e.,
R
t−→ r, Ξα
R,t−−→ ξα, α = 1, 2, . . . , N (2.1)
Such a medium is called microcontinuum of grade N . By introducing Ξα, the micro-
continuum naturally brings length and time scales into the field theories; by considering the
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ratio of the external characteristic length to the internal characteristic length, the microcon-
tinuum theories are nonlocal in character. For the first grade microcontinuum (N = 1), Ξ1
are three deformable directors, conferring each point particle nine extra DOFs compared to
the local theory. This is the micromorphic continuum. The other two microcontinuum are
microstretch and micropolar continuum, which can be achieved by constraining the director
vectors in certain ways.
In micromorphic field theory, the motion of point particles are governed by conservation
equations of mass, microinertia, generalized spin, linear momentum, and energy. Based
on the micromorphic field theory, Chen and Lee [48] proposed a multiscale field theory,
called the atomistic field theory (AFT), which views a crystalline material as a continuous
collection of lattice points; embedded within each point is a unit cell with a group of discrete
atoms. In this way, the micromorphic theory is connected with MD and is expanded to the
atomic scale. Here, the local density function is continuous at the level of the unit cell, but
discrete in terms of the discrete atoms inside the unit cell.
The theoretical foundation of the CAC method is the AFT. The same balance equa-
tions for both fully resolved atomistic and coarse-grained continuum domains are employed
to compute the properties of general crystals [300]. In the continuum domain, the inter-
atomic potential serves as the only constitutive relation. The AFT was originally designed
with multi-component crystalline materials in mind [51,52], and CAC has been applied on
strontium titanate [312–314] and one-dimensional (1D) polyatomic crystals [290].
For monoatomic crystalline materials, for example pure metals, each primitive unit cell
contains only one atom. Xiong et al. [297] performed CAC simulations to reproduce complex
dislocation phenomena in FCC metals such as dislocation nucleation/migration and forma-
tion of multiple stacking fault ribbons. Deng et al. [68] and Deng and Chen [67] studied
both wave and crack propagation, as well as the impact fracture in an ideal brittle material.
More recently, the more accurate embedded-atom method (EAM) potential was incorpo-
rated into CAC simulations to study more general dislocation behavior such as migration of
curved dislocations, formation of leading and trailing partial dislocations, dislocation loop
coalescence, dislocation/phonon interactions, and dislocation/void interactions in FCC pure
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crystals [292–296,298].
2.2 Governing equations of the CAC method
Within the framework of atomic N -body dynamics, Chen [50] formulated the microscopic
balance equations of the instantaneous mass, linear momentum, and internal energy. Fun-
damentally different from the form of coarse-grained particle models [32,255,308], the gov-
erning equations in AFT are expressed in terms of local densities [53]. While they can be
expressed in terms of either Eulerian or Lagrangian coordinates, the governing equations
are presented in Eulerian coordinates in this dissertation, i.e.,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇r · (ρv) = 0 (2.2)
∂(ρv)
∂t
−∇r · (t− ρv ⊗ v)− fext = 0 (2.3)
∂(ρe)
∂t
−∇r · (q+ t · v − ρev)− fext · v = 0 (2.4)
where ρ is the microscopic local mass density, t is the time, r is the physical space co-
ordinates, v is the local velocity field, fext is the external body force field, t is the 2
nd
rank momentum flux tensor, e is the energy, and q is the heat flux. Note that all local
densities, including the stress and heat flux field, are defined as the time-interval averages
of instantaneous quantities, as in the MD method, rather than the ensemble phase space
averages employed in statistical mechanics. The local density is continuous in the physical
space up to the point of structural instability (e.g., dislocation nucleation or fracture). For
a monoatomic crystal, assuming that the temperature gradient is negligible and there is no
external force density, Eq. 2.4 becomes trivial and Eq. 2.3 becomes
∂(ρv)
∂t

























+ v · ∇rv
]
−∇r · t = 0. (2.5)
In Eq. 2.5, the first term is zero because of Eq. 2.2; also given that
∂v
∂t






∇r · t = fint, (2.7)
the governing equation in CAC is [48]
ρr̈− fint = 0 (2.8)
where fint is the internal force density and the superposed dots denote the material time
second derivative.
2.3 Continuum quantities from atomistics
In a continuum, the instantaneous mechanical variables ρ, r̈, and fint are defined at each
material point r in physical space. In an atomistic description, however, their values must be
obtained in terms of the discrete values defined for each atom in the system (e.g., position,
momentum, and energy) at atomic site R in phase space. In AFT, Chen and Lee [48]
proposed that the phase space and physical space descriptions can be linked by a localization
relation, i.e.,
ρ(r)r̈ = ΣNatomk=1 δ(r −Rk)mkR̈k (2.9)
fint(r) = Σ
Natom
k=1 δ(r −Rk)Fk (2.10)
where Natom is the number of atoms, the δ-function has units of inverse volume, and F
k
is the total atomic force acting on atom k, having mass mk and position Rk. While the
δ-function can be either a Dirac δ-function or some kind of distribution function, it must
satisfy the following normalization over the simulation domain Ω:
∫
Ω(r)
δ(r−Rk) dΩ(r) = 1. (2.11)







+∞ r = Rk
0 otherwise
. (2.12)
If one denotes the continuum points r in physical space that correspond to discrete
atoms Rk in phase space as rk, use of the Dirac δ-function indicates that in mapping phase
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space into physical space, only the pointwise continuum quantities at rk are sampled. The










where Ωk is the volume of kth atom. At this point, there are numerous ways to form the
continuum field at any continuum point. For example, given a set of points rk, Delaunay
tessellation can be constructed, where the 3D physical space is divided into tetrahedra whose
vertices are at rk [179,244]. Then, within each 4-atom tetrahedron, for a perfect lattice, the
continuum quantities at any point can be linearly interpolated from their values at vertices.
Line defects (dislocations) and plane defects (e.g., stacking faults and free surfaces) are
considered as weak discontinuities, where the interpolation function differs. At a free surface,
for example, the mechanical quantities should be truncated smoothly. This is because
beyond the outer boundaries or within the inner boundaries, most mechanical quantities
are meaningless. In addition, volume defects such as voids and cracks are considered as
strong discontinuities and are excluded from the tessellation. It is beyond the scope of this
dissertation to discuss the details in constructing the tessellation and the discussion below
only concerns the continuum quantities at rk for brevity.
2.4 Force calculation
In the CAC approach, there are atomistic domains and coarse-grained domains with dif-
ferent degrees of coarse-graining, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In the atomistic domain, atoms
are updated in the same way as in MD (for dynamic CAC) or molecular statics (MS) (for
quasistatic CAC); the atomic force Fk is calculated by the force theorem, i.e.,
Fk = −∇Rkeint (2.15)
where eint is the internal energy. In the coarse-grained domain, the force calculation is
more complicated and is the main topic of this section. In both domains, the force on
each atom/node depends on not only the deformation of that atom/node, but also its
environment, making the CAC fully nonlocal.
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Figure 2.1: A 2D CAC simulation domain consisting of an atomistic domain (right) and a
coarse-grained domain (left). The atomistic domain is composed of atoms (black circles),
which follow the same governing equations in the atomistic simulation. The coarse-grained
domain consists of elements of varying size that have discontinuities between them, each
of which contains a large number of underlying atoms with the nodes (red circles) as the
only DOFs. Only the force on integration points (green circles) and nodes are calculated.
The positions of atoms within each element (open circles) are interpolated from the nodal
positions. In 3D, elements have faces on {111} planes, the slip planes of FCC lattice, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. Note that the 2D elements shown are for illustration purposes only. In
(a), an edge dislocation (red ⊥) is located in the atomistic domain. Upon applying a shear
stress on the simulation cell, the dislocation migrates into the coarse-grained domain in (b),




To solve Eq. 2.8 in the coarse-grained domain, it can be daunting to compute the forces
on each atom, so a finite element approach is employed. Note that the physical space r is
continuous in a defect free perfect lattice, and so is the displacement field u. Rhombohedral
elements with all faces lying on {111} planes (Fig. 2.2) are selected for several reasons: (i)
slip in FCC metals occurs along close-packed {111} planes, (ii) the elements conform to the
FCC lattice, (iii) the smallest rhombohedral element is a primitive unit cell in the atomistic
domain, and (iv) a balance between two-dimensional (2D) triangular elements (would be
tetrahedral elements if in 3D) with high efficiency [68] and 3D hybrid elements with high
accuracy [67].
Figure 2.2: A 3D rhombohedral element with faces on {111} planes, the slip planes of FCC
lattice. The position of each atoms within each element, e.g., the green open circle, is
interpolated from the nodal positions (red solid circles) [305].
Within each element, lattice defects are not allowed and the displacement field has C1
continuity. Between elements, however, neither displacement continuity nor strain compat-
ibility is required. The lack of such requirements does not preclude description of a perfect
lattice over large domains involving many elements, nor does it imply that all types of de-
fects can be captured, particularly at high resolution. Lattice defects are accommodated
by discontinuous displacements between elements, potentially including both sliding and
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separation to accommodate brittle fracture [68] or dislocation glide [297]. Domains with
full atomic resolution differ from coarse-grained domains by virtue of their ability to resolve
lattice defects, for example dislocation cores, although the net Burgers vector of such defects
can be captured in the coarse-grained description. Adaptive refinement of coarse-grained
elements can be pursued to promote smooth transition of defect migration from atomistic
to coarse-grained domains, as will be shown in Sec. 3.4.
The displacement field u is the difference between the reference and current configura-
tions, i.e.,
u(X, t) = r(X, t)−X (2.16)
where X denotes the position of a material point in the reference configuration. Thus,
r̈ = ü, (2.17)
and Eq. 2.8 becomes
ρü− fint = 0. (2.18)
First, u within each element is discretized via the relation
u = Φξ(r)uξ (2.19)
where u is a 1× 3 vector, ξ are the nodes, the shape function Φξ is a 1×Nnpe vector, and
uξ is a Nnpe × 3 matrix where Nnpe is the number of nodes per element. For each node ξ,




(1± χ)(1± η)(1 ± ζ) (2.20)
where χ, η, and ζ are natural coordinates. Thus, it can be said that the displacement field
is discretized by employing a piecewise continuous shape function.
Then, the weighted residual method is applied by multiplying Eq. 2.18 by a weight
function Φν and performing the integration over the simulation domain Ω, i.e.,
∫
Ω(r)
[ρΦν(r)Φξ(r)üξ − Φν(r)fint(r)] dΩ(r) = 0 ν = 1, 2, . . . , Nnpe. (2.21)
The Galerkin method is employed, by taking the shape function as the weight function.
Equation 2.21 can be viewed as a system of equations for the time varying nodal displace-
ments for the dynamic problem derived by the principle of virtual work. The second term
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is the internal force that causes the nodal displacement. Since here one does not integrate
by parts to decrease the continuity requirement on u, Eq. 2.21 is not a weak form.
Writing Eq. 2.21 in matrix form, the first term becomes
∫
Ω(r)
ρΦν(r)Φξ(r)üξ dΩ(r) = Müξ = MR̈
ξ (2.22)





is a Nnpe ×Nnpe local mass matrix.








where ω′µ are the quadrature weight in terms of force density, Φµν is a Nnpe× 1 vector, and
fµ is a 1× 3 vector. While integration points µ can correspond to any material point in the
continuum, µ corresponds to actual atoms in this dissertation. In this way, the calculation





where 1×3 vector Fµ is the atomic force at µ and Ωµ is the volume of µth integration point.





µ = 0 (2.26)







Changing the dummy index ν to ξ, Eq. 2.26 becomes








Here, Fξ, a Nnpe × 3 matrix, is the equivalent nodal force on nodes ξ. To ensure that












ωµΦµξ = Γ (2.31)







where MΓ is a Nnpe× 1 matrix, whose elements are the sum of rows in M. A lumped mass
matrix is used, whose diagonal elements of its inverse matrix M−1 are Nnpe/(m
ξNape).












ωµ = Nape (2.34)
such that the total weight of the integration points within one element is the number of
atoms it contains. The integration points play a similar role to the sampling atoms used
in other concurrent multiscale methods such as virtual atom cluster [195], atom collocation
method [310], and multiresolution molecular mechanics (MMM) [30–32, 308, 309, 311]. In
these methods, the computational demand is reduced by only calculating the force of the
sampling points, and Eq. 2.34 is usually satisfied.
In Eq. 2.24, the integral is approximated by a weighted sum of the evaluations of the
integrand at a set of integration points µ. In numerical integration, the positions and
weights of µ are usually determined by the order of the integrand. It is, however, difficult
to employ a unified set of integration points within an element for two reasons:
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1. The integrand Φν(r)fint(r) can be a complicated and highly non-linear function of r,
whose order is usually difficult to anticipate a priori.
2. The variation of the integrand is not uniform within an element. Among all atoms,
those close to the element surface can better “feel” what happens outside, i.e., their
force are more sensitive to external influences. In contrast, the remaining “interior
atoms” are arranged in a similar local lattice structure decided only by the element’s
overall deformation (i.e., trilinear interpolation function). For example, assume that
an element initially represents a perfect lattice, where all atoms have the same force;
then when a dislocation propagates between elements, the force of each “surface atom”
vary substantially while those of the “interior atoms” remain nearly the same.
To circumvent this problem, each element is divided into a number of non-overlapping
subregions, as shown in Fig. 2.3. In this way, one only needs to determine the order of the
integrand within each subregion, which is usually lower than that within the entire element

















where Ωα is the volume of subregion α, Nspe the number of subregions per element, and
Nips the number of integration points per subregion. The accuracy of the quadrature in
Eq. 2.24 depends on (i) how the element is divided and (ii) whether the evaluations at the
integration points can represent the behavior of all atoms in the same subregion. Below,
the integration within one subregion will be first discussed as this determines the division
of the element.



















































Taking the first element Φ1f
χ
int of the matrix as an example, it is assumed that within
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Figure 2.3: A 3D illustration of the subregions within an rhombohedral element in natural
coordinates in CAC simulations. The atoms are not shown. Four types of subregions, α, β,
γ, and δ, are marked in red, blue, green, and gray, respectively. In this dissertation, within
each subregion there is one integration point. The same type of subregion may contain
different numbers of atoms in different types of elements, so the relevant integration points
have different weights, according to Eq. 2.41. The “surface atoms” are located in subregions
α, β, and γ, while the “interior atoms” are contained by subregion δ [300].




except at the boundary, because different subregions have a different fχµ , which is continuous
at the boundary. Moreover, since the force density is related to the deformation gradient, the
assumption only applies when the deformation gradient remains nearly the same within an
element, regardless of the order of the shape function. In practice, however, the force density
gradient across the subregion boundary is small because it is essentially calculated between
two neighboring atomic sites. So the boundary effect is negligible. Within subregion α, the











where the shape function for node 1, Φ1(r), is trilinear with respect to r, regardless of the
subregion. The Gaussian quadrature rule suggests that in 1D integration on interval [a, b],
one integration point located at (b + a)/2 with weight (b − a) can yield an exact result
for a linear polynomial integrand [46]. Thus, in this dissertation, the 1st order Gaussian
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of a 2D subregion containing (2Nχ + 1) × (2Nη + 1) atoms
in natural coordinates. The filled circle in the origin is the integration point. The open
circles are non-integration-point atoms. The boundaries of the subregion along χ and η
directions are [−(Nχ+ 12)
a0




2 ] and [−(Nη + 12 )
a0




2 ], respectively. Note
that in the field description of an element, an integration point can be any continuum
point. In this dissertation, the actual atoms are chosen because the force calculation is
straightforward [300].
quadrature is employed for the numerical integration. A higher order Gaussian quadrature
is desired if the force density varies within each subregion and/or a higher order shape
function is employed; the exact force density function within a subregion depends on both
the size/position of the subregion and the interatomic potentials. For 2D integration within








2 ] and [−(Nη + 12)
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2 ], respectively. Thus, the integration point






















Substituting Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40 into Eq. 2.27, one has
ωµ = (2Nχ + 1)(2Nη + 1), (2.41)
which suggests that the weight of an integration point is the number of atoms within the
same subregion. The same conclusion holds for a 3D subregion. Equation 2.34 is therefore
satisfied.
2.4.3 Embedded-atom method potential
In both atomistic and coarse-grained domains, the force F on atoms or integration points is



































Here, V is the pair potential, F is the embedding potential, ρ̄ is the host electron density,
Rkj is the vector from atom k to atom j with norm Rkj





where ρ is the local electron density between an atomic pair. Equation 2.15 suggests that
the force applied on an atom is the negative variation of the internal energy with respect to
its displacement. In the atomistic domain, each atom has an independent degree of freedom
(DOF), so one can fix all atoms but k in calculating Fk.
In the coarse-grained domain, however, when integration points µ and their neighbors
j are in the same element, they are bound by the interpolation function, so one cannot
move µ while fixing j. In this regard, the force required to move an atom by the same
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displacement is slightly larger than that in an atomistic domain because of the collective
displacements of other atoms, given the nonlocal force field.
2.5 Piecewise continuous interpolation function
In a 3D element, the “surface atoms” are located in subregions α, β, and γ, while the
“interior atoms” are in subregion δ, as shown in Fig. 2.3. One way to distinguish the dis-
placements of the two types of atoms is to apply different shape functions and interpolation
functions in different subregions. In this dissertation, however, the same shape function is
employed for all atoms within an element, with the subregions having different integration
points and weights. Moreover, it is assumed that the deformation of the kth atom within
an element, including the integration points, conforms to that of the element, i.e.,
Rk = φkξR
ξ (2.46)
where the first order interpolation function φ is the same as the trilinear shape function Φ.
In this way, each element domain with interpolation according to Eq. 2.46 contains a hy-
perelastic defect-free lattice that can only have homogeneous deformation, and the element
is isoparametric. Since interelement discontinuity is allowed, this essentially represents a
piecewise continuous interpolation function in each element.
For more general multicomponent crystalline materials, the interpolation function fails
to properly describe the internal atomic positions within the unit cells. In the case of
higher order shape functions, employing the trilinear interpolation function results in sub-
parametric elements. However, in this dissertation, only monoatomic FCC pure metals are
considered with a trilinear shape function, so the trilinear interpolation function applies.
2.6 Dynamic CAC
It is straightforward to apply Eq. 2.8 to solve the dynamic problem for any prescribed
homogeneous temperature [297]. In the atomistic domain, by substituting Eqs. 2.13 and
2.14 into Eq. 2.8, it is shown that for the kth atom,
mkR̈k − Fk = 0, (2.47)
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which is simply Newton’s second law. Similarly, in the coarse-grained domain, for the ξth
node,
mξR̈ξ − Fξ = 0. (2.48)
The Velocity Verlet form [273] of the Brünger-Brooks-Karplus integrator [36] is then
employed in both domains to update atoms and nodes. With all information at time t, the













where γ is the damping coefficient. It has been recently shown that γ is not an artificial
parameter per se, but rather serves as a surrogate for the phonon drag on dislocation
motion [295]. In the atomistic domain, m is the atomic mass and F is the atomic force; in
the coarse-grained domain, m is the normalized lumped mass and F is the equivalent nodal
force calculated by Eq. 2.29. The position is then updated via [306]




















In the QC method, the repatoms are categorized into local and nonlocal types, according
to a nonlocality criterion [255]. Local repatoms are used when the energy of an element is
determined only by its deformation gradient. A large deformation gradient is manifested
where the deformation is plastic due to emergent lattice defects, and so the eigenvalue of the
deformation gradient can capture the nonlocality, which is used to decide if the repatoms
are local or nonlocal and if certain continuous elements need to be refined.
In CAC simulations, each element is a hyperelastic body that can only have elastic
deformation, and the relative displacement (slip) between elements accommodates plastic
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deformation such as dislocation migration. In QC, in contrast, the deformation is contin-
uous. Thus, the deformation gradient within a single element in CAC is generally smaller
than that in QC in the presence of plasticity; in other words, the deformation gradient alone
cannot be used to assess the nonlocality in CAC. On the other hand, for general formulations
all nodes must be nonlocal, prepared for any possible case. Therefore, all force calculations
in CAC simulations are nonlocal, i.e., across the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface,
the motion of nodes causes forces on atoms and vice versa. When the interface lies within
an infinitely large perfect lattice subject to a homogeneous deformation, the forces on all kth
atoms in the atomistic domain and those on all µth integration points in the coarse-grained
domain are the same, because the trilinear interpolation function precisely represents the
atomic positions under homogeneous deformation of the overall domain, i.e.,
Fk = Fµ = Fhomo. (2.52)
Substituting Eq. 2.52 into Eq. 2.30, it follows that the equivalent nodal force on all ξth
nodes are Fhomo, i.e., no extra force is introduced compared with an equivalent full atomistic
model. Therefore, there is no ghost force at the domain interface in both undeformed and
homogeneously deformed lattice configurations.
2.7.2 Equivalent nodal force
In the coarse-grained domain, the equivalent nodal force Fξ is defined in Eq. 2.29. While
the choice of the integration points have been discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, one may wonder why
the atomic force of the node is not directly adopted instead, i.e.,
F ξ = Fξ. (2.53)
The equation implies that the nodes are the only integration points. Employing Eq. 2.34,





which suggests that one node represents a group of ωξ number of atoms. This choice of
integration points overestimates the force if the nodes do not reside in a perfect lattice.
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For example, when a node is at a corner of a cubic simulation cell in the vicinity of three
free surfaces, its force is larger than the atomic force of an atom inside an perfect lattice.
Equation 2.54 means that the group of ωξ number of atoms represented by the node iden-
tically has the same environment (i.e., at the corner), which will unavoidably lead to the
overestimation of the force. In practice, adopting Eq. 2.53 results in large displacement of
the nodes on traction free boundaries within a few simulation steps, for example.
A similar instability of the nodal integration scheme occurs in the meshfree particle
method. Beissel and Belytschko [16] found that although the nodal integration of a Galerkin
approximation is faster and easier to implement than the quadrature method, it results in
a spatial instability. One approach to stabilize the integration is to use additional quadra-
ture points [76]. Later, Xiao and Belytschko [287] and Rabczuk et al. [198] concluded that
while the interpolation in Eulerian coordinate affects material instability, an interpolation
in Lagrangian coordinates promotes numerical stability. In CAC simulations, such interpo-
lation is realized by the application of a piecewise continuous interpolation function within
elements, which is essentially of Lagrangian type although the balance laws are expressed
in Eulerian coordinates.
2.7.3 Stress calculation
In CAC, the 2nd rank Cauchy stress tensor σ is calculated a posteriori. In the atomistic
























where σk is the atomic stress at atom k with volume Ωk.


































where σµ is the atomic stress at integration point µ with volume Ωµ and velocity Ṙµ which
is interpolated from that of the node, i.e.,
Ṙµ = φµξṘ
ξ. (2.57)









Note that since the atomic stress at atom k or integration point µ is symmetric [254],





2.7.4 Coarse-graining efficiency in one iteration
In estimating the ideal coarse-graining efficiency in one iteration, ψcg, it is first assumed
that each atom or integration point has Nnei number of neighbors within the cutoff distance;
then, in one element in the coarse-grained domain, there are NipeNnei unique atomic pairs.
In the equivalent atomistic domain, there are NapeNnei/2 unique atomic pairs. This suggests
that ψcg = Nape/(2Nipe). If Nape = 2197, ψcg = 40.69 for a 1NN element and ψcg = 8.79 for
a second nearest neighbor (2NN) element. Moreover, ψcg increases with the element size,
as shown in Fig. 2.5.
ψcg is calculated based on the assumption that only the pairs between the integration
points and their neighbors are taken into account. Thus, it agrees well with the actual
efficiency using a pair potential. In calculating the force on one integration point µ using
the EAM potential, however, one needs to know the host electron density of its neighbors j
(i.e., ρ̄j in Eq. 2.43), which requires considering pairs between j and j’s neighbors. The direct
calculation of all these pairs includes a significant number of repeated computations because
the atoms involved are located in close proximity. An alternative method to calculate ρ̄ will
be presented in Sec. 3.2. Note that the coarse-graining efficiency shown in Fig. 2.5 is
calculated by comparing the number of arithmetic operations required in both domains in







































EAM (1NN, accur ρ̄j)
EAM (1NN, approx ρ̄j)
Ideal (2NN)
Pair (2NN)
EAM (2NN, accur ρ̄j)
EAM (2NN, approx ρ̄j)
Figure 2.5: Coarse-graining efficiency of CAC simulations as a function of element size. Time
for both force/energy calculation and neighbor list updating is included. Both employing
EAM potentials, EAM (accur ρ̄j) calculates the host electron density ρ̄ of all atoms, while
EAM (approx ρ̄j) only calculates ρ̄ of the integration points and it is assumed that all atoms
in the same subregion within one element have the same ρ̄ as that of the integration point,
as will be discussed in Sec. 3.2. It is found that both pair and EAM potentials (with proper
approximation) give coarse-graining efficiency of about 150 for 1NN element and about 50
for 2NN element when Nape = 9261 [300].
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CHAPTER III
ADVANCEMENT OF THE CAC APPROACH
In this chapter, four significant advancements in the CAC method on the basis of Chap. 2
are presented:
1. The code efficiency is improved using parallelized object-oriented programming (Sec. 3.1);
2. New types of finite elements are developed that yield a more accurate stacking fault
energy (SFE) and core structure/energy/stress fields in coarse-grained atomistic de-
scriptions of dislocations (Sec. 3.2);
3. Zero temperature CAC approaches are formulated to enable the constrained multiscale
optimization for a sequence of non-equilibrium dislocation configurations in metals to
more accurately model complex reaction pathways for extended defects than can be
obtained using MD (Sec. 3.3);
4. Mesh refinement schemes for both dynamic fracture and curved dislocation migration
are implemented (Sec. 3.4).
3.1 CAC Algorithm
Due to the similarity between CAC and atomistic simulations regarding lattice structure
and force/energy calculations, the CAC algorithm adopts common atomistic techniques.
Newton’s third law is employed in the atomistic domain to promote efficiency in calculating
the force, pair potential, local electron density, and stress. The short-range neighbor search
adopts a combined Verlet list [273] and link-cell [6] methods. Simulation results are visu-
alized using ParaView [222], an open source software, such that CAC results are accessible
to a larger community.
There are two major issues regarding the imposition of periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs) in CAC simulations with coarse-graining that do not exist in standard atomistic
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Figure 3.1: (a) A simulation cell consists of only elements, with jagged boundaries.
(b) Atomistic domains are introduced to “fill in” the interstices between planar bound-
aries of a cubic simulation cell and element boundaries [300].
simulations:
1. In the coarse-grained domain, the surfaces of the rhombohedral elements correspond
to {111} planes. While facilitating the description of dislocation nucleation and migra-
tion, this prevents one from constructing a parallelepipedonal coarse-grained domain
with arbitrary lattice orientations relative to surfaces of the overall simulation cell.
If one only uses rhombohedral elements in the model, the simulation box will most
likely have jagged boundaries, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). To facilitate application of
PBCs, one can fill in the jagged interstices at simulation cell boundaries with atoms,
as shown in Fig. 3.1(b).
2. The other issue in implementation of PBCs is that an object crossing through one face
of the simulation box should enter the box through the opposite face. In atomistic
simulations, this is realized via displacing certain atoms to bring them back inside the







Rχ + Lχ, if Rχ < Rχlb
Rχ − Lχ, if Rχ > Rχhb
(3.1)
where Rχ is the position of an atom along the χ direction, Lχ, Rχlb, and R
χ
hb are the
length, lower bound, and higher bound of the simulation box along the χ direction.
In the coarse-grained domain, however, care must be taken when not all nodes of one
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element are displaced, i.e., an element is cut through by a periodic boundary. In this
case, the nodal positions should be reinstated to interpolate the positions of atoms
within the element. Subsequently, the reinstated nodes and some of the interpolated
atoms are displaced following Eq. 3.1. The procedure is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: A 2D illustration of a simulation cell with PBCs along the direction marked by a
double ended arrow. Red filled circles are nodes and grey open circles are interpolated atoms
within an element whose boundary is illustrated by black dash lines. (a) An element is cut
through by the periodic boundary with one node crossing the left boundary. (b) It follows
that the node enters the simulation box through the right boundary. (c) In interpolating the
positions of atoms within the element, the nodal position is reinstated. (d) Subsequently,
the node and some interpolated atoms are displaced following Eq. 3.1 [300].
3.1.1 Parallelism
The CAC simulations run in parallel using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [102]. It
is thus important to assign processor approximately the same workload. Among the three
parallel algorithms commonly employed in atomistic simulations — atom decomposition
(AD), force decomposition (FD), and spatial decomposition (SD), SD yields the best scal-
ability and the smallest communication overhead between processors [190]. Unlike AD and
FD, the workload of each processor in SD, which is proportional to the number of inter-
actions, is unfortunately not guaranteed to be the same. In CAC, the simulation cell has
nonuniformly distributed integration points (in the coarse-grained domain) and atoms (in
the atomistic domain), such that the workload is poorly balanced if one assigns each proces-
sor an equally-sized cubic domain as in full atomistics [188], as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). This
workload balance issue is not unique to CAC, but also encountered by other concurrent
multiscale modeling methods [187]. In CAC, two methods have been proposed to achieve a
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perfect or near perfect workload balance:
1. In SD-based parallel CAC simulations with both atomistic and coarse-grained do-
mains, only the force/energy/host electron density of the integration points and atoms
(referred to as evaluation points) are computed. Since the local density of interactions
does not significantly vary within the simulation cell, the number of evaluation points
is used as an approximation of the workload and each processor domain is assigned
approximately the same number of evaluation points, which is re-evaluated at reg-
ular time intervals [39]. It follows that at periodic boundaries filled in with atoms
or in the vicinity of lattice defects where full atomistics is employed, the processors
are assigned smaller domains that contain more atoms than other processors whose
domains contain more nodes [300].
2. An alternative approach is the FD, where the interactions between atomic pairs —
either between the integration points and their neighbors in the coarse-grained domain
or between the atoms and their neighbors in the atomistic domain — are evenly but
spatially randomly assigned to each processor [306], as shown in Fig. 3.3(b).
In this dissertation, the SD algorithm is employed unless indicated otherwise; the AD
approach, used in MMM [31], is not considered due to its high communication overhead.
A flowchart of the CAC simulation algorithm based on SD is given in Fig. 3.4, while the
dynamic CAC scheme is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Another issue that requires special attention is the overlapping domain between neigh-
boring processors, which is common in parallel finite element implementations. In Fig. 3.6,
e.g., element 1 is shared between processors P1, P2, P4, and P5. The algorithm described
below is used to automatically address the shared element implementation:
1. For element 1, P1, P2, and P5 contain some non-overlapping integration points while
processor P4 does not have any integration point. One processor, e.g., P1, is chosen
as the host processor for this element.
2. P1, P2, and P5 calculate the force/energy of its own integration points, which are then
sent to P1.
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Figure 3.3: Illustrations of two decomposition approaches in parallel CAC, where different
processors are assigned domains with different colors: light blue, red, dark blue, and green.
(a) SD with equally-sized domains for each processor; the processors assigned with light and
dark blue domains have a heavier workload because they need to calculate the quantities of
all atoms in the atomistic domain that are more densely positioned. (b) FD with a perfectly
balanced workload between processors [306].
3. P1 calculates the equivalent nodal force/energy of this element based on the data it
receives from the other processors using Eqs. 2.29 and 3.12.
4. P1 varies the nodes along a certain direction (which is a function of the equivalent
nodal force) before sending the updated nodal positions to all other processors.
Note that in Fig. 3.6, although processors P4 does not contain any integration points but
only an non-integration-point atom k, it still needs to access the updated nodal positions
from P1. This is because the position of k is needed by other atoms P4 contains in doing
the nonlocal force/energy calculations.
Although the employment of elements that have discontinuities between them in CAC
simulation results in a larger number of nodes for an identical number of elements relative
to a continuous formulation, it shares advantages with the discontinuous Galerkin FEM
[57]. First, the local formulation promotes the parallelism of the algorithm; second, the
assembly of a global mass matrix is not required, and so the memory is less demanding;
third, in the case that one element is shared by more than one processor, the overlapping
element boundary does not need to be communicated between processors; finally, higher
order elements can be implemented locally without concerning the compatibility with its
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Figure 3.4: CAC simulation scheme, parallelized using the SD algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: Dynamic CAC simulation scheme.
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Figure 3.6: A 2D illustration of dividing a simulation cell containing 2 elements and 28
atoms in natural coordinates into a number of link-cells (green and black dot-dash lines)
and processor domains (black dot-dash lines). Elements are illustrated by black dash lines,
where red (nodes), blue, and grey filled circles are integration points, open circles are non-
integration-point atoms. The black filled circles are atoms in the atomistic domain [300].
neighbors, both p- and h-adaptive mesh refinement methods become more convenient to
implement.
Although the overlapping elements in the coarse-grained domain lead to a lower parallel
efficiency than the fully resolved atomistics, it is worth noting that the parallel efficiency of
coarse-graining is not the primary attractive feature of CAC, but rather its ability to extend
the spatial scale under consideration to large dimensions, incorporating many body defect
field interactions. This is quite difficult to achieve using classical atomistic methods [300].
3.2 New types of finite elements
Equation 2.37 suggests that the force density field within one element is approximated by a
piecewise constant function. To ensure that the approximation is accurate, one first needs
to determine the spatial variation of atomic force Fk, which is related to the force density
via Eq. 2.14, within one element. Then one identifies a coarse subregion with large number
of atoms where the atomic force does not vary much, and a fine subregion where the atomic
force has a substantial gradient. Note that although the force/energy caused by one atom is
effective at an infinitely large distance, the interaction between a pair of atoms is negligible
when separated farther than a cutoff distance rc. In particular, for the EAM potentials
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employed in this dissertation, the force/energy changes very little beyond the 2NN and
third nearest neighbor distances, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.7. This suggests that
to provide a reasonable approximation for energy minimization, the atoms beyond 2NN
distance from the element surface can be taken as “interior atoms”. This assumption will



































Figure 3.7: The interatomic force and pair energy are calculated using the Cu EAM potential
[174] with respect to the interatomic distance. Change in the pair energy is negligible
when the interatomic distance is beyond the 2NN distance, whereas change in the force is
negligible beyond the third nearest neighbor distance. This suggests that sampling atoms
within 2NN distance from the element surface may provide a reasonable approximation for
force/energy calculations. The same can be said for Ni and Al [173]. Note that the host
electron density is assumed constant, so only the force contribution from the pair potential
is shown here [300].
Following these ideas, two types of elements are developed in CAC simulations: 1NN
and 2NN elements. Figure 3.8 illustrates the division of subregions in a 2D element, with
gray representing the “interior atoms”, both red (nodes) and blue the “surface atoms”.
A coarse subregion is employed to contain all “interior atoms” because they are beyond a
certain distance from the element surface along both the χ and η directions and are assumed
to have the same force/energy. For the “surface atoms”, more highly resolved subregions
are adopted. Note that some atoms, e.g., atom β, lie on the surface along the η direction
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but are far from the surface in terms of the χ direction. One can then assume that atom
β and atoms in similar positions (e.g., β1 and β2) have the same force/energy and so they
are in the same subregion.
Figure 3.8: A 2D illustration of part of a 1NN (left) and a 2NN (right) element in natural
coordinates in CAC simulations. Here, rc is the cutoff distance of the interatomic potential.
The element is divided into a number of subregions by dotted lines, each of which contains
one integration point (filled circle) that is located in the center of the subregion. The
gray circles are the “interior atoms” and both red and blue are the “surface atoms”. The
red circles are also the nodes from which all atoms within an element are interpolated.
Within a 3D element, there are 27 and 125 integration points in a 1NN and a 2NN element,
respectively, regardless of the element size [300].
As discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, in general, the subregions are located symmetrically with
respect to the axes in natural coordinates and the integration points are in the center of the
subregion; it is therefore required that the subregions and elements have an odd number
of atoms along each axis. The number of each type of subregion and weight of relevant
integration points in a 3D element are shown in Tab. 3.1. Within each element, there are 27
and 125 integration points for 1NN and 2NN types, respectively, regardless of the element








































Two layers of atoms are in the “surface” of the 2NN element, compared to only one layer
of atoms in the 1NN element. Consequently, the 2NN element better captures the variation
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Table 3.1: Number of each type of subregion and weight of relevant integration points in
3D 1NN and 2NN elements [300]. The subregions are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Element type
Subregion type
α β γ δ
1NN



























of force/energy due to the interelement displacement discontinuity (e.g., dislocations), and
so better describes the associated surface rearrangement/reconstruction. In practice, ele-
ments in the vicinity of a free surface and dislocations should be of 2NN type, while those
in perfect lattice can be of 1NN type to reduce the computational intensity. Moreover, since
the justification of the 2NN element is based on the interatomic force/energy-distance rela-
tion, the proper “thickness” of the “surface” region depends on the interatomic potential.
For example, for a longer range interatomic potential, one needs elements with a thicker
“surface” region.
Note that although the integration points in CAC are analogous to the sampling points,
e.g., in MMM [30–32,308,309,311], they do not serve the same purpose. MMM is a coarse-
grained atomistic method with no continuum concept such as stress or strain employed in its
framework [309], while CAC is based on a continuous field theory [50]. It is also noteworthy
to mention that in earlier CAC work, both nodal integration [68] and 2nd order Gaussian
quadrature [67, 290, 292–298, 312–314] are employed. The 2nd order Gaussian quadrature
in CAC also divides a 3D element into subregions as in Fig. 2.3 and the positions of each
type of subregion are similar to those in the 1NN element shown in Fig. 3.8. However,
the positions and weights of the integration points are different from those presented in
Tab. 3.1. In this dissertation, the subregions are divided such that the 1st order Gaussian
quadrature yields exact solutions based on the assumption in Eq. 2.37, with 1 integration
point in each subregion compared with 2 in the 2nd order Gaussian quadrature.
For the EAM potential, as mentioned in Sec. 2.7.4, direct calculation of the host electron
density ρ̄ of all interpolated atoms is computationally expensive; while providing accurate
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ρ̄ of the integration points µ and their neighbors j, this method also calculates ρ̄ of a
large number of unused interpolated atoms, especially so in a large element with sparse
integration points. It is shown that this method gives a low coarse-graining efficiency ψcg
around 2.5 for Nape = 2197. Therefore, a similar approximation as in the force/energy
calculation is introduced such that within one element, ρ̄ of the interpolated atoms in one
subregion is assumed equal to that of the integration points in the same subregion. In
this way, one needs only to calculate ρ̄ of the integration points, and the coarse-graining
efficiency is increased substantially, which is shown as EAM (approx ρ̄j) in Fig. 2.5. It is
found that if Nape = 9261, ψcg ≈ 150 for 1NN element and ψcg ≈ 50 for 2NN element. Note
that in parallel computing, a similar method as in Sec. 3.1 is needed to estimate ρ̄ in the
elements shared by multiple processors. In this dissertation, the approximation that within
one element all atoms in one subregion have the same host electron density is applied, unless
indicated otherwise.
3.3 Zero temperature CAC approaches
3.3.1 Introduction
Many concurrent multiscale methods can be employed to conduct both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium finite temperature dynamic simulations. In most of these methods, the
atoms in the atomistic domain are usually updated following the same way as in MD, in
which the temperature is a function of atomic velocity/kinetic energy. As a result, the
temperature can be tuned about the desired value using a thermostat, e.g., a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat [111].
In the continuum domain, it remains a challenge to handle the dynamics in a manner
consistent with that of the atomistic domain [296]. The very idea of “temperature” is
not particularly well defined. As such, it is difficult to construct a uniform temperature
formulation for both atomistic and continuum domains.
One of the most direct and convenient ways of running concurrent dynamic simulations
is to view the nodes in the coarse-grained domain as atoms and to treat the nodal velocity
as atomic velocity [32,311]. It follows that one simply substitutes the nodal velocity for the
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atomic velocity in the temperature formulation, with the weight of nodes coming into play;














where ξ is the index of node, ωξ is the weight of node ξ, m is the mass of an atom, and Nele





where Nnode is the number of nodes and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
In the literature, this straightforward yet semi-quantitative extension of quasistatics
to dynamics has been employed in several multiscale methods, including multiresolution
molecular dynamics [32] and early QC implementation [228]. A key limitation of this
approach is the aphysical impedance to phonon propagation due to the non-uniform mesh
combined with a transition to a different formulation, e.g., at the atomistic/continuum
domain interface [171]. In particular, the shortest wavelength phonon that can propagate
through the continuum domain equals the characteristic length of the element. Thus, short
wavelength phonons in the atomistic domain cannot be transmitted into the continuum
domain with lower nodal density and are reflected back into the atomistic domain, resulting
in localized, aphysical heating in the latter. In this regard, Cai et al. [43] and E and
Huang [77] proposed ad hoc methods to reduce the spurious wave reflection at the domain
interface.
Another issue of this approach is the stability of the continuum domain in dynamic
simulations. For example, Junge et al. [119] found that the displacement-based atom-
istic/continuum coupling in a fully-dynamic setting with no damping is inherently unsta-
ble. To stabilize the dynamics of nodes, “zero temperature dynamics” including damped
dynamics (e.g., Langevin dynamics) or quenched dynamics [229] can be employed, which
usually results in a “dynamics” at very low temperature [171]. Direct application of ther-
mostat (e.g., NPT or NVT ensemble) to the coarse-grained continuum domain, as in MD,
is questionable for that the temperature T in the continuum domain is ill-defined.
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Another way to address the dynamics in the continuum domain is to configure certain
material properties as temperature-dependent. In CADD [232], e.g., one uses thermostat to
maintain the temperature in the atomistic domain, while in the continuum domain, proper-
ties related to DD (e.g., elastic constant, lattice parameter, dislocation mobility, SFE) vary
as a function of temperature, as long as such a function is validated [56]. The continuum
is considered as a large, constant temperature heat bath which does not accept the heat
dissipated by the atomistic domain thermostat [231]. Close to the atomistic/continuum
domain interface, the “graded stadium damping” is employed in the atomistic domain, i.e.,
the velocity of atoms are reduced gradually from atomistic domain interior to the domain
interface where all atoms have a zero velocity [187, 196]. The CADD approach employing
a quasistatic finite element solution in the continuum domain can thus simulate the equi-
librium finite temperature dynamics, yet is unable to deal with the non-equilibrium finite
temperature dynamics in which the temperature gradient and heat transfer are essential.
The thermodynamic coupling between the two domains is further complicated in some
multiscale methods that employ a “hand-shake” or “pad” region, in which the nodes and
atoms overlap. In the literature, ad hoc approaches are usually employed; more often, it
is claimed that the regions of interest in simulations are far from the hand-shake region or
domain interface and so the interference is negligible [172].
Therefore, there is a need to extend the previous dynamics-only CAC method to the
regime of zero temperature simulations. In the following, two zero temperature CAC ap-
proaches — quenched dynamic CAC and quasistatic CAC — are proposed. In atomistic
simulations, both methods are shown to adequately avoid typical issues related to overdriven
kinetics in MD [256].
3.3.2 Quenched dynamic CAC
In quenched dynamic CAC [303], the atomic/nodal velocities are adjusted by atomic/equivalent
nodal forces [300] following the “quick-min” MD approach [254] which, like dynamic CAC
(Sec. 2.6), performs damped dynamics but without the damping term. Specifically, at each
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step in quenched dynamics, the velocity of each atom/node, calculated by Eq. 2.51, is pro-
jected in the direction of the atomic/nodal force, with its component that is normal to the











The idea of quenched dynamics is to gradually drain energy by occasionally zeroing
certain velocity components such that the system energy is forced towards a minimum at
0 K [254]. In particular, the “quick-min” method is often employed in atomistic simulations
to find the minimum energy path in nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations [327].
3.3.3 Quasistatic CAC
In this section, a quasistatic analog of the CAC method is proposed, similar in character to
MS. At 0 K, coarse-grained MS simulations are useful for probing the energy landscape of
the material system, and help to distinguish structural contributions to mechanical prop-
erties from common overdriven conditions associated with very high strain rates in MD
and/or thermal fluctuation due to finite temperature, as discussed in Sec. 1.1.1. Note that
in the quasistatic implementation of CAC, there is no dynamic or inertial effects, so the ac-
celerations of the atoms/nodes are zero, and inertial effects, which involve both the atomic
mass in the atomistic domain and the mass matrix in the coarse-grained domain, does not
influence the simulation result.
The goal of the quasistatic implementation of the CAC approach is to minimize the
energy of the system for each increment of system loading, which has contributions from
both atomistc (eat) and coarse-grained (ecg) domains, i.e.,
eint(R) = eat(Ratom) + ecg(Rnode) (3.7)
where eint is the internal energy and R is the positions of all atoms and nodes, distinguished
by associated subscript. The goal is to find R such that eint is at the minimum when
the system is subject to certain boundary conditions. When only fully resolved atomistic
domains are considered in the simulation, eint is the summation of well defined atomic energy
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of all atoms eat(Ratom) computed using the interatomic potential, and so the quasistatic
CAC method reduces to standard MS.
The quasistatic CAC simulation scheme is summarized by the recipe in Tab. 3.2 and
Fig. 3.9. In practice, to have a reasonably fast convergence of the energy minimization
process, a loading step size ∆λ varying from 0.001a0 to 0.01a0 is employed, where a0
is the lattice parameter. The minimization is considered to converge when the absolute
energy variation between successive iterations divided by the energy magnitude of the latest
iteration is smaller than 10−5 or 10−6.
Table 3.2: Quasistatic CAC algorithm. λ is the controlled loading and ∆λ is the loading
step size [300].
Step Atomistic domain Coarse-grained domain Methods
1 Initialize Rk(λ) Initialize Rξ(λ)
2 Calculate Rk(λ) from Rξ(λ) Eq. 2.46
3 Calculate Fk(λ) Calculate Fµ(λ) Eq. 2.43
4 Calculate Fξ(λ) Eq. 2.30
5 Calculate dk(λ) Calculate dξ(λ)
6 Calculate α(λ) line search
7 Rk(λ) = Rk(λ) + α(λ)dk(λ) Rξ(λ) = Rξ(λ) + α(λ)dξ(λ)
8 Calculate eint(R) if necessary Eq. 3.7
9 Repeat from step 2 until the tolerance is reached
10 Advance loading step, get R(λ+∆λ)
11 Repeat from step 2
3.3.4 Combined quenched dynamic and quasistatic CAC
A combined approach of quenched dynamic CAC accompanied by periodic quasistatic en-
ergy minimization in the simulations is also developed, as shown in Fig. 3.10. This combined
approach is important for the simulations of slip transfer in Chaps. 8 and 9 since multi-
ple dislocations are driven towards the GB interface. As a result, the dislocated ensemble
evolves away from equilibrium and periodic energy minimization must therefore be regarded
as a means of constrained optimization for a sequence of nonequilibrium configurations of
these extended defects.
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Figure 3.9: Quasistatic CAC simulation scheme.
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Figure 3.10: Combined quenched dynamic and quasistatic CAC algorithm. The quasistatic
part is highlighted in green, while the remaining procedures belong to the quenched dynamic
CAC.
3.3.5 Energy calculation
In the atomistic domain, the internal energy eint is the sum of the potential energy of all
atoms. Since the force vector field is the negative gradient of the internal energy scalar, it
becomes zero when the energy scalar is at the minimum, and vice versa.
In the coarse-grained domain, however, explicitly calculating the energy of all atoms is
quite cumbersome. A formulation of eint must be constructed to fulfill two requirements.






where Nape is the number of atoms per element. The second requirement is that the global
equivalent nodal force vector is zero when eint is at its minimum.
Equation 2.30 suggests that the equivalent nodal force is a linear combination of the
atomic force on the integration points. This motivates constructing eint as a linear combi-

















where Nele is the number of elements in the system, Nipe is the number of integration points
per element, and eµ is the atomic energy of integration point µ.
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and the first requirement is satisfied.
Regarding the second requirement, when ecg is at its minimum, so is the energy of
each integration point eµ, which leads to zero Fµ and Fξ. The second requirement is thus
fulfilled. Its converse, however, is not necessarily true, because zero F ξ could be achieved
by a combination of non-zero Fµ, where ecg is not at its minimum. Nevertheless, experience
shows that such exception rarely if ever occurs.
Following the equivalent nodal force and applying the earlier assumptions in dividing








which is of the same order as the atomic energy.
3.3.6 Energy minimization
A system at equilibrium corresponds to a local minimum on the potential energy surface.
The energy minimization of a many-body system requires that the DOFs are systematically
varied until the global minimum is reached. A generic non-linear energy minimization
algorithm consists of three steps [254]:
1. For each DOF in global position vector R, find the global direction vector d and the
global step size α;
2. Update R to R + αd to get the minimum of potential energy along d (in CAC, the
golden section search method is employed to determine α [46]);
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3. Calculate the new potential energy, update d.
Non-linear energy minimization methods differ from each other in that the direction
vector d is computed in different ways. Steepest descent and conjugate gradient methods
are employed in CAC simulations. Both methods use the negative gradient of potential
energy as the initial direction; from the second step, however, the steepest descent method
uses the current negative gradient while the conjugate gradient method uses the negative
gradient conjugated to the current potential surface — the latter gradient is calculated using
the Polak-Ribière formula in CAC [254]. Iteration ceases when some tolerance criterion is
satisfied.
In a CAC simulation, whenever the negative gradient vector of potential energy is
needed, one adopts the current global force vector Fglobal, in which the atomic force vector
















































































































































where Natom and Nnode are the number of atoms and nodes, respectively.
In practice, however, the same scalar step size α is applied for all DOFs. While this has
numerical benefits, a constraint is accordingly applied on the minimization process, such
that the energy of each atom cannot reach its individual minimum simultaneously. This
means that the computed minimum system energy is slightly higher than the exact result.
The length of the global force vector is also only close to zero when the minimized eint is
found, and vice versa. It follows that there are two equivalent tolerance criteria: (i) the
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energy variation between successive iterations is close to zero and (ii) the length of the global
force vector is sufficiently small. The second criterion suggests that one could minimize the
system energy by directly zeroing the global force vector. Two methods to do this — the
quenched dynamics method [229] and the fast inertial relaxation engine [29] — are also
included in CAC, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Note that these two methods, like in the large-
scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS), can be used in both zero
temperature dynamic and quasistatic CAC. During the energy minimization, the size/shape
of the simulation box can be adjusted to converge to the desired stress tensor [254].
3.3.7 Coarse-graining efficiency of energy minimization
The coarse-graining efficiency in quasistatic CAC is more complicated than ψcg in Sec. 2.7.4,
which is only the efficiency within one iteration of the dynamic CACmethod. This is because
the quasistatic approach involves an outer iteration loop which sets the search direction and
an inner iteration loop in which a line search algorithm is performed.
In particular, in the coarse-grained domain, (i) the efficiency in one iteration is higher
because only force/energy on integration points are calculated; (ii) in theory, the outer
iteration converges in at most n steps where n is the number of DOFs in system, and so
the outer iteration loop (i.e., determining the search direction) converges faster than the
atomistic domain because of a reduced n; and (iii) the inner loop (i.e., line search algorithm
to find the global step size) takes the same number of iterations as for the atomistic domain
because the magnitude of direction vector for one node (i.e., equivalent nodal force) is on
the same order as that for one atom. It is therefore expected that while the coarse-graining
efficiency of energy minimization should be higher than that of the dynamic CAC method,
it is limited by the line search algorithm, whose convergence rate varies from case to case.
In this section, a single 60◦ mixed-type dislocation in Cu is energy minimized in the
coarse-grained domain with different boundary conditions, after the dislocation is created
by a Volterra knife [300]. The coarse-graining efficiency of the energy minimization is
calculated at each simulation step by ψ = tat/tcg, where t is the runtime for each case, as
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(b) Non-periodic boundaries
Figure 3.11: Coarse-graining efficiency of energy minimizing a single 60◦ mixed type dislo-
cation in a model (a) with PBCs and (b) without PBCs along the dislocation line direction.
It is found that while filling in the periodic boundaries with atoms reduces the efficiency,
the quasistatic approach achieves a higher coarse-graining efficiency relative to the dynamic
method because the outer iteration loop converges faster [300].
is found that: (i) compared with the last 150 simulation steps, ψ of the first 30 steps is lower
due to the low efficiency in energy minimizing traction free surfaces (which occurs in the first
30 steps), and (ii) larger elements give higher ψ. However, except for the smallest element
(Nape = 729), ψ is lower than the ideal full coarse-graining efficiency in one iteration. This is
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attributed to the atoms that fill in the periodic boundaries — a model with larger elements
requires a larger number of atoms to fill in at the boundaries.
Therefore, ψ of energy minimizing the same dislocation in fully coarse-grained models
is investigated with non-PBCs along the dislocation line direction, as shown in Fig. 3.11(b).
The lower efficiency at the initial stage lasts about 80 simulation steps because more traction
free surfaces need to be relaxed. After that, ψ becomes higher than the ideal efficiency in
one iteration because the outer iteration loop converges faster.
3.4 Mesh refinement schemes
3.4.1 Introduction
Most modeling and simulation in mechanics of materials involves numerical discretization,
either temporal, spatial, or both [20]. For example, the derivative of a single variable
function can be approximated by a difference quotient; an integral can be thought as an
infinite sum of rectangles of infinitesimal width [46]. In continuum mechanics, the most
commonly employed approach for spatial discretization is the FEM, which converts partial
differential equations into variational integral equations to find approximate solutions to
boundary value problems [329]. In so doing, the continuum domain is partitioned into a
number of smaller subdomains, over each of which the governing equations can be solved
more easily. The discretization error of FEM is thus determined by whether the domain
is well partitioned and whether each subdomain, i.e., an element, is correctly solved. This
is analogous to approximating a curve by connecting many tiny straight segments: shorter
segments should be employed where the target curve has a high curvature.
The employment of continuous subdomains with varying sizes in spatial discretization
becomes problematic in the presence of nanoscale defects; in such cases, the continuum
approximation begins to break down. Atomistic simulations such as MD and MS are more
suitable for modeling defects such as nanoscale cracks or dislocation cores. In these nonlocal
particle methods, spatial discretization is not necessary and defects are naturally admitted.
However, the high computational cost of atomistic simulations makes their application to
larger domains impractical. Thus, numerous concurrent multiscale methods have been
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developed to connect the continuum domain with the atomistic one when both are updated
concurrently in time [216].
Most concurrent multiscale methods divide the system into atomistic and continuum
domains, as discussed in Sec. 1.1.1. While the atomistic domain is considered to render the
“exact” solution within the uncertainty of the interatomic potential, it should be applied
only in the neighborhood of area of interest, e.g., defects, to reduce the number of DOFs in
the system [254]. Such a pre-partitioned domain works well when the spatial distribution of
defects is invariant or when defects migrate along prescribed paths. In a more realistic case,
however, the locations and migration paths of defects are difficult to predict a priori. Unlike
in FEM where all subdomains are of continuum character, a concurrent multiscale simula-
tion concerns subdomains of both continuum nature and discrete atoms. This suggests that
a larger numerical error could occur as the system evolves if the continuum domain, which
cannot explicitly model nanoscale defects, is not converted to discrete atoms, as necessary.
Therefore, it is crucial and natural for most concurrent multiscale methods, especially in
time dependent dynamic problems, to re-partition the domain down to the atomic scale
on-the-fly, a process known as adaptive remeshing in FEM. Concurrent multiscale meth-
ods augmented with mesh refinement, either adaptive or non-adaptive, are referred to as
mesh-refining multiscale methods in this section.
In FEM, there are three remeshing techniques: (i) reducing or increasing the mesh size
(h-refinement), (ii) varying the polynomial degree of the interpolation basis (p-refinement),
and (iii) relocating or moving a mesh (r -refinement), where the refinement criterion is
often expressed in form of the relative error in total strain energy [329]. A combination of
these procedures, e.g., hp-refinement, is also widely employed. In mesh-refining multiscale
methods, similar procedures can be adopted to decide whether a larger atomistic domain
and/or a higher order continuum domain become necessary. To the author’s best knowledge,
most mesh-refining multiscale methods employ h-refinement. The key is to maintain the
atomic-scale resolution around certain defects, e.g., dislocations, in a subdomain such that
it encompasses the highly nonlinear and nonlocal behavior through mesh refinement.
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3.4.2 A review of adaptive multiscale modeling methods
In the QC method [255], a dislocation nucleated in the atomistic domain cannot migrate
into the continuum domain unless the mesh is locally refined to atomic scale to render
the dislocation. Several adaptive QC methods have been proposed, where elements are
refined to distributions of atoms according to eigenvalues of the right stretch tensor [228],
Green’s strain [185], or a goal-oriented a posteriori error estimator [8]. The same error
estimator can also be used to remove unnecessary representative atoms (repatoms) from
the mesh [171], similar to the h-refinement through which a collection of atoms is coarsened
into a continuum. Moreover, the QC mesh can also be adaptively refined with p-refinement,
e.g., using variable-node elements [137]. However, the adaptive QC method has several
issues [306]:
1. Linear triangular/tetrahedral finite elements are usually employed in QC because the
refinement can be easily achieved through a constrained Delaunay triangulation [138].
Nevertheless, a linear triangular/tetrahedral element has constant strain, suggesting
that it gives reasonably accurate results only in areas with small strain gradient.
Moreover, the accuracy of tetrahedral elements in 3D is more sensitive to the degree
of refinement of the mesh compared with more flexible hexahedral type elements [202].
In other words, a larger region in the vicinity of defects needs to be refined within
tetrahedral elements compared with that for hexahedral elements to achieve the same
accuracy.
2. In QC, continuous elements are employed where each node is shared by multiple neigh-
boring elements. Thus the mesh refinement must be carefully conducted such that
the interelement compatibility is always satisfied. In addition, the shape of elements
does not correspond to the underlying lattice, while new atoms converted from ele-
ments during refinement must fall on actual atomic sites in the reference lattice [171].
A Cauchy-Born type method is required to locate the current atomic sites from the
deformed elements. All these add to the complexity of adaptive QC methods. While
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variable-node elements have been developed to handle the interelement compatibil-
ity [130,149], their implementation in adaptive QC remains challenging, e.g., it is not
straightforward to construct the shape functions for a 3D variable-node element with
arbitrary nodes on its edges and/or surfaces.
3. For a dislocation to pass through the continuum domain, all elements along its tra-
jectory need to be adaptively converted to nonlocal repatoms. The consequence of
this continuous refinement is that the final model could become increasingly com-
putationally expensive if the dislocation travels substantial distance. Although the
atomistic domain behind the dislocation (where local lattice is perfectly restored)
could be “coarsened” back to continuum domain, it is desirable that such refining and
coarsening processes are minimized.
In the CADD method [232], dislocations can move from an atomistic to a continuum
domain where dislocations interact with each other through a long range elastic stress field
dictated by continuum theory. In CADD, deformation near the atom/continuum inter-
face can reach a value at which a larger size atomistic domain is needed, necessitating
mesh refinement [187]. Motivated by the key idea in CADD that the discontinuities due to
dislocation-mediated slip in the continuum domain do not have to be retained at full atom-
istic resolution, Gracie and Belytschko [98, 99] developed an adaptive method combining
the extended finite element method (XFEM) and the bridging domain method (BDM) to
model moving dislocations. A crucial component of the adaptive XFEM-BDM framework is
that the displacement discontinuities are specified through a step function across the active
slip planes in a continuum region by means of XFEM enrichments [17, 18, 175]. In adap-
tive XFEM-BDM, the mesh is refined and coarsened based on either of these two criteria:
(i) the broken inter-atomic bonds and (ii) the errors in atomic displacements associated
with introducing a continuum field [177]. However, the Burgers vectors associated with the
enrichment function for the discontinuity are assumed constants. Therefore, applying this
method to other types of discontinuities such as stacking faults, partial dislocations, and
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twinning is not straightforward. For example, it is not clear how the SFE can be incorpo-
rated into XFEM in a manner consistent with atomistic descriptions. In 2D XFEM-BDM,
the mesh is refined and coarsened according to the distance traveled by dislocations from
the bridging domain [177]. In 3D, however, neither the bridging domain nor the travel
distance are defined unambiguously, rendering the application of this method to complex
dislocation network formation difficult, if not impossible [306].
In summary, most mesh-refining multiscale methods for passing dislocations between
atomistic and continuum domains can be classified into two types based on whether the
dislocations are permitted in the continuum. The first type includes the QC-like methods, in
which all elements in the continuum domain need to be refined locally to atomic scale fidelity
to address dislocations. Consequently, the number of DOFs scales with the defect volume,
even with the aid of mesh coarsening. The second type includes the CADD-like methods,
where the continuum domain describes lattice defects by either constitutive relations or
lattice elasticity with dislocation field interactions, in the same way as in DD, cohesize zone
method (CZM), or XFEM. Compared with methods of the first type, mesh refinement in the
second type of method is less demanding. For example, dislocations exist in both DD and
XFEM while cracks can be handled in both CZM and XFEM. Other types of discontinuities,
such as point defects and complex dislocation junctions, may only be described accurately
in the atomistic domain, and so mesh refinement is still necessary. For both types of mesh-
refining multiscale methods, one common issue is the geometric complexity during the
mesh adaptation, due to either the interelement compatibility requirement in the first type
of method or the heuristic dislocation passing/enrichment strategies between two domains
in the second type of method.
3.4.3 Development of mesh refinement schemes for CAC
In this section, the CAC method is extended by implementing two mesh refinement schemes.
The similarity of the CAC method to FEM ensures its convergence and stability, and
facilitates the mesh refinement procedure; for example, an a posteriori error estimator as in
FEM can be introduced to assess the accuracy of the CAC method with mesh refinement
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schemes. In the coarse-grained domain, elements that have discontinuities between them
permit dislocation migration. As a result, unlike the first type of mesh-refining multiscale
method discussed above, the elements in the coarse-grained domain in the vicinity of a
dislocation do not have to be refined to the atomic scale. Additionally, there is no ghost
force at the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface, through which dislocations can pass
smoothly. This feature distinguishes CAC from the second type of method.
Figure 3.12: Dynamic CAC simulation algorithm with mesh refinement schemes. The mesh
refinement procedures are highlighted in green, while the remaining procedures belong to
the original dynamic CAC simulation scheme [306].
Unlike in FEM and most multiscale methods where a continuous mesh is employed, CAC
accommodates dislocations between elements. The advantages of CAC in mesh refinement
include (i) no interelement compatibility is enforced after refinement, which simplifies the
procedure, (ii) a minimum number of elements are refined to pass dislocations, and (iii) it
is straightforward to determine the positions of new atoms because the elements in CAC





where φkξ is the trilinear interpolation function, R
ξ (Ṙξ) and Rk (Ṙk) are the positions
(velocities) of node ξ and atom k, respectively. Note that Eq. 3.14 is the same as Eq. 2.46.
These features distinguish CAC from most mesh-refining multiscale methods and facilitate
an efficient and straightforward implementation of mesh refinement schemes. A flowchart
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of the dynamic CAC simulation algorithm with mesh refinement schemes is illustrated in
Fig. 3.12.
From the perspective of numerical solution parallelization, mesh refinement results in an
immediate unbalance of workload between processors because the processors assigned with
new atoms now have more tasks than that for the original elements. Thus, parallel algo-
rithms should be designed such that mesh refinement is accompanied by that the workload
is dynamically re-distributed between processors.
3.4.4 Adaptive mesh refinement scheme for dynamic fracture
Figure 3.13: (a) Without mesh refinement, the crack tip intersects the atomistic/coarse-
grained domain interface at a location away from the interelement boundary, where a stress
concentration occurs; the crack can neither propagate any further nor nucleate any dislo-
cations. (b) With mesh refinement, the crack tip is again within the atomistic domain, and
the stress concentration due to incompatibility of crack path is alleviated by restoring full
atomistic DOFs. Nodes and atoms are colorred by tensile stress along the z direction, σzz.
The lattice orientations are specified as x[111], y[112̄], and z[11̄0] [306].
In dynamic fracture, a crack can either propagate in a brittle manner or respond plas-
tically by nucleating dislocations on multiple slip planes. A notched specimen of FCC Cu
is employed for CAC simulations with atomistic resolution in the vicinity of an edge crack
and coarse elements employed elsewhere. As an increasing remote tensile stress is applied to
the system along the direction normal to the crack plane, atomic bonds at the crack tip are
broken and the crack extends. With lattice orientations of x[111], y[112̄], and z[11̄0], it is
found that without mesh refinement, as the crack tip intersects the atomistic/coarse-grained
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domain interface away from an interelement boundary, a stress concentration occurs; the
crack cannot propagate any further owing to the kinematic incompatibility with the original
crack path, as shown in Fig. 3.13(a). If the elements in front of the crack tip are refined, the
stress concentration is alleviated immediately as the crack tip is again within the atomistic
domain, as shown in Fig. 3.13(b). These observations motivated development of an adaptive
mesh refinement scheme to address dynamic fracture.
Figure 3.14: 2D illustrations of adaptive mesh refinement procedure. (a) In the reference
configuration, node ξ has 3 neighboring nodes ν; (b) periodically, the displacement of all
four nodes are calculated by Eq. 3.16; (c) when dξ > dtol, the element containing ξ is refined.
The atoms in (c) are linearly interpolated from the nodes using their shape functions in
undeformed configuration [306].
Unlike in FEM and most multiscale methods with a continuous mesh, e.g., QC, neither
displacement continuity nor strain compatibility between the elements is required here. In
CAC, the magnitude of the discontinuity between elements is considered by assigning each





||uξ − uν ||2 (3.16)
where u is the nodal displacement vector and node ν is the neighbor of node ξ defined in the
initial undeformed configuration. This discontinuity measurement is used to identify the
need for mesh refinement. In 2D and 3D, each node has 3 and 7 neighboring nodes located
in different elements, respectively; a 2D illustration is shown in Fig. 3.14. In undeformed
configurations, dξ = 0; in the presence of defects between elements, dξ becomes non zero.
When any node ξ has a dξ exceeding a specified tolerance, dtol, which is a function of a0,
an element is refined to full atomistic resolution by Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15.
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Indeed, this is analogous to the use of deformation gradient in the QC approach to
signal the need for adaptive remeshing. Compared with continuous FEM, the employment
of elements that have discontinuities between them in CAC makes it more convenient to
perform local mesh refinement without updating the global matrix thereafter or concerning
the compatibility with its neighbors. The nature of the local formulation also promotes the
parallelism of the algorithm as well as the workload rebalancing between processors during
mesh refinement. Unlike in QC where the elements are constructed independently of the
underlying lattice, the element boundaries in CAC are assumed to correspond to actual
atomic sites, simplifying the procedure of locating the new atoms from refined elements.
Note that the criterion defined in Eq. 3.16 can only be used to trigger refinement of elements
into full atomic resolution, but not vice versa, nor can it be used to decide when to split a
large element into multiple smaller ones.
It is emphasized that for various mesh refinement criteria there always exists a tradeoff
between accuracy, ease of implementation, and efficiency in selection. Regardless of which
criterion is adopted, the goal of an adaptive mesh refinement scheme is to detect and update
subdomains which otherwise do not give accurate descriptions, so as to achieve a solution
having a specified accuracy in an optimal fashion. By re-evaluating dξ periodically, an
adaptive mesh refinement scheme will be employed to model dynamic fracture in Sec. 4.9.
3.4.5 Mesh refinement scheme for dislocation migration
One major advantage of CAC is the admittance of dislocation nucleation and migration
between elements in the coarse-grained domain. However, CAC employs more nodes than
other concurrent multiscale methods for the same number of elements. Therefore, a mesh
refinement scheme for dislocation migration must take full advantage of the elements that
have discontinuities between them by ensuring that a minimum number of elements are
refined corresponding to dislocations that are not aligned with interelement boundaries.
Possible scenarios in which mesh refinement is necessary for dislocation migration include,
but are not limited to, (i) a dislocation migrating from an atomistic to a coarse-grained
domain, as shown in Fig. 3.15(a), (ii) from the coarse-grained domain with smaller elements
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Figure 3.15: Possible scenarios in which mesh refinement is necessary: (a) dislocation migra-
tion along an arbitrary path from an atomistic to a coarse-grained domain; (b) dislocation
migration from the coarse-grained domain with smaller elements to that with larger ele-
ments; (c) dislocation migration within the same coarse-grained domain with a uniform
element size but in a case when the elements are not aligned perfectly. Note that the situa-
tions encountered in a 3D model can be much more complicated than those shown in these
2D cases [306].
to that with larger elements, as shown in Fig. 3.15(b), and (iii) within the same coarse-
grained domain with a uniform element size but for which elements are not aligned perfectly,
as shown in Fig. 3.15(c).
An adaptive mesh refinement criterion based on Eq. 3.16 is useful for cases involving
a complex dislocation network, e.g., 3D dislocation nucleation under an indenter or from
a void/precipitate/crack surface. However, this method refines all elements along the dis-
location pathway, similar to the first type of mesh-refining multiscale methods discussed
in Sec. 3.4.2. As such, a non-adaptive mesh refinement scheme is implemented in CAC
based on manual remeshing to pass dislocations. The position of a dislocation is tracked
by analysing the output data every 100 time steps. If some elements are to be refined, the
simulation is terminated manually, before the configurations (positions and velocities of all
nodes and atoms), as well as the indices of elements to be refined, are saved to restart files.
Then a new simulation begins by reading the restart files and refining the marked elements
following Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, four distinct advancements of the CAC approach are introduced. This work
contributes to advancing the CAC method in the following ways:
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1. The code is upgraded from the original FORTRAN 77 to object-oriented FORTRAN
2003. A number of new features have been added to make the program more gen-
eral, user-friendly, extensible, and 20 times more efficient. New features of the code
include: (i) common atomistic techniques (Newton’s third law, Verlet list and link
cell methods for short range neighbor search) have been employed, (ii) PBCs become
available by filling in extra atoms at the jagged interstices, (iii) integration points in
individual elements are shared among multiple processors to minimize the amount of
data communication and improve the parallel efficiency, (iv) the spatially unbalanced
work load between processors, which is a common issue in multiscale modeling, is alle-
viated by adaptively assigning approximately the same number of “evaluation points”
to different processors, (v) besides the force and stress, energy on each node is cal-
culated, (vi) a novel approach is implemented to calculate the equivalent nodal force
in the coarse-grained domain for the EAM potential, and (vii) the neighbor list for
the force/energy calculation is now updated on-the-fly, which allows a smaller cutoff
distance;
2. Two zero temperature CAC approaches are formulated to enable modeling of the
behavior for the precise energy landscape, avoiding issues related to overdriven ki-
netics of dislocations in dynamic simulations. It is shown that the energy minimized
structure is more rapidly achieved in the coarse-grained domain than in the atomistic
domain;
3. Numerical implementation is detailed in a mathematically rigorous matter, where the
choice of integration point and Gaussian quadrature are explained. A 2NN element
with first order Gaussian quadrature in each subregion is proposed in CAC for the
first time;
4. Two mesh refinement schemes are proposed for the CAC method. They will be em-
ployed in dynamic fracture of a notched specimen (Sec. 4.9) and curved dislocation
migration (Sec. 4.10), respectively.
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATIONS OF CAC TO CERTAIN BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
AND A PRELIMINARY CONVERGENCE/ERROR ANALYSIS
In this chapter, both quasistatic and dynamic CAC simulations are performed to study
certain benchmark problems, including (i) GSFE (Sec. 4.1), (ii) stress field of a single dis-
location (Sec. 4.2), (iii) core structure of a single dislocation (Sec. 4.3), (iv) core radius and
energy of a single dislocation (Sec. 4.4), (v) Peierls stress of a single dislocation (Sec. 4.5),
(vi) surface indentation (Sec. 4.6), (vii) dislocation migration between atomistic and coarse-
grained domains (Sec. 4.7), (viii) overall Burgers vector of dislocations (Sec. 4.8), (ix) BTD
transition in dynamic fracture (Sec. 4.9), and (x) curved dislocation migration (Sec. 4.10),
in FCC Cu, Ni, and Al. In the last two problems, the dynamic CAC framework furnished
with two mesh refinement schemes presented in Sec. 3.4 is adopted. In all other cases, the
quasistatic CAC introduced in Sec. 3.3.3 is employed, in which the energy minimization is
achieved using the conjugate gradient method after each deformation increment step. In
each case, multiple loading step sizes are evaluated such that the results are step size inde-
pendent. The minimization is considered to converge when the absolute energy variation
between successive iterations divided by the current energy magnitude is smaller than 10−6.
When more than one material is studied in the same case, models are of the same size
except for a different lattice parameter a0. In the coarse-grained domain, 2NN elements
with Nape = 2197 are employed unless indicated otherwise. In the remainder of the disserta-
tion, unless indicated otherwise, the calculations involving the atomic structures, including
disregistry, von Mises local shear/strain invariant, and Burgers vector, are performed after
the atomic positions are interpolated from the nodal positions following Eq. 2.46; simula-
tion results are visualized using TecplotR©, ParaView [222], and Open Visualization Tool
(OVITO) [245]. In Sec. 4.11, a preliminary convergence and error analysis based on the
results is presented. In the end, a summary is presented in Sec. 4.12.
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Here and in the remainder of the dissertation, unless stated otherwise, EAM potentials
for Cu [174] and Ni and Al [173] are employed because they well reproduce the GSFE curve
as predicted by experiments [47].
4.1 Generalized stacking fault energy
Both the stable and unstable SFE on {111} planes along 〈112〉 directions are relevant
in modeling dislocation nucleation and migration in FCC metals [270]. In the atomistic





where eat and Natom are the total energy and number of atoms, respectively, ecoh is the
cohesive energy per atom, and A0 is the faulted area. The atoms considered are usually up
to 8 to 10 layers on each side of the stacking fault [331]. Figure 4.1 shows that considering
only 2 layers of atoms on each side is sufficient to calculate the GSFE on (11̄1) plane along
[11̄2̄] direction in Cu. This is also true for Al and Ni.
Figure 4.1: Relaxed GSFE on (11̄1) plane along [11̄2̄] direction in Cu in a fully atomistic
domain. b is the magnitude of Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[11̄2̄]. Consideration of only 2
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Figure 4.2: Relaxed GSFE on (11̄1) plane along [11̄2̄] direction in both Cu and Al in the
coarse-grained domain. b is the magnitude of Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[11̄2̄]. The 2NN
element provides more accurate predictions than the 1NN element [300].
In the coarse-grained domain, the 1NN and 2NN elements consider only the force/energy
up to 1 and 2 layers of atoms on each side, respectively, of the interface. In calculating the
SFE, eat and Natom in Eq. 4.1 are replaced by ecg and NnodeNape/8, respectively, where 8
comes from the fact that each element has 8 node. Figure 4.2 shows that the 2NN element
gives more accurate results in both Cu and Al compared to fully resolved atomistics than
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the 1NN element, regardless of the element size. Both stable and unstable SFE (γsf and
γusf) as well as their ratio γsf/γusf provided by 1NN element are lower than those of the
atomistic domain. As suggested by Van Swygenhoven et al. [270], a lower γsf/γusf ratio is
accompanied by a higher energy barrier to nucleate the trailing partial dislocation. This
finding explains the previous observation using 1NN elements that the amplitudes of strain
bursts in the stress-strain curves after yielding are larger in the coarse-grained domain than

















































































































Figure 4.3: Relaxed GSFE surface on (11̄1) plane along both [11̄2̄] and [110] directions in
both Cu and Al in the coarse-grained domain. The energy surface is close to the results
given in the full atomistics, with the relative error less than 5% [300].
The study is then extended to the GSFE surface that is on (11̄1) plane along both [11̄2̄]
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and [110] directions. The energy surface obtained in the coarse-grained domain (Fig. 4.3)
is close to that of the fully atomistics, with the relative error less than 5%.
As discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, the newly developed 2NN elements better capture dislocation-
mediated surface rearrangement/reconstruction, leading to improved characterization of the
GSFE. To the author’s knowledge, no other coarse-grained atomistic approaches in the
literature are able to accurately describe dislocation core level effects in the coarse-grained
domain without full atomistic mesh refinement.
4.2 Stress fields of a single dislocation
In FCC metals, a perfect dislocation is dissociated into an extended one that consists of
two Shockley partial dislocations separated by a stacking fault. In describing the reactions
between dislocations and lattice defects, it is important to obtain reasonably accurate stress
fields. In this section, the stress fields of a single pure edge, pure screw, or 60◦ mixed
type dislocation with Burgers vector b = (a0/2) 〈110〉 in both atomistic and coarse-grained
domains are explored in Cu, Ni, and Al with element sizeNape varying from 125 to 4913. The
dislocation is created by displacing a part of the model along a certain 〈110〉 direction on a
{111} plane, i.e., a Volterra displacement. The total displacement, a0/
√
2, is reached in 180
simulations steps with 0.004a0 each step [300]. Then dynamic simulations are conducted at
several descending temperatures from 300 K to 10 K followed by quasistatic relaxation [106].
The model size is 102 nm by 101 nm by 10 nm in thickness, with PBCs applied on the last
dimension (i.e., the dislocation line direction) while other boundaries are assumed traction
free.
The stress profile in Cu around a single pure edge/screw dislocation is shown in Fig. 4.4
and that around a 60◦ mixed-type dislocation is given in Fig. 4.5, both in Cu. It is found that
the maximum magnitude of the shear stress at dislocation core decreases with an increasing
element size, while the far field stress away from the core is preserved. The preservation
of the long range stress fields is expected because the elasticity theory considers that the
stress field of one dislocation at a long distance is mainly determined by its Burgers vector






























Figure 4.4: Snapshots of the shear stress fields around a single dislocation with (a) pure
edge and (b) pure screw character in the atomistic domain for Cu. PBCs are applied along
the dislocation line direction, i.e., the x axis in (a) and the y axis in (b). These models are
employed to calculate the stacking fault width, full dislocation core radius, Peierls stress,
and dislocation core energy. The shear stress τzy profiles of a single dislocation along the y
(edge) or the z (screw) direction in both atomistic (AT) and coarse-grained (CG) domains
with the element size Nape = 2197 are given in (c). The stacking fault width, which is
defined as the distance between two points with maximum shear stress magnitude, is larger









Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the shear stress fields around a single 60◦ mixed type dislocation
in both atomistic and coarse-grained domains in Cu. A higher degree of coarse-graining
gives a wider stacking fault, as well as a reduced maximum magnitude of shear stress. Here,
the stacking fault width is defined as the distance over which the disregistry parallel to the
Burgers vector is greater than 1/4 of the magnitude of the Burgers vector. In the coarse-
grained domain, the far field stress away from the dislocation core is preserved. Note that
σyz is for the edge component only since it is zero for the screw component [300].
domain, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.8. Moreover, if one defines the stacking fault width
as the distance between two points with maximum shear stress magnitude, it is shown that
the stacking fault width increases with a higher degree of coarse-graining.
4.3 Core structure of a single dislocation
Besides the stress fields, it is also important for the coarse-grained domain to model a





































































































































(d) uy in Al
Figure 4.6: The disregistry ux and uy are the displacements of the dislocation core atoms
from their perfect crystal positions parallel to and normal to Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[1̄01],
respectively. The results in the coarse-grained domain with varying element size Nape from
125 to 9261 are compared with those of the atomistic domain in both Cu and Al. The
disregistry is b/2 at the center of the dislocation. In the coarse-grained domain, there is
a linear correlation between disregistry and atomic position within an element, due to the
trilinear interpolation function [300].
dislocation with Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[1̄01] in the coarse-grained domain is studied,
in both Cu and Al with element size Nape varying from 125 to 9261. Disregistry, which is
the displacement of dislocation core atoms from their perfect crystal positions, is employed
to represent the core structure, as shown in Fig. 4.6; ux and uy are the disregistry parallel
to and normal to the Burgers vector, respectively. It is found that in the coarse-grained
domain, there is a linear correlation between disregistry and atomic position within an
element, due to the trilinear interpolation function. Thus, as the element size increases,
the coarse-grained domain gives a “flatter” dislocation core structure, which agrees with
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the larger distance between two partial dislocations. It is therefore advisable to employ a


























































































































Figure 4.7: In both Cu and Al, the coarse-grained domain gives a larger stacking fault
width wSF than the atomistic domain, and wSF increases with element size. As a result,
the repulsive force per unit length between two partial dislocations, frepul, decreases with
element size. frepul is calculated using Eq. 4.2. For Cu, µ = 23.65 GPa and bp = 1.4758 Å;
for Al, µ = 26.2 GPa and bp = 1.6534 Å [300].
If one defines the stacking fault width wSF of the 60
◦ mixed type dislocation as the
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distance over which the disregistry parallel to the Burgers vector is greater than 1/4 of the
magnitude of the Burgers vector, it is shown that for both Cu and Al, the coarse-grained
domain gives a larger wSF than the atomistic domain. Also, wSF increases with element size
Nape, as shown in Fig. 4.7. According to Frank’s rule, a repulsive force per unit length frepul
exists between leading and trailing partial dislocations [114]. Assuming that the Poisson’s





where µ is the shear modulus and bp is the magnitude of Burgers vector of the partial
dislocations. Consequently, frepul in the coarse-grained domain is smaller than that in the
atomistic domain, and the larger the element, the smaller the frepul. Besides the repulsive
force, there is also an attractive force per unit length fattra acting to bring the partials
together: the coarse-grained domain gives accurate fattra because the latter is provided by
the stable SFE.
In the atomistic domain, fattra balances frepul. In the coarse-grained domain, however,
the difference between fattra and frepul must be compensated by an extra force caused by
the constraint of the atomic position imposed by the trilinear interpolation function, i.e.,
fattra = frepul + fconstr (4.3)
where fconstr increases with element size.
4.4 Core radius/energy of a single dislocation
To estimate the full dislocation core radius r0, the strain energy per unit length Estrain of
a straight dislocation with length Ld is calculated by subtracting cohesive energy from the





where Natom is the number of atoms within the cylinder. Following Ref. [184], r0 is defined
as the cylinder radius beyond which Estrain(r) increases linearly with ln r, and so the core
energy Ecore = Estrain(r0). While r0, which is used to partition the total energy of a
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dislocation into core and elastic energies, can be any arbitrary value [42, 146], the goal in
this section is to examine if the coarse-grained and atomistic domains give similar r0 and
Ecore for the same geometry under the same boundary conditions; a comparison of r0 and
Ecore between different materials is not important.
Table 4.1: Stacking fault width wSF (in b), full dislocation core radius r0 (in b), Peierls stress
σP (in MPa), and dislocation core energy Ecore (in eV/nm) for pure edge and pure screw
dislocations in both atomistic (AT) and coarse-grained (CG) domains for Cu, Ni, and Al.
wSF is defined as the distance between two points with maximum shear stress magnitude.
In each domain/material, Ecore = Estrain(r0) following Eq. 4.4, with r0 being its respective
core radius [301].
Cu Ni Al
Edge Screw Edge Screw Edge Screw
wSF (AT) 5.55 3.45 4.71 3.02 2.60 1.42
wSF (CG) 6.96 4.47 5.85 4.08 3.04 1.97
r0 (AT) 4.97 2.32 3.01 2.46 1.97 1.16
r0 (CG) 5.52 2.64 3.83 2.73 2.35 1.47
σP (AT) 2.50 62.50 64.50 441.50 16.50 78.50
σP (CG) 1.50 45.50 59.50 374.50 14.50 58.50
Ecore (AT) 1.7 1.2 1.9 0.9 2 1.6
Ecore (CG) 2.4 1.9 3.1 1.3 2.5 2.2
Variations of the strain energy Estrain as a function of the cylinder radius r for Ni,
calculated by Eq. 4.4, are given in Fig. 4.8(a). It is found that while the coarse-grained
domain gives a higher strain energy Estrain near the dislocation core than the atomistic
domain, Estrain increases linearly with ln r beyond r0 with the same slope for the same
type of dislocation in both domains. Figure 4.8(b) show that in Ni, the coarse-grained
domain has a larger r0 and Ecore than the atomistic domain; both quantities converge to
the atomistics as the elements become smaller and contain fewer atoms. Values of stacking
fault width wSF, full dislocation core radius r0, and dislocation core energy per unit length
Ecore of pure edge and pure screw dislocations in both atomistic and coarse-grained domains
for three FCC metals are given in Tab. 4.1. As expected, r0 is larger than half of wSF in all





























































































Figure 4.8: (a) Strain energy per unit length as a function of cylinder radius r for Ni in
both atomistic (AT) and coarse-grained (CG) domains, calculated by Eq. 4.4. The vertical
lines represent the radius r = r0 beyond which the strain energy increases linearly with ln r,
where r0 is taken as the core radius. (b) In Ni, the coarse-grained domain has a larger core
radius r0 and core energy Ecore = Estrain(r0) than the atomistic domain; both quantities




The Peierls stress σP is defined as the minimum stress required to translate a dislocation
from one Peierls valley to the next at 0 K [158]. Following the method of Srinivasan et al.
[243], quasistatic simulations are conducted with an increment of shear stress ∆τzy = 1 MPa
for 〈110〉 {111} slip system, until both partial dislocations suddenly jump to next valley
positions, corresponding to a stress τ ′zy. Then σP = τ
′
zy − ∆τzy/2, the values of which in
Cu, Ni, and Al are given in Tab. 4.1.
It is found that, within a reasonable range, the coarse-grained domain in CAC predicts
a larger wSF, a larger r0, a lower σP, and a higher Ecore, compared with fully resolved
atomistics; these are expected because of the flattened, spread out dislocation core structure
in the coarse-grained domain along element boundaries [42, 300]. In particular, as Ecore
is positively correlated with the dislocation mobility [139], the coarse-grained domain is
expected to have a higher dislocation mobility, in agreement with Ref. [296].
4.6 Indentation at a surface
Materials with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio have mechanical properties that differ
from bulk materials [328]. For example, the hardness of a nano-thin film is known to be
a function of the film thickness, and the nano-indentation process has been widely studied
using atomistic simulations. In coarse-graining, however, the lattice deformation at a free
surface may not be accurately captured due to its localized nature [185]: the trilinear
interpolation function poses a restriction on the atomic configuration, particularly when a
large element is employed. Moreover, the assumption that all atoms in a subregion have the
same force/energy is only valid when the deformation gradient within an element remains
nearly the same, which is not the case for highly inhomogeneous deformation. Therefore,
it is instructive to quantify the ability of the coarse-grained domain in describing nano-
indentation, shedding light on the treatment of free surfaces in CAC.
Fully atomistic and fully coarse-grained simulations are first performed to analyse the
nano-indentation on a thin film in both Cu and Al, as shown in Fig. 4.9. PBCs are applied
along both the x and y directions, while the z direction is traction free. A plane indenter is
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Figure 4.9: Simulation cells of surface indentation by (a) fully atomistic, (b) and (c) fully
coarse-grained with different indenter width win, and (d) CAC simulations with an atomistic
domain at the free surface. PBCs are applied along both the x and y directions. To apply
the periodic boundaries in the coarse-grained domain, the jagged interstices are filled in
with atoms, which are not shown here. A plane indenter is applied along [01̄1̄] direction by
0.001a0 each step in Cu, while the bottom layers of atoms/nodes are fixed. In (d), different
dat are employed to quantify the free surface deformation [300].
applied along [01̄1̄] direction by 0.001a0 each step, while the bottom layers of atoms/nodes
are fixed. To eliminate the effects of all cell boundaries but the free surface, sufficiently
large models are employed. In Cu, all models have the same size of 18.41 nm by 23.02 nm
by 18.16 nm. Simulations in Figs. 4.9(b–c) use the same model but different indenter width
win: along the y direction the indenter spans over either 1 or 2 elements. Element sizes
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Nape = 2197, win = 1
Nape = 343, win = 1
Nape = 343, win = 2
(b) Al
Figure 4.10: Indentation force-depth curves obtained from the fully atomistic and fully
coarse-grained simulations in both Cu and Al, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a–c). In the fully coarse-
grained simulations, element sizes Nape of 343 or 2197 are employed, with the indenter
spanning over 1 or 2 element along y direction. Compared with the full atomistics, the fully
coarse-grained model gives a lower and non-monotonically increasing force in the elastic
stage. In addition, the deviation is larger with larger element or wider indenter. Point
A corresponds to the indentation depth of 0.144a0, at which the snapshots are shown in
Fig. 4.11 [300].
indenter along the z direction is calculated then divided by the indentation area.
The indentation force-depth curves are plotted in Fig. 4.10. Compared with the fully
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Figure 4.11: Snapshots of surface indentation in fully atomistic, fully coarse-grained, and
CAC simulations in Cu. The indentation depth is 0.144a0, corresponding to point A in
Fig. 4.10(a). Atoms are colored by von Mises local shear invariant ηMises (Eq. 4.5). In the
coarse-grained domain, element sizes Nape of 343 or 2197 are employed and the indenter
spans over either 1 or 2 elements. It is shown that the shear deformation is localized
between the elements, a phenomenon more pronounced with a larger element size or a
wider indenter [300].
atomistic model, the fully coarse-grained model gives a lower and non-monotonically in-
creasing force in the elastic stage, a phenomenon more pronounced with a larger element
size or a wider indenter spanning. This was not observed in the stress-strain curve of a
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential Cu sample subject to a uniaxial tension where the disloca-
tions were also nucleated from the free surface of the coarse-grained domain [297]. This
is perhaps due to the fact that the uniaxial stress is a quantity averaged over the system
while the indentation force here is calculated locally. To further explore the phenomenon,





























































































































































(d) Al, Nape = 2197
Figure 4.12: Indentation force-depth curve obtained from the simulations in both Cu and
Al as shown in Fig. 4.9. The indenter spans along the y direction over 1 element when
Nape = 2197 or 2 elements when Nape = 343. Free surface atomistic domains with different
thickness dat are introduced. The optimal thickness is the smallest dat that results in a
monotonically increasing force. It is shown that the optimal dat depends on the material,
but not on the underlying degree of coarse-graining. Point A corresponds to the indentation
depth of 0.144a0, at which the snapshots are shown in Fig. 4.11 [300].








(E11 − E33)2 + (E22 − E33)2 + (E11 − E22)2
6
(4.5)






where I is the 2nd rank identity tensor and F is the deformation gradient considering only
the nearest neighbor interactions in the initial undeformed configuration [330].
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Snapshots of simulations in Cu with atoms colored by ηMises are given in Fig. 4.11. The
indentation depth is 0.144a0, corresponding to point A in Fig. 4.10(a). It is found that in the
coarse-grained domain, the shear deformation is localized between elements, a phenomenon
more pronounced with larger element sizes. This is due to the trilinear interpolation function
employed within the element. In other words, the elastic shear deformation in the coarse-
grained domain is confined to a smaller zone than that in the atomistic domain, so a smaller
force is sufficient to cause the lattice deformation accommodating the same indentation
depth. It is also found that the larger the indenter, the smaller the force per unit area, in
agreement with the MS simulations [266]. Similar phenomena are also found in Al and Ni.
The results suggest that when a surface is subject to indentation, the local lattice defor-
mation is not as well reproduced in the coarse-grained domain as in the atomistic domain.
Therefore, it is advisable to not apply the indentation directly on a coarse-grained free
surface. Instead, fully resolved atomistics should be employed in the vicinity of the inden-
ter when the local elastic deformation gradients are significant. To quantify the required
atomistic domain size, a series of CAC simulations are performed. Atomistic domains with
different thickness dat are employed at the surface where the indentation is applied.
The indentation force-depth curves in Fig. 4.12 show that the larger the dat, the closer
the CAC simulation results are to those of the full atomistics. While the shear invariant
distribution in the atomistic domain is the same as that in the fully atomistic model, it
is disturbed by the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface and localized between the
elements in the coarse-grained domain, as shown in Figs. 4.11(c) and 4.11(f). The effect
of the coarse-graining decreases with an increasing dat. The optimal atomistic domain
thickness is defined as the smallest dat that results in a monotonically increasing force prior
to the yield point. The optimal dat values are 13.856a0 in Cu and 20.784a0 in Al, regardless
of the degree of coarse-graining in the model. Thus, it is concluded that the optimal dat
depends on the material, but not the underlying coarse-grained domain.
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4.7 Dislocation migration through the interface between atomistic and
coarse-grained domains
One major advantage of CAC compared to the other partitioned domain methods is that
dislocations can pass between atomistic and coarse-grained domains without heuristic rules
or special provisions. When the slip planes are aligned with the planes between elements,
the dislocations pass the domain interface smoothly instead of being reflected or pinned.
However, Sec. 4.3 reveals that a single dislocation has different core structure in atomistic
and coarse-grained domains. This raises the question of how the stacking fault width varies
as the dislocation migrates across the interface between the two domains and whether this
interface significantly affects the dislocation migration. Thus, four cases are considered to
clarify distinctions of dislocation migration in fully atomistic, fully coarse-grained, and CAC
models in both Cu and Al. The 60◦ mixed type dislocation is chosen because it has both
edge and screw components and is more general. All models have the same overall size of
11.46 nm by 17.36 nm by 22.45 nm in Cu. The indentation process and the force calculation
are the same as in Sec. 4.6, except that the indenter moves 0.01a0 each step. To eliminate
the free surface effect, the top layers (traction free surface) is fixed except those below the
indenter, as well as the bottom layers. The fixed atoms/nodes are labeled by the red boxes
in Fig. 4.13.
No significant change of the indentation force is observed when the dislocation migrates
across the interface between atomistic and coarse-grained domains, as shown in Fig. 4.14.
Using the same method in Sec. 4.3, the structure of a 60◦ mixed type dislocation core across
the domain interface is analyzed and shown in Fig. 4.15. It is shown that the interface only
slightly alters the atomic positions in its vicinity, and the dislocation has a correct core
structure once it migrates into the atomistic domain. These results indicate that the domain
interface only slightly affects the dislocation migration process in quasistatic CAC [300].
To further understand the dislocation dissociation across the interface, a dislocation ex-
traction algorithm (DXA) [247] is employed to visualize the partial dislocations, as shown in
Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. The DXA is based on a discrete Burgers circuit integral over the elastic
displacement field and is able to distinguish dislocations with different Burgers vector. It
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Figure 4.13: Four cases comparing the dislocation migration through the interface between
atomistic and coarse-grained domains in Cu and Al: (a) fully atomistic case, (b) from
atomistic to coarse-grained domain, (c) from coarse-grained to atomistic domain, and (d)
fully coarse-grained case. PBCs are applied along both the x and y directions. To apply the
periodic boundaries in the coarse-grained domain, the jagged interstices are filled in with
atoms, which are not shown here. The indenter moves 0.01a0 each step in Cu along [01̄1̄]
direction. The atoms/nodes illustrated by the red boxes are fixed [300].
is found that subject to the indentation, a series of 60◦ mixed type dislocations are nucle-
ated and dissociated into partials with intrinsic stacking fault in between. In Fig. 4.16(a),
the stacking fault has a correct width in the atomistic domain. With further indentation,
the leading partial is first impeded by the domain interface while the trailing partial is
unaffected, resulting in a narrower dislocation, as shown in Fig. 4.16(b). Later, the trail-
ing partial is also slowed down by the interface while the leading partial is now migrating
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Figure 4.14: Indentation force-depth curve obtained from the simulations in both Cu and Al
as shown in Fig. 4.13. No significant change of force is observed when the first dislocation
migrates across the interface between atomistic and coarse-grained domains [300].
is due to the change of the packing sequence in the stacking fault, where the disregistry of
atoms are rearranged to have a linear correlation with their positions. It follows that the
stacking fault becomes wider in the coarse-grained domain, as shown in Fig. 4.16(d). Note
that the variation of stacking fault width is not observed when the dislocation migrates in
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(d) uy in Al
Figure 4.15: The 60◦ mixed type dislocation core is located across the interface (x = 0) such
that half of it is in the atomistic domain while the other half the coarse-grained domain in
both Cu and Al. The disregistry ux and uy of dislocation, calculated using the method in
Sec. 4.3, are compared with those in fully atomistic and fully coarse-grained models. The
Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[110]. It is shown that the interface only slightly alters the atomic
positions in its vicinity, and the dislocation has a correct core structure once it migrates
into the atomistic domain [300].
CAC.
When the dislocation migrates from the coarse-grained domain to the atomistic domain,
the propagation of both leading and trailing partials is facilitated by the domain interface
(Fig. 4.16(e–g)) due to a more relaxed environment in full atomistics. Consequently, the
stacking fault has a correct width once it migrates into the atomistic domain, as shown
in Fig. 4.16(h). The domain interface itself, as well as the coarse-grained domain, do
not influence the dislocation behavior in the atomistic domain when the dislocation is not
immediately adjacent to the interface. Similar phenomena are observed in Al, as shown in
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Figure 4.16: Snapshots of dislocation migration from the atomistic to the coarse-grained
domain (a–d), as well as in the opposite direction (e–h) for Cu. The green curves refer to
(a0/6) 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocation lines. The gray ribbons are the intrinsic stacking
fault. To apply the periodic boundaries in the coarse-grained domain, the jagged interstices
are filled in with atoms, which are not shown here. The domain interface in the first case
delays both partial dislocations while the one in the second case facilitates the dislocation
migration [300].
Figure 4.17: The same snapshots of dislocation migration as Fig. 4.16, but for Al. Similar
phenomena are observed [300].
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Fig. 4.17.
4.8 Overall Burgers vector of dislocations
Using the models in Figs. 4.13(a) and 4.13(d), the overall Burgers vector in both fully
atomistic and fully coarse-grained domains is studied with varying element sizes in Al.
It is found in Fig. 4.18 that some (a0/2) 〈110〉 perfect dislocations are nucleated under the
indenter in the atomistic domain, while only (a0/6) 〈112〉 Shockley partials are formed in the
coarse-grained domain. At the same indentation depth 2.62a0, the overall Burgers vector
of dislocations on the same slip plane is the same in both atomistic and coarse-grained
domains. The results using EAM potentials with approximated ρ̄j proposed in Sec. 3.2 are
only slightly different from those employing EAM potentials with accurate ρ̄j , as discussed
in Sec. 2.7.4. Similar phenomena are observed in Cu and Ni.
The elasticity theory upon which the DD method is established considers that the stress
fields of one dislocation at a long distance are mainly determined by its Burgers vector and
character angle, because the dislocation core effect is usually small and local [38]. In CAC,
although a wider dislocation core is given, the overall Burgers vector and the character
angle of a dislocation are preserved, and so long range stress fields of these dislocations are
preserved. Furthermore, within the same framework, dissociation of full dislocations and
dislocation/dislocation interactions using CAC can be accurately described for short range
interactions simply by refining the element size. In practice, coarse graining in CAC is only
employed to capture the longer range structures/fields in regions remote from atomistically
resolved reactions of interest, so its coarse-graining approximation of details of the disloca-
tion core does not greatly impact the accuracy of computed interactions that are critical to
the modeling of the many metal plasticity phenomena.
In the coarse-grained domain, the dissociation of a 60◦ mixed type dislocation into
partials is affected by the degree of coarse graining in view of the altered packing sequence
in the stacking fault. These imply that the core structures and dislocation interactions are
better described in the atomistic domain, an intuitive result. In addition, elements with
graded sizes should be applied in a way that smaller elements are used in the vicinity of the
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Figure 4.18: Snapshots of dislocation migration subject to indentation in both fully atom-
istic and fully coarse-grained domains with varying element size for Al. The green and red
curves refer to (a0/6) 〈112〉 Shockley partial and (a0/2) 〈110〉 perfect dislocations, respec-
tively. The gray ribbons are the intrinsic stacking fault. It is shown that while only Shockley
partials are nucleated in the coarse-grained domain, several perfect dislocations are formed
in fully atomistic model. At the same indentation depth 2.62a0, the overall Burgers vector
of 9 partial dislocations on the same slip plane is the same, regardless of the element size
or whether the EAM potential is employed with approximated ρ̄j [300].
atomistic domain (where dislocation nucleation and primary interactions occur) while larger
elements are adopted to address long range fields of arrays of dislocations. Although it was
shown earlier using an LJ potential that dislocation/dislocation interactions are reasonably
well replicated in the coarse-grained domain [292], the results with EAM potentials remain
to be studied in detail.
4.9 Brittle-to-ductile dynamic fracture
The fundamental mechanism of brittle versus ductile response of stressed crack tips is the
competition between cleavage fracture by atomic decohesion and plastic deformation by
dislocation nucleation and migration [55, 299]. In particular, a BTD transition of crack
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behavior is favored by conditions of high temperature, low strain rate [55], small speci-
men/grain size [223], a large number of dislocation sources, high dislocation mobility [103],
and large stress/strain [3].
Figure 4.19: Simulation cell for dynamic fracture of an FCC Cu specimen. An atomistic
domain with about 11,312 atoms is applied around the crack; elsewhere, 1414 elements
with 8000 atoms per element are employed. Both top and bottom layers of elements are
displaced uniformly to introduce a tensile displacement-controlled condition [306].
The simulation cell for dynamic fracture in CAC is shown in Fig. 4.19. The notched
specimen, which consists of FCC Cu atoms, has a size of 20 nm× 150 nm× 100 nm along
the x, y, and z axes, respectively. PBCs are imposed along the x direction, while cell
boundaries normal to the y and z directions are traction free and fixed, respectively. An
FCC crystal is chosen because it is inherently ductile and thus serves as a paradigm for
plastic fracture [4]. The lattice orientations are x[001], y[11̄0], and z[110]. In total, there
are 1414 elements with 8000 atoms per element. About 11,312 atoms are employed within
a volume of 20 nm× 20 nm× 10 nm around the crack, which is created by deleting 5 layers
of atoms normal to the z direction. This corresponds to about 11.3 million atoms in an
equivalent full atomistic model. Bonding for this model crystal is described by a simple
two-body LJ potential, i.e.,












Figure 4.20: The crack propagates in a brittle manner at a low strain in an adaptive CAC
simulation. Nodes and atoms are colored by local tensile stress σzz. At (a) δ = 0.225 nm
and (b) δ = 0.375 nm, the crack extends by 18 nm and 28 nm, respectively. Here, the view
in Fig. 4.19 is rotated by about 10◦ around the z axis to better image the 3D crack [306].
where r is the distance between atoms, ǫ = 0.167 eV, and σ = 2.315 Å [131]. The lattice
parameter a0 and cutoff distance are 3.616 Å and 5.38635 Å, respectively. Compared with
a more realistic EAM potential, the LJ potential overestimates the vacancy formation and
migration energies [64] and favors the BTD transition [2]; however, the intent in this section
is to establish the viability of the adaptive mesh refinement procedure for CAC, instead
of shedding light on improved understanding of dynamic fracture. The FD method is
employed for parallelization. No thermostat is employed in the atomistic domain, i.e., an
NVE ensemble with a zero damping coefficient γ defined in Sec. 2.6; in the coarse-grained
domain, γ = 0.005.
Figure 4.21: Snapshots of “flower-of-loop” dislocations emitted from the crack tip during
ductile fracture in both (a) CAC and (b) MD simulations. Atoms with centrosymmetry
parameter [126] smaller than 1.3 are deleted [306].
Assigning zero initial velocities to all atoms and nodes, the simulation cell is subject to
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Figure 4.22: Load-displacement curves of dynamic fracture at two displacement rates in
both CAC and MD simulations. It is found that for both rates, the BTD transition occurs
at δ = 1.5 nm and 1.35 nm in CAC and MD simulations, respectively [306].
displacement rates are employed: δ̇ = 0.141 m/s and 0.176 m/s, with a time step ∆t = 5 fs
in both domains. As the simulation evolves, dξ , defined in Eq. 3.16, is evaluated on all nodes
at every time step; then an element is refined if any of its node has a dξ > (
√
6/12)a0. The
top and bottom layers of elements on which the displacement is directly applied are excluded
from the mesh refinement procedure to avoid unnecessary computational cost. Dislocation
activity at the crack tip is monitored every 10 time steps using the centrosymmetry pa-
rameter [126]. Subject to a tensile displacement-controlled condition, the originally sharp
crack tip in the fully resolved atomistic domain is slightly blunted before the crack begins
to propagate in a brittle manner without emitting any dislocations from the tip, as shown
in Fig. 4.20. This marks the beginning of dynamic instability. As the crack speed increases,
the energy at the crack tip accumulates. As a result, when the crack passes the middle
region of the model, it responds plastically, where a “flower-of-loop” shape of dislocations
are nucleated on multiple slip planes, as shown in Fig. 4.21. At both displacement rates,
the BTD transition, which is marked by dislocation nucleation from crack tip, occurs at
δ = 1.5 nm. By δ = 4.5 nm, about 110 elements have been refined to full atomic resolution.
Note that this type of uniform displacement-controlled loading has been employed in many
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MD simulations [199, 215, 317] and is equivalent to applying rigid grips in a tensile test-
ing machine. The chosen boundary conditions, while not precluding crack re-direction and
branching [33, 67, 129], promote stable crack extension and add a constraint to the crack
growth behavior such that the crack is inclined to propagate along the horizontal direc-
tion even in the presence of small perturbations like inhomogeneities or numerical errors.
The double cantilever beam type of loading, which may introduce unstable crack propa-
gation [282], is not employed here for that the focus of this study is on exploring whether
the mesh refinement scheme is able to refine all elements in front of the crack tip. Because
the mesh refinement criterion does not involve the crack propagation trajectory but only
considers the relative displacement between neighboring nodes which indicates the crack tip
position, this mesh refinement scheme should work for the case of unstable crack extension
as well.
To assess the accuracy of the adaptive mesh refinement approach, MD simulations of
the equivalent full atomistic models are performed at the same displacement rate using
LAMMPS [190]. The same LJ potential is used. An NVE ensemble is employed with PBCs
applied along the x axis, which is consistent with the atomistic domain in CAC. In both
CAC and MD, the load P is calculated by averaging the total load applied on the top and
bottom layers of elements/atoms. It is found that the adaptive CAC gives similar load-
displacement responses as MD and both methods show that a higher displacement rate
leads to a higher specimen peak load. In MD, the BTD transition occurs at δ = 1.35 nm
with a smaller crack length for both displacement rates than that of CAC, as shown in
Fig. 4.22. In addition, MD gives a slightly higher peak load than adaptive CAC, which
is attributed to the reflection of waves of short wavelength at the atomistic/coarse-grained
domain interface [290]. Two separate simulations at a much lower displacement rate show
that the BTD transition does not occur in either CAC or MD, i.e., the crack continues
propagating throughout the whole specimen, leaving a very clean crack surface behind.
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4.10 Curved dislocation migration
As discussed in Sec. 3.4.5, while the elements that have discontinuities between them in
CAC accommodate dislocations, mesh refinement is still sometimes necessary to model
dislocation migration. Consider scenarios in Fig. 3.15 as an example, Xiong et al. [292]
suggested that when the slip direction of a dislocation moving from an atomistic domain is
not aligned with the interelement boundaries, it can either migrate on the atomistic/coarse-
grained domain interface before moving into the nearest interelement boundary or be pinned
by the interface followed by nucleation of a new dislocation within the nearest interelement
boundary. However, neither of the migration paths are physically correct since a dislocation
should continue to migrate on the original slip plane, in the absence of climb, cross-slip,
obstacles, etc.
Figure 4.23: (a) An illustration of the scenario where the slip plane of a curved disloca-
tion migrating from the atomistic domain is not aligned with the interelement boundaries
in the coarse-grained domain. The curved dislocation (red S) has dominant leading screw
character. If the elements marked by the solid green lines in (a) are not refined, the disloca-
tion double cross-slips over the domain interface before continuing gliding on a parallel slip
plane, as shown in (b) and (c). (d) If the elements within the solid green lines are refined
to full atomistic resolution, the dislocation continues gliding on the same slip plane without
cross-slip, as shown in (e). Atoms in (b), (c), and (e) are colored by a-CNA [246]: red are
of HCP local structure, blue are BCC, while FCC and unrecognised atoms are deleted. A
slightly different view, which is illustrated in the bottom right corner, is taken for (b), (c),
and (e) to better image the dislocation double cross-slip and migration [306].
In this section, a dynamic CAC simulation is performed to explore the scenario where
the slip plane of a mixed character curved dislocation with dominant leading screw character
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Figure 4.24: Atoms are colored by von Mises local strain invariant ηMises (defined in Eq. 4.5)
in (a) full atomistic simulations, (b) CAC simulations with mesh refinement, and (c) CAC
simulations without mesh refinement. In (d), it is found that the CAC simulations with
mesh refinement give a ηMises profile along the dislocation close to that of full atomistic
simulation, while a strain concentration at the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface
occurs in the CAC simulation without mesh refinement [306].
migrating from the atomistic domain is not aligned with the interelement boundaries in the
coarse-grained domain, as shown in Fig. 4.23(a). The EAM potential [174] is employed for
FCC Cu. The lattice parameter and cutoff distance are 3.615 Å and 5.60679 Å, respectively.
A homogeneous out-of-plane shear stress of 1 GPa is applied to drive the curved dislocation
migration, with a time step of 2 fs and a damping coefficient γ = 1 in both atomistic and
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coarse-grained domains. It is found that if the elements marked by the solid green lines
in Fig. 4.23(a) are not refined, the curved dislocation double cross-slips over the domain
interface before continuing gliding on a parallel slip plane, as shown in Figs. 4.23(b–c);
an aphysical back stress is introduced to overcome the minimum energy barrier of double
cross-slip [194], which is about 4 eV [124]. In CAC, two mesh refinement approaches are
implemented for dislocation migration: (i) a large element is manually divided into two
smaller ones with their boundaries along the dislocation path [293] and (ii) the entire element
is refined to atomic scale, within which the dislocation can pass smoothly; the second
approach is shown in Figs. 4.23(d–e).
In Fig. 4.24, the strain profiles between two simulations with and without mesh refine-
ment are compared. It is shown that the CAC simulation with mesh refinement gives a von
Mises local strain invariant ηMises (defined in Eq. 4.5) profile along the dislocation close to
that of full atomistic simulation, while a strain concentration at the coarse-grained/atomistic
domain interface occurs in the CAC simulation without mesh refinement.
4.11 A preliminary convergence and error analysis
As pointed out by Yang et al. [309], while many multiscale methods have been proposed, few
corresponding convergence and error analyses exist. Some mathematical and/or numerical
analyses include, but are not limited to, those of QC [132,151,152,159,269], heterogeneous
multiscale method [78], bridging scale method [258], atomistic-to-continuum coupling [160],
and MMM [309]. Previous work of Xiong et al. [293,297] shows that in dynamic CAC, the
coarse-grained domains give closer results to those of the full atomistics when finer elements
or larger models are employed. In this section, a preliminary convergence and error analysis
of quasistatic CAC is presented.
The fully atomistic MS result is taken as the “exact solution” that a quasistatic fully
coarse-grained or quasistatic CAC simulation should be compared with. Thus, the atom-
istic domain, except the region in adjacent to the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface,
yields an exact result since it employs the same governing equation as MS without interfer-













































Figure 4.25: The relative errors of both γusf and γsf in both Cu and Al calculated in the
coarse-grained domain using both 1NN and 2NN elements. Each element contains either
2197 or 9261 atoms. The values of SFE are from Fig. 4.2. It is shown that the relative
errors reduce to nearly zero with an increasing Nipe/Nape [300].
errors due to two main approximations: (i) discretization error by using the trilinear shape
function and interpolation function and (ii) integration error by dividing an element into
subregions and adopting the integration points. In the case of a non-homogeneous deforma-
tion, the approximations also introduce errors to regions in the atomistic domain that are
in the vicinity of the domain interface because of the nonlocal force/energy. It is beyond
the scope of this dissertation to distinguish different sources of error in each domain and
perform a comprehensive convergence and error analysis; rather, some simulation results in
this chapter are analyzed to show the convergence and error of quasistatic CAC with re-
spect to MS as a function of (i) ratio of the number of integration points per element, Nipe,
to the number of atoms per element, Nape, (ii) element size Nape, and (iii) the atomistic
domain thickness dat (Fig. 4.9(d)) at a surface subject to indentation. The convergence is









































Figure 4.26: The relative errors of the stacking fault width wSF of a 60
◦ mixed type dis-
location in both Cu and Al calculated in the coarse-grained domain using 2NN elements
with varying element size Nape. The values of wSF are from Fig. 4.7. It is shown that the
relative errors reduce to nearly zero with the smallest Nape [300].
simulations.
1. In Sec. 4.1, the GSFE along [11̄2̄] direction in the coarse-grained domain is calculated
using both 1NN and 2NN elements. Each element contains either 2197 or 9261 atoms.
The relative errors of both γusf and γsf in both Cu and Al decrease to nearly zero
when Nipe/Nape > 0.013, as shown in Fig. 4.25. From the perspective of numerical
integration, a larger number of integration points yields an exact result for higher
order integrand, which is desired for larger element. As Nipe/Nape approaches 1, the
integration error tends to disappear while the discretization error still exists. It is
shown that for the element sizes studied here, the 2NN type captures well the SFE in
both materials, so extra integration points beyond 2NN are not necessary.
2. In Sec. 4.3, the stacking fault width wSF of a single 60
◦ mixed type dislocation in
the coarse-grained domain is calculated using the 2NN elements as a function of the
element size Nape. Figure 4.26 shows that wSF in both Cu and Al approach the MS

































Nape = 343, Pin in Cu
Nape = 2197, Pin in Cu
Nape = 343, Pin in Al
Nape = 2197, Pin in Al
Figure 4.27: The largest relative errors of the indentation force per unit area Pin between
din = 0.1a0 and the yield point in both Cu and Al in the nano-indentation simulations. In
the underlying coarse-grained domain, each element contains either 343 or 2197 atoms. The
values of Pin are from Fig. 4.12. It is shown that the relative errors reduce to nearly zero
with the largest dat [300].
atoms are taken as integration points and the integration error is zero. However, the
total error is not zero because of the discretization error. With a larger element, the
integration errors increase due to a smaller Nipe/Nape. Although the largest element
results in a relative error of nearly 1, this does not significantly affect the dislocation
behaviors in the atomistic domain, as concluded in Sec. 4.7.
3. In Sec. 4.6, atomistic domains with different thickness dat are employed at the inden-
tation surface. In the underlying coarse-grained domain, each element contains either
343 or 2197 atoms. The indentation force per unit area Pin is studied with respect
to the indentation depth din to quantify the free surface effect. The largest relative
errors of Pin between din = 0.1a0 and the yield point in each case is calculated, as
shown in Fig. 4.27. The convergence of Pin to the MS result with an increasing dat
indicates that the effect of the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface is negligible
at a finite distance.
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4.12 Summary
In this chapter, both dynamic and quasistatic CAC simulations are conducted to study
certain benchmark problems in dislocation plasticity for FCC pure metals of Cu, Ni, and
Al. The capabilities of the advanced CAC method, validated by comparing with equivalent
fully atomistic simulations, are explored by investigating the behavior of dislocations in the
coarse-grained domain, as a prelude to modeling large numbers of dislocations in Chaps. 5–9.
Results are summarized as follows:
1. It is found that the ratio of relaxed stable to relaxed unstable SFE is lower in the
1NN element than that in atomistics, explaining the previous observation in the stress-
strain curves that the amplitudes of strain bursts after yielding are larger in CAC using
1NN elements;
2. For a pure edge, pure screw, or 60◦ mixed type dislocation, direct evidence is provided
to show that the long range stress fields are preserved in the coarse-grained domain;
near the dislocation core center, it is found that a larger element results in a smaller
maximum magnitude of shear stress;
3. Dislocation core structures in the coarse-grained domain are systematically studied for
the first time. For a 60◦ mixed type dislocation, there is a linear correlation between
the disregistry and the atomic position within an element, so the larger the element,
the wider the stacking fault;
4. Both atomistic and coarse-grained domains give the same trend that a screw disloca-
tion has a smaller stacking fault width, a smaller core radius, a higher Peierls stress,
and a lower core energy, than an edge dislocation. With a decreasing element size,
the coarse-grained values converge to those of fully resolved atomistic simulations;
5. Because of the coarse-graining error, the atomistic domain should be applied instead
of a coarse-grained model where the local elastic deformation is significant;
6. Dislocation migration across the atomistic/coarse-grained domain interface, which is
treated artificially in most coarse-grained methods, is explored. Attention is paid
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in the variation of dislocation core structure across the interface, proving that the
interface only slightly affects the dislocation migration;
7. The overall Burgers vector of dislocations on the same slip plane is the same in both
atomistic and coarse-grained domains;
8. An adaptive mesh refinement CAC method is used to study the BTD transition in
dynamic fracture of a notched specimen. Compared with MD, the adaptive CAC
approach gives similar load-displacement responses and local stresses at crack tip, as
well as an accurate prediction of the BTD transition, while eliminating most of the
DOFs;
9. A mesh refinement scheme is applied to a scenario where the slip plane of a curved
dislocation migrating from the atomistic domain is not aligned with the interelement
boundaries in the coarse-grained domain. The CAC simulation performed with mesh
refinement gives a local strain invariant profile along a dislocation close to that of a
full atomistic simulation, while a strain concentration at the atomistic/coarse-grained
domain interface occurs in the CAC simulation without mesh refinement;
10. A preliminary convergence and error analysis shows that the fully coarse-grained qua-
sistatic implementation provides convergence to fully resolved MS energy minimization
by virtue of the inherent consistency of the same underlying interatomic potential in
both domains. Similar results are found in two FCC crystalline materials with distinct
SFE.
This chapter does not intend to shed light on improved understanding of dislocation core
level phenomena, but rather to establish that the method adequately replicates essential
aspects of dislocation fields. It should be emphasized that despite a systematic increase
of coarse-graining error in certain quantities relative to fully resolved atomistics with an
increasing element size, the CAC method facilitates parametric studies of models at much
larger scales with the same computational burden. While all computations in this chapter
use 3D models, the study of larger domains and larger scale curved dislocations of mixed
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character is left to the next chapters. For example, an issue of great relevance that challenges
the length scale limits of classical atomistic simulations is the multiple, successive reactions
of leading dislocations in long range pile-ups against atomistically resolved GBs or interfaces.
Exploring this matter using CAC is the task of Chaps. 8 and 9.
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CHAPTER V
SCREW DISLOCATION CROSS-SLIP IN NI
5.1 Introduction
Cross-slip of screw dislocations is important for dynamic recovery of metals because it
assists dislocations to bypass obstacles and in annihilating each other at the end of Stage
II work hardening [114]. Without cross-slip, the dislocation density and work hardening
rate would not be reduced sufficiently, resulting in a less ductile material. Cross-slip is
relevant to the process of dislocation bypass of preciptates [237] and voids [108], affecting
the obstacle strengthening. Among many possible cross-slip mechanisms [201], including the
Washburn model, the Schoeck-Seeger model, the Duesbery model, and the Püschl model,
the Friedel-Escaig (FE) [83] and Fleischer (FL) mechanisms [88] are usually considered the
most prominent [116]. According to the FE mechanism, the leading and trailing partial
dislocations in a short segment of a screw dislocation are constricted and recombined before
folding over and re-dissociating on the cross-slip plane; the resulting cross-slipped segment
acts as a nucleus, facilitating other segments to switch to the cross-slip plane as well.
According to the FL mechanism, with the aid of a stair-rod dislocation 1/6 〈110〉 [114],
the leading and trailing partial dislocations can simultaneously exist on the cross-slip and
primary planes, respectively; in other words, the stacking faults need not fully constrict at
the plane intersection [37]. In FCC systems, atomistic simulations reveal that the detailed
process of dislocation cross-slip is determined by a complex local stress state [124].
The dominating mechanism in a given cross-slip process depends on many factors. Ac-
cording to atomic scale simulations of cross-slip in FCC crystals, the FL mechanism is
favored in the low temperature, high-stress limit, while the FE mechanism is favored in the
high temperature, low-stress limit [42]. For example, a significant amount of dislocations
cross slip via the FL mechanism as they propagate through the grain in an Al nanocrys-
tal subject to a uniaxial tensile stress of 1.6 GPa [26]. Previous NEB calculations in Al
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show that there exists a critical dislocation line length below which a dislocation segment
cross-slips via the FL mechanism, whereas a segment with length above this follows the FE
model [116]. In Cu and Ni, which have a higher energy barrier to cross-slip than Al, most
atomistic simulations predict the FE mechanism [205,206]. Nevertheless, based on atomistic
simulatoins at 0 K, Duesbery [74] found that cross-slip in Cu via the FL model is possible,
provided that the driving force is large enough. The coupled influences of applied shear
stress and dislocation line length on the cross-slip process, especially in the competition
between the FL and FE mechanisms, have not been quantified, to the best of the author’s
knowledge.
In this chapter, both CAC and MD methods are employed to simulate the cross-slip
process of a single screw dislocation using PBCs in FCC Ni. The cross-slip process by
which a screw dislocation moves from one slip plane to another has been observed in CAC
simulations in Sec. 4.10, yet not analyzed quantitatively. Emphasis in this chapter will be
placed on (i) how the resolved applied shear stress affects the cross-slip mechanism and
(ii) whether the same dislocation line length-dependence of cross-slip observed for Al [116]
applies to Ni. The critical shear stress for cross-slip, which plays an important role in
plasticity in crystalline metals, will also be calculated as a function of the dislocation line
length. From the methodological viewpoint, this chapter will show the viability of using
CAC simulations to accurately model 3D screw dislocation cross-slip, as a complement to
fully resolved atomistic modeling [147], DD [115], CPFEM [5], ab initio simulations [284],
the Peierls-Nabarro (PN) type of model [157,180], and line tension theory [192,248].
5.2 Methodology
Figure 5.1 presents the simulation cell for a single screw dislocation cross-slip in an FCC
Ni single crystal. The lattice orientations are x[11̄2̄], y[110], and z[11̄1]. With the lattice
parameter a0 = 3.52 Å, the simulation cell has a size of 67.18 nm by 77.66 nm by 68.51 nm.
Note that the same cell is employed in all CAC and MD simulations, except that there are
finite elements in the CAC model.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation cell for dislocation cross-slip. (a) A single screw dislocation splits
into two 30◦ Shockley partial dislocations on the primary slip plane (1̄11). (b) Subject
to a shear strain ǫzy, the screw dislocation moves onto the cross-slip plane (11̄1) and is
dissociated into another set of two Shockley partials [305].
Figure 5.2: In a CAC model with Nape = 729, (a) only the coarse-grained domain with
rhombohedral elements is shown and (b) atoms are filled in at the periodic boundaries
along both the x and y directions [305].
3D rhombohedral elements are used in the coarse-grained domain in the CAC model
[297], with surfaces corresponding to {111} slip planes and the jagged interstices of elements
at the periodic boundaries filled in with atoms [300], as shown in Fig. 5.2. In the coarse-
grained domain, all partial dislocations, on either the primary or the cross-slip plane, contain
no pre-existing kink because the [110] dislocation line direction is aligned with the element
edge. There is no jog along any dislocation either. Hence, this CAC model agrees with the
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classicial cross-slip process without influences of kinks and jogs [205].
In the coarse-grained domain, a uniform element size with cases varying from 125 to
4913 atoms per element is adopted. On the one hand, a larger element size, Nape, results
in a smaller number of elements, Nele. On the other hand, a model with a larger element
size requires a larger number of atoms to fill in at the periodic boundaries. The net effect
is that there exists an element size corresponding to which the number of DOFs NDOF =
8Nele + Natom is minimum for the overall simulation cell, where 8 comes from the fact
that each element has 8 nodes. As shown in Tab. 5.1, the smallest NDOF/N
full
atom = 4.87%
with Nape = 1331. In Fig. 5.1, the length of the dislocation line in one periodic cell
Ld = Ly = 77.66 nm, where Ly is the length of the simulation cell along the y direction.
As a result, there are N fullatom = 32, 902, 272 atoms in the equivalent full atomistic model,
which would be highly computationally intensive. To explore the effect of Ld, cases with
Ly of 6.47 nm, 12.94 nm, 25.88 nm, 38.83 nm, 51.76 nm, and 64.71 nm, respectively, are
also investigated, while the length of the simulation cell along both the x and z axes remain
unchanged.
Table 5.1: The number of elements Nele, number of atoms Natom, number of DOFs NDOF,
and the ratio of NDOF to the number of atoms in a fully resolved atomistic simulation
N fullatom = 32, 902, 272, with varying number of atoms per element Nape. It is found that the
value of NDOF/N
full
atom is not a monotonic function of Nape.
Nape 125 343 729 1331 2197 3375 4913
Nele 258,483 93,280 43,369 23,658 14,218 9,183 6270
Natom 591,897 907,232 1,286,271 1,413,474 1,665,326 1,909,647 2,097,762
NDOF 2,659,761 1,653,472 1,633,223 1,602,738 1,779,070 1,983,111 2,147,922
NDOF/N
full
atom 8.08% 5.03% 4.96% 4.87% 5.41% 6.03% 6.53%
The problem common to most fs-scale time step dynamic methods, such as MD or
dynamic CAC, is the difficulty to capture rare events such as thermally activated cross-slip
[275]. Thus, simulations must be carefully designed to capture cross-slip in reasonable wall
time. Here, a straight screw dislocation with Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[110] is introduced
on the primary plane (1̄11); PBCs are applied along both the x and y directions to simulate
an array of evenly spaced, infinitely long, initially straight dislocation lines [124]. The
boundaries normal to the z axis are assumed traction free, which does not strongly affect
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the line tension of a screw dislocation [187]. After energy minimization, a homogeneous
simple shear strain ǫzy is applied, acting mainly on the cross-slip plane (11̄1) and with
much reduced extent on the primary plane, following the idea of Schoeck and Seeger [208].
Note the shear strain is applied within one time step, to avoid the sensitivity of the cross-
slip mechanism to strain rate [26]. Then the shear stress is maintained constant under an
NPT ensemble at 10 K using a PR barostat [186] with time step of 2 fs [306]. Independent
simulations with an increment of shear stress ∆τzy = 10 MPa are conducted such that the
critical shear stress τc is the minimum stress at which the cross-slip event is observed within
50 ps. In some cases with a certain combination of τzy and Ld, a full atomistic simulation,
i.e., MD simulation, is performed with the same time step and temperature. It is found
that the critical stresses determined by low temperature dynamic simulations, via either
dynamic CAC or MD, are close to those calculated by quasistatic simulations, via either
quasistatic CAC or MS, yet the dynamic simulations reveal the detailed cross-slip process
and are thus employed in this chapter.
It should be emphasized that although the length scale of material volume explored in
this chapter is accessible by classical MD, this is highly computationally expensive to pur-
sue. It will be shown that CAC simulations can accurately describe the cross-slip process,
at significantly reduced computational cost. To identify dislocations in the coarse-grained
domain in the CAC model, the atomic positions are interpolated from the nodal posi-
tions before they are processed by adaptive common neighbor analysis (a-CNA) [246] using
OVITO [245]. Moreover, a DXA [247] is employed to distinguish the FE mechanism, in
which the dislocation is fully constricted to have Burgers vector (a0/2) 〈110〉 at the plane
intersection, from the FL mechanism, in which a stair-rod dislocation with Burgers vector
(a0/6) 〈110〉 is formed at the intersection.
5.3 Results and discussion
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the superscripts ‘pr’ and ‘cs’ are used to distin-
guish the primary and cross-slip planes, whereas the subscripts ‘lead’, ‘trail’, and ‘sr’ refer
to the leading partial, trailing partial, and stair-rod dislocations, respectively.
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5.3.1 Dislocation dissociation
In both atomistic and coarse-grained domains, a full screw dislocation on the primary plane














which is energetically favorable according to Frank’s rule [110]. The force per unit length on
a partial dislocation can be obtained by the Peach-Koehler (PK) formula: F = (b · σ)× t,
where σ is the applied shear stress tensor whose only non-zero components are τyz and
τzy, t is the unit tangent vector of the dislocation line along the y axis, and b should
be transformed to the spatial Burgers vector. It is found that as the two partials have
Burgers vector with the same screw but opposite edge components, the applied stress acts
on the screw components to translate the stacking fault ribbon rigidly, while on the edge
components to compress the ribbon [201].















where the stacking fault ribbon is expanded by the Escaig stress [83] acting on the edge
components of the partials according to the PK formula.
5.3.2 Implications of coarse-graining
The atoms filled in at the jagged boundaries, however, may result in aphysical phenomena.
This is because, as will be shown later, it is easier for the dislocation to cross-slip in the
atomistic domain than in the coarse-grained domain. Consequently, at a certain stress level,
a dislocation may bow out first at the periodic boundaries along the y axis, followed by
bowing out of the remaining central segments that are in the coarse-grained domain, a pro-
cess that may be mistaken for the FE mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5.3. This coarse-graining
effect is more pronounced for a shorter dislocation line where the fraction of the atomistic
domain at the PBCs becomes larger. Therefore, in any CAC simulation, if the dislocation
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Figure 5.3: (a) An illustration of the simulation cell containing a screw dislocation with
an atomistic (AT) domain at the PBCs; the green cube in the center of the model is the
coarse-grained (CG) domain. The length of the simulation cell along the y direction, i.e.,
the dislocation line length Ld, is 12.94 nm. (b–d) The dislocation, which is originally on the
primary plane (1̄11), bows out first at the periodic boundaries, followed by the remaining
central segments also switch to the cross-slip plane (11̄1). Atoms in (b–d) are colored
by a-CNA [246], where red are of local HCP structure, blue are BCC atoms, white are
unknown, while all FCC atoms are removed.
bow-out is initiated at the periodic boundaries, we consider its mechanism inconclusive and
perform an equivalent MD simulation.
5.3.3 Cross-slip via the Fleischer mechanism
As stated before, the FE mechanism requires the two Shockley partials to be fully constricted
at the plane intersection before the full dislocation is re-dissociated onto the cross-slip plane.
Conceptually, such a process can be well accommodated in CAC because both partial and
full dislocations are on {111} planes. Indeed, a screw dislocation segment changing its slip
plane via the FE mechanism has been presented in Sec. 4.10. The FL mechanism, however,
involves a stair-rod dislocation (a0/6)[1̄10] on (001) plane, which does not belong to the set
of {111} planes exhibited between elements. Thus, a question arises as to whether the FL
mechanism can be simulated in the coarse-grained domain in CAC.
In a perfect lattice without a dislocation, as illustrated by a 2D model in Fig. 5.4(a),
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Figure 5.4: (a) A 2D illustration of four nodes (A, B, C, and D) belonging to adjacent
elements in a perfect lattice without a dislocation; the black cross denotes the line of in-
tersection between the primary and cross-slip planes. (b) According to Eq. 5.3, the leading
partial dislocation on the primary slip plane bprlead (black arrow) splits into the leading
partial dislocation on the cross-slip plane bcslead (green arrow) and a stair-rod dislocation
bsr (blue arrow). (c) According to Eq. 5.4, the trailing partial dislocation on the primary
plane bprtrail (green arrow) reacts with the stair-rod dislocation bsr (blue arrow) to form the
trailing partial dislocation on the cross-slip plane bcstrail. (d) The trailing partial dislocation
bcstrail glides on the cross-slip plane away from the line of intersection, leaving behind the
same perfect lattice as in (a). Note that only the edge components of partial dislocations
are shown because their screw components are pointing outward along the positive y direc-
tion. Atomic configurations of the dislocation folding over the plane intersection via the FL
mechanism in the (e) coarse-grained and (f) atomistic domains are also shown. The four
nodes (A, B, C, and D) and the cross in (e) correspond to those in (a) [305].
four nodes (labeled A, B, C, and D), each of which belongs to a different element, are
located adjacent to each other. Then at the plane intersection, denoted by the black cross
in Fig. 5.4(a), the leading partial on the primary plane bprlead splits into a stair-rod dislocation
















which is illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b), where the overall Burgers vector bprlead is exhibited by
displacing the node B while fixing the other three nodes. It follows that the trailing partial
















which is illustrated in Fig. 5.4(c) and the resulting Burgers vector is bcstrail. In the end,
the trailing partial glides on the cross-slip plane, away from the plane intersections, leaving
behind the perfect lattice in Fig. 5.4(d). In Fig. 5.4(b–d), node B is displaced by the black
arrow in each subfigure while the other three nodes are fixed; after Fig. 5.4(d), node B is
restored to its original position shown in Fig. 5.4(a) — in other words, the vector sum of
the three black arrows in Fig. 5.4(b–d) is zero.
In the procedure described above, worth further discussion is the movement of node B
along the [1̄10] direction on the (001) plane: the corresponding displacement is left after
the leading partial dislocation on the cross-slip plane bcslead glides away, i.e., after Eq. 5.3,
but before the trailing partial dislocation on the primary plane bprtrail reacts with the stair-
rod dislocation bsr, i.e., before Eq. 5.4. At first glance, node B moving on a (001) plane
is contradictory to the assumption that only {111} planes exist between elements in the
coarse-grained domain. Nevertheless, such a process is possible because node B (i) can
move along any direction with respect to the other three nodes and (ii) only moves by a
very short distance (a0/6)[1̄10] such that it does not overlap with the neighboring elements;
note that each element in the coarse-grained domain in CAC is a nonlocal hyperelastic body
and overlap between elements is impossible [300]. In other words, the stair-rod dislocation
is formed by both sliding and separation of the node B with respect to the other three
nodes, as shown in Fig. 5.4(e). Although the structural reconstruction is more limited in
the coarse-grained domain than in the atomistic domain, moving node B by a short distance
does not require a much higher stress, as will be discussed below.
5.3.4 Applied shear stress-dependent cross-slip
The applied shear stress τzy has a small projection on the primary plane, τ
pr
zy = τzy cos θ,
to overcome the Peierls stress σP and drive dislocation glide, where θ = 70.53
◦ is the acute
angle formed between the primary and cross-slip planes. Thus, τprzy = (1/3)τzy .
The critical shear stresses for the cross-slip via the FE and FL mechanisms are denoted
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as τFEc and τ
FL
c , respectively. In the case of Ld = 77.66 nm, the following events are observed
as τzy increases:
1. τprzy < σP: the dislocation on the primary plane does not move;
2. τprzy ≥ σP and τzy < τFEc : the dislocation on the primary plane moves toward the
negative z direction without cross-slip;
3. τFEc ≤ τzy < τFLc : the dislocation on the primary plane cross-slips via the FE mecha-
nism;
4. τzy ≥ τFLc : the dislocation on the primary plane cross-slips via the FL mechanism.
Figure 5.5: Cross-slip of a screw dislocation via the FE mechanism subject to a shear stress
of (a–c) 1.36 GPa in MD and (d–f) 1.47 GPa in CAC with element size Nape = 1331. The
initial length of the dislocation line in one periodic cell Ld = 77.66 nm. Segments near the
center of the dislocation line, indicated by arrows in (a) and (d), bow out first [305].
The snapshots of dislocation cross-slip via the FE and FL mechanisms are shown in
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, for both MD and CAC simulations with element size Nape =
1331, in the case of Ld = 77.66 nm. For the FE mechanism, segments near the center
of the dislocation line, indicated by arrows in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(d), bow out first. As
a result, curved dislocations glide on the cross-slip plane. Note that it is not the bowing
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Figure 5.6: Cross-slip of a screw dislocation via the FL mechanism subject to a shear stress
of (a–c) 1.4 GPa in MD and (d–f) 1.51 GPa in CAC with element size Nape = 1331. The
initial length of the dislocation line in one periodic cell Ld = 77.66 nm. Cross-sections of
the dislocation line at the center are shown, where CAC gives a wider stacking fault than
MD on both primary and cross-slip planes [305].
of the dislocation, but the expansion of the stacking fault ribbon on the cross-slip plane
or reduction in enthalpy, that supplies the driving force [83, 221]. For the FL mechanism
(Fig. 5.6), the entire dislocation line folds over the plane intersection altogether, with the
help of a stair-rod dislocation. In both MD and CAC, the critical shear stress for the FE
mechanism is always smaller than that for the FL mechanism, i.e., τFEc < τ
FL
c , because the
creation of a stair-rod dislocation in the FL process is more energetically expensive than
the recombination of two partials in the FE process [90]. Moreover, the FE mechanism
has a limited stress regime(∼ 40 MPa), above which the cross-slip follows the FL process.
This suggests that (i) the interpretation of atomistic simulations of cross-slip in terms of
mechanism should be made carefully and (ii) a shear stress that is close to the critical value
needs to be applied to promote the FE process.





























Figure 5.7: The critical shear stress τc for both FE and FL mechanisms as a function of the
number of atoms per element Nape in CAC simulations, compared with the results obtained
by MD simulations which are indicated by the horizontal lines. It is shown that for both
mechanisms, τc converges to the atomistics as the elements become smaller and contain fewer
atoms. The initial length of the dislocation line in one periodic cell Ld = 77.66 nm [305].
cross-slip, yet the critical shear stresses are higher than MD results, as shown in Fig. 5.7.
Dislocations are less relaxed in the coarse-grained domain such that (i) a higher stress is
required to form the stair-rod dislocation and (ii) compressing or expanding the stacking
fault requires a higher Escaig stress [300]. However, note that the trends are monotonic
and convergent with regard to coarse-graining error. The finding that cross-slip is easier to
operate based on MD simulations agrees with the fact that the cross-slip is favored when
the applied stress increases the width of the stacking fault ribbon in the cross-slip plane
while decreasing it on the primary plane [201]. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that
(i) the relative error in τc between MD and CAC with 3
√
Nape = 11, i.e., Nape = 1331
which has the fewest DOFs according to Tab. 5.1, is about 8.09% and 7.86% for the FE and
FL mechanisms, respectively, and (ii) both τc converge to the atomistics as the elements
become smaller and contain fewer atoms, as shown in Fig. 5.7.
The level of stress predicted from current CAC and MD simulations for cross-slip is
at GPa level. Although this is comparable to that from MD simulations in the literature
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[124,204], it is significantly higher than that in experiments in FCC pure metals. There are
two major reasons that may contribute to the overestimation of the critical stress:
1. In this chapter, the shear strain is applied to the CAC and MD models and the process
is stress-driven and largely athermal. Cross-slip typically occurs in these simulations
within a few picoseconds, and is not thermally activated. The reaction pathway for
the thermally activated cross-slip process is well-preserved, on the other hand. As a
consequence, the critical stress predicted from CAC or MD is much higher than the
measurement in traditional low-strain-rate experiments for much longer time during
which thermal fluctuations have high enough probability to drive cross-slip. This does
not mean that the simulations in this chapter are in any way inaccurate or aphysical
— they simply reflect the limiting case of essentially athermal, stress-driven cross-
slip along the same reaction pathway. In the current CAC approach, the time step
size is established based on the requirements of the fully atomistic domain to ensure
accuracy. To reduce the strain rate in these dynamic simulations, a multi-time-scaling
algorithm is required to increase the time step in the coarse-grain domains and is the
subject of ongoing work.
2. In experiments, dislocation density is relatively high and cross-slip occurs with the
influence of dislocation interactions and internal stresses in contrast to the case of
cross-slip of an isolated screw dislocation considered in current simulations. As such,
the critical cross-slip stress predicted in this chapter is expected to provide an upper
bound.
5.3.5 Dislocation line length-dependent cross-slip
The cross-slip process for different dislocation line lengths in Ni, Ld, is studied next, as
shown in Fig. 5.8. When Ld > 20 nm, dynamic CAC simulations with Nape = 1331 are
carried out; otherwise MD simulations are performed. Because of the difference in τzy
between MD and CAC, an analysis of the variation of τzy as a function of Ld is more
meaningful within each type of simulation. It is found that as Ld increases, both τ
FE
c and
τFLc decrease. This suggests that, like in Al [116], the energy barrier for cross-slip in Ni is
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Figure 5.8: Dislocation behavior as a function of both the applied shear stress τzy and
dislocation line length Ld in Ni. It is found that with an increasing τzy, dislocation begins to
move but without cross-slip; at a higher τzy, it cross-slips via the FE or FL mechanisms. The
critical stresses for cross-slip, τFEc and τ
FL
c , are Ld-dependent. Note that when Ld > 20 nm,
dynamic CAC simulations with element size Nape = 1331 are carried out, otherwise MD
simulations are performed instead [305].
dislocation line length-dependent. Moreover, MD simulations show that while both FE and
FL types of cross-slip operate at different τzy in the case of Ld = 12.94 nm, the dislocation
only cross-slips via the FL mechanism for Ld = 6.47 nm. In comparison, note that (i) Kang
et al. [124] observed dislocation cross-slip via the FE mechanism for Ld = 10.56 nm in Ni
using NEB and (ii) the critical dislocation line length between the FE and FL mechanisms
is 6.3 nm in Al [116].
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, dynamic CAC and MD simulations are performed to study the shear stress-
and line length-dependent screw dislocation cross-slip in FCC Ni. Results are summarized
as follows:
1. At a significantly reduced computational cost, CAC simulations can accurately de-
scribe the pathway of the cross-slip process via both FE and FL mechanisms as ob-
tained via MD, as well as predict relatively accurate critical shear stresses for cross-slip
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operation, with coarse-graining errors.
2. In the case of a dislocation of length 77.66 nm subject to a constant applied shear stress
of increasing values, the following events operate consecutively: (i) the dislocation
begins to move once the resolved shear stress on the primary plane overcomes the
Peierls stress, (ii) the dislocation cross-slips via the FE mechanism, and (iii) the
dislocation cross-slips via the FL mechanism. This suggests that the cross-slip process
is applied shear stress-dependent.
3. The dislocation cross-slip mechanism, manifested by the relevant critical shear stress,
is also line length-dependent. In particular, the FE mechanism is not observed for
a short dislocation line of 6.47 nm, but for a longer dislocation of 12.94 nm. More-




EDGE DISLOCATIONS BOWING OUT FROM OBSTACLES IN AL
6.1 Introduction
Dislocation bow-out between pinning points is central to dislocation/obstacle interactions
in crystalline materials [252]. Investigating the detailed process of dislocations bowing
out and moving through a field of obstacles in metals aids in understanding the onset of
dislocation migration through lattice, work hardening, and dislocation multiplication from
FR sources [93]. Several modelling techniques, including MD [66,148], DD [22,104], phase
field method (PFM) [24, 213], and level set method [286], have been employed to simulate
dislocation bow-out. In most of these studies, only one dislocation segment bows out from
an isolated pair of obstacles. In reality, obstacles are distributed randomly in pure metals
and alloys, with an average spacing L of about 30 ∼ 300 nm and an average obstacles
radius of about 10 nm [214, 224]. Therefore, it is important to account for the effects of
distributed bowed-out segments in modeling a given dislocation bow-out process, in a way
that considers both medium and long range elastic interactions as well as dislocation core
effects.
Traditional dislocation bow-out analysis is based on dislocation line tension theory.
Continuum dislocation theory predicts that the effective line tension of a curved dislocation
segment is a logarithmic function of its initial distance L between two neighboring obsta-
cles, namely, lnL [114]. In the presence of adjacent dislocation segments, however, the line
tension of a given dislocation segment is altered [236]. Specifically, the negative interaction
energy between a dislocation and its adjacent bowed-out segments reduces its line tension
and hence lowers the critical stress required to bypass the obstacles [110]. This effect is
particularly important for a dislocation line lying in a single slip plane and pinned by reg-
ularly spaced obstacles [110]. Simulations based on the dislocation self-stress show that,
because of their opposite Burgers vector, the dipole-like attractive force between dislocation
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branches terminating on a given obstacle results in a “pinching” effect and facilitates dislo-
cation bow-out [11,91]. The role of adjacent dislocation segments becomes more important
with decreasing D/L, where D is the obstacle diameter [12]. In dislocation/obstacle inter-
actions, dislocations that depin from adjacent obstacles aid in pulling the branches together
and diminish the strengthening effect [220].
Continuum models for dislocation/obstacle interactions apply to the dislocation bow-
out process if the dislocation bypasses the obstacles following the Orowan bypass mech-
anism [94]. Most of these models assume that an infinitely long dislocation bypasses an
infinite array of equally spaced obstacles. For obstacles with a finite size D, the term lnL
is replaced by ln D̄ by taking into account of the interactions between three closest disloca-
tion branches, where D̄ = (D−1 + L−1)−1 [12]. Most simulations employ PBCs along the
dislocation line direction. In dislocation/precipitate interactions, Bacon et al. [12] included
three precipitates in one simulation supercell with PBCs to represent an infinite row of
precipitates. Crone et al. [61] found that introducing additional voids beyond three does
not show a significant influence on the critical depinning stress in dislocation/void inter-
actions. Studies of a dislocation passing a random array of obstacles have been pursued
using line tension models [92,133,181] and DD simulations [238] . Nevertheless, the effects
of bow-out of other dislocation segments on the critical shear stress of a given dislocation
bow-out in an image-free model have not been explored quantitatively, to the best of the
author’s knowledge.
In this chapter, quasistatic CAC simulations are performed in the athermal limit to in-
vestigate edge dislocations bowing-out from a row of collinear cylindrical holes in Al, which
is chosen because of its high stable SFE (≈ 146 mJ/m2) and low elastic anisotropy index
(≈ 1.21) [200], enabling the simulation results to be compared with most isotropic contin-
uum models that do not consider dislocation dissociation [302]. Nevertheless, discrepancies
between CAC simulations and continuum predictions still exist partly due to the largely
ignored details of core/obstacle interactions in continuum; these details are are important
because the stacking fault width is on the order of the relatively small D and L explored in
this chapter, which are close to those of peak strengthening via Orowan looping.
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6.2 Methodology
Figure 6.1: CAC simulation cell containing (a) a row of 5 collinear initial dislocation seg-
ments each of which has a length of L and (b) one initial dislocation segment with length
L′ = 5L+ 4D, where L = 5.61 nm and D = 2.81 nm. Cylindrical holes are throughout the
specimen along the z direction. An atomistic domain is retained in the vicinity of the holes,
while the coarse-grained domain is employed elsewhere. All cell boundaries are assumed
traction free to alleviate spurious periodic image forces. Edge dislocations are formed by
moving atoms/nodes inside the green lines by Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[110] [302].
Figure 6.1(a) presents the simulation cell containing a row of 6 collinear cylindrical holes
throughout the specimen along the z direction, which would potentially accommodate 5
dislocation segments between them. Full atomistic resolution is applied in the vicinity of
holes such that the hole surface is at least 2 nm from the atomistic/coarse-grained domain
interface; away from the holes, 3D rhombohedral elements that have discontinuities between
them, each of which contains 2197 atoms, are used. The lattice orientations are x[1̄12̄],
y[110], and z[11̄1̄]. With the lattice parameter a0 = 4.05 Å, the simulation cell has a size
of 300.59 nm by 297.22 nm by 45.49 nm; in all simulations, a uniform hole cross-sectional
diameter on the x-y plane D = 2.81 nm is used. With a constant interhole ligament
distance L = 5.61 nm, the number of initial dislocation segments n varies from 1 to 14,
corresponding to a total ligament distance L′ = nL + (n − 1)D between the leftmost and
rightmost holes of 5.61 ∼ 115.07 nm. As a result, the model with only one dislocation
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segment of L has 108,163 elements and 1,200,322 atoms, with 2,065,626 DOFs in total,
compared with 238,834,433 atoms in an equivalent full atomistic model, which would be
highly computationally intensive. Simulations containing only two holes distanced by L′
are also performed for comparative purposes, as shown in Fig. 6.1(b). All boundaries of the
simulation cell as well as the hole surfaces are traction free such that spurious forces arising
from periodic images are eliminated [251].
Straight edge dislocations are introduced on the mid-plane normal to the z axis by
moving atoms/nodes inside the green lines in Fig. 6.1 by b = (a0/2)[110], followed by energy
minimization. Subsequently, a homogeneous shear stress τzy is applied, with atoms adjacent
to the holes constrained within the x-y plane to exclude dislocation climb and cross-slip of
screw segments which do not accompany the dislocation bow-out under consideration here.
It is emphasized that in the initial configuration, no dislocation segments pre-exist beyond
the leftmost and rightmost holes, unlike those for dislocation/obstacle interactions where
an infinitely long dislocation and an infinite array of obstacles are introduced [176, 184].
The model employed in this chapter is specifically designed to study the effects of adjacent
bowed-out segments on a given dislocation bow-out, as well as whether, in terms of such
effects, an increasing, finite number of obstacles would converge to an infinite number of
obstacles.
A successful modeling technique for this problem needs to reasonably accurately predict
(i) stress fields of dislocations, (ii) dislocation dissociation, (iii) Peierls stress, (iv) dislocation
core energy, (v) image forces on dislocations at a hole surface, (vi) stress concentration
around the hole, (vii) surface energy of a hole, and (viii) elastic anisotropy of crystals. For
CAC, items (i–iv) have been evaluated in Chap. 3; the values of (v) and (vii) are given error-
free because the regions adjacent to holes have an atomistic resolution in the CAC model;
item (viii) is naturally incorporated because the element boundaries in the coarse-grained
domain are assumed to correspond to actual atomic sites; quantity (vi), which reduces the
critical shear stress for dislocation bow-out [61], is captured correctly, as will be shown
in Fig. 7.2, indicating that CAC not only gives an accurate description of the stresses
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around the holes, but also ensures continuous stress fields across the atomistic/coarse-
grained domain interface. These results suggest that (i) the CAC approach is an enabling
method to simulate the process of a dislocation segment bowing-out from obstacles and (ii)
CAC is useful in informing the structure of constitutive models at even higher scales, e.g.,
PFM and CPFEM.
6.3 Results and discussion
The image stresses acting on the bow-out from all traction free cell boundaries can be
estimated by assuming that all image dislocations are straight [251]. Consequently, the
image stresses arising from the surfaces normal to the x axis are zero according to Brown’s
formula [35]. The effective images stress τimg,eff from the 2D image dislocation array along














































where Nimg = 25; Ly and Lz are the length of the simulation cell along the y and z axes,
respectively; L̄ = Ly/Lz = 6.5345. Substituting the values of µ, b, ν, Ly, Lz, and H at the
critical configuration for the largest L into Eqs. 6.1–6.3 yields τimg,eff. Note that (i) this net
image shear stress promotes dislocation bow-out and (ii) the actual image stress in the CAC
model is smaller than τimg,eff because the three equations above assume PBCs, resulting in
an infinite array of dislocations of the same Burgers vector along the y direction; on the
other hand, the traction free boundaries of the CAC simulation cell lead to an infinite array
of dislocations of alternating Burgers vector along the y direction, hence reducing the net
image stress.
As mentioned earlier, atoms adjacent to the holes are constrained within the x-y plane in
CAC simulations to exclude dislocation climb and cross-slip. To examine if the constraints
influence the critical shear stress, quasistatic CAC simulations are first performed without
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Figure 6.2: (a–c) Dislocation configurations at the three critical events studied in this
chapter; (d) shear stresses τc calculated in CAC simulations for three critical events, with
respect to the number of initial dislocation segments n. Critical shear stresses for one
dislocation segment with length L′ predicted by continuum models Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5 are also
shown. The horizontal dash-dot and dotted lines are the critical shear stresses predicted by
Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5, respectively, for L′ = 5.61 nm [302].
bowed-out dislocation cross slip in energy minimization because the resolved shear stress is
large enough for the athermal limit of cross-slip to be approached. The same phenomenon
was also reported in MD simulations [108, 235]. As a result, the critical stress is increased
by about 15%, compared with the case without cross-slip. Unlike in MD, dislocation climb
is not observed as it usually involves atomic diffusion which cannot occur at 0 K. Thus, it is
noted that while the constraints might influence the critical stress, one may not be able to
obtain meaningful results without them because such simulations do not satisfy the classical
assumption regarding Orowan bypass made in most continuum models. As the constraints
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are only applied on atoms near the holes, they do not affect coarse-graining error in any
way.
To obtain the critical shear stress and critical dislocation configuration, quasistatic CAC
simulations are conducted at 0 K with a constant increment of applied shear stress ∆τzy =
1 MPa, until the minimum stress for any of the critical events defined below is reached [182].
Two critical events are considered: (I) any dislocation is about to be detached from any
hole surface (Fig. 6.2(a), at τ Izy) and (II) all dislocations are about to be detached from all





containing only one dislocation segment of length L′, as shown in Fig. 6.1(b), a critical
event III is considered for which the bowed-out dislocation segment pinned on two holes
continues growing until reaching the unstable overall semi-elliptic configuration (Fig. 6.2(c),
at τ IIIzy ). For each critical event, similar to the Peierls stress calculation in Sec. 4.5, the
stress τkc = τ
k
zy − ∆τzy (k = I, II, or III) is taken as the critical shear stress [243] and the
segment shape at the end of an energy minimization subject to τkc is recorded as the critical
dislocation configuration [61]. In particular for the critical event III, in the case of n = 1, it
is found that (i) as each element has a larger number of atoms, τ IIIc becomes smaller and (ii)
the relative coarse-graining error of τ IIIc for 2197 atoms per element is approximately 9.5%,
with respect to the fully resolved atomistic simulation, as will be shown in Fig. 7.6(b).
Shear stresses τc calculated in CAC simulations for critical events I and II are plotted
in Fig. 6.2(d) with respect to the number of initial dislocation segments n. The calculated
critical stresses τ IIIc for an isolated dislocation segment with length L
′ to reach the unstable
semi-elliptic shape is also shown, where L′ is determined by n which is taken as the bottom
axis. Also given in Fig. 6.2(d) are the Scattergood-Bacon (SB) [220] and Crone-Munday-






















where µ is the isotropic shear modulus and the dislocation core radius r0 = b. For edge
dislocations, A = 1; let the obstacles be precipitates or voids, B = 0.7 and 1.52, respectively
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[220]. Note that (i) Eq. 6.5 is proposed based on DD by accurately accounting for the
image forces on the dislocation due to the void’s free surface and (ii) both continuum
models assume an infinite row of uniformly spaced obstacles with a ligament distance of
L′ between two neighboring obstacles; in other words, the number of initial dislocation
segments n→ ∞.
Figure 6.3: Snapshots of dislocation configurations at the critical events I and II, as well as
an intermediate stage. The green curves represent Shockley partial dislocations identified
by a DXA [247]; the gray ribbons are intrinsic stacking faults. In (a) and (c), dislocations
are about to be detached from the holes marked by the solid brown lines. The critical
dislocation configuration for an isolated pair of holes distanced by L′(= L) at τ IIIc is given
at the top right corner of (a). The kinks along dislocations have a size on the order of that
of an element, which is illustrated as a red parallelogram [302].
For an isolated pair of holes distanced by L′(= L), namely, n = 1, the critical shear
stress τ IIIc lies between the predictions of Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5. As n increases, both τ
I
c and
τ IIc decrease; for each n > 1 (equivalently, L





suggests that as long as dislocations are detached from all holes except the leftmost and
rightmost ones (i.e., corresponding to the critical event II), they can always grow beyond
the unstable semi-elliptic configuration. For the largest n of 14, τ Ic and τ
II
c are 356 MPa
and 382 MPa, respectively. Note that the relative errors arising from the image stresses
are 42/356 = 11.8% and 42/382 = 10.99%, respectively. On the other hand, for the same
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interhole ligament distance L′(= L), the CMK model Eq. 6.5 (which assumes n→ ∞) gives
τCMK = 342 MPa marked by the horizontal dotted line in Fig. 6.2(d). The convergence
of τ Ic and τ
II
c to τCMK for a larger n shows that an increasing number of obstacles indeed
approaches an infinite array of equally spaced obstacles, as assumed in the continuum
models.
Direct comparisons between simulations and continuum models should be made care-
fully. For example, critical shear stresses τ IIIc calculated by MD simulations [235] are found
to fit Eq. 6.4. In Ref. [235], however, (i) the periodic initial dislocation segments are not
immediately adjacent to each other, (ii) PBCs are adopted in all directions, and (iii) the
simulations are dynamical with inertial effects. All these issues potentially result in a higher
critical stress compared with the quasistatic continuum models. On the other hand, Eq. 6.4
is known to overestimate the critical stress because of a number of significant simplifica-
tions in the model [61], which is also demonstrated in CAC simulations in that the critical
stresses for an isolated pair of obstacles surprisingly agree with Eq. 6.4 which assumes an
infinite array of obstacles. Thus, the agreement with MD simulations does not necessarily
suggest the accuracy of Eq. 6.4. In this chapter, the above-mentioned issues in MD simula-
tions [235] are circumvented by performing quasistatic CAC simulations using sufficiently
large models.
Snapshots of dislocation configurations for the critical events I and II are shown in
Fig. 6.3. Subject to the critical shear stress τ Ic , a dislocation segment is about to be detached
from the 2nd hole from the right in Fig. 6.3(a); its configuration is similar to an isolated
pair of holes at τ IIIc (for L
′ = L). As the stress increases to τ IIc , the dislocation pinned at
the leftmost and rightmost holes is about to be detached from the 4th hole from the left
in Fig. 6.3(c). By analyzing the intermediate configurations during energy minimization
subject to τ IIc , it is found that dislocations are sequentially detached from holes in a random
order, as shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
It is also interesting to explore whether the presence of the intermediate holes in the
middle influences the dislocation behavior following the critical event II. To calculate τ IIIc
in models with collinear obstacles, the applied shear stress is first reduced to 10 MPa from
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τ IIc after dislocations are detached from all intermediate holes; then an increment of shear
stress ∆τzy = 1 MPa is added until the critical event III is observed. It is shown that the
critical stresses are close to those in the case of an isolated pair of holes distanced by L′,
which may reflect that the intermediate holes do not exert long range stress fields.
Figure 6.4: Snapshots of dislocation configurations at the critical event III in the case of
9 adjacent initial dislocation segments (leading and trailing Shockley partials are shown
in green) and the case of 1 isolated initial segment with length L′ (both partials are in
blue). Dislocations and stacking faults are identified in the same way as in Fig. 6.3. The
dislocation half-loop heights H ′ and H ′′ are about 0.75L′ and 0.5L′, respectively [302].
The dislocation configurations at τ IIIc , however, are affected by the presence of the
intermediate holes, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The ratio of height (H ′′ or H ′) to length L′ of
the dislocation half-loop is about 0.5 and 0.75, with and without the intermediate holes,
respectively. The decrease in the dislocation half-loop height is larger for a larger n. In
all cases, the coarse-grained domain in CAC retains one key signature of the bowed-out
dislocation that the edge components have a larger stacking fault width than the screw
components. The segments are nearly semi-elliptic in shape since a screw component is
formed to lower the elastic energy [91, 104]. Moreover, because of the elastic anisotropy of
the Shockley partial dislocations, the dislocation half-loop is asymmetric with respect to
the y axis [113]. Note that the kinks along dislocations have a size on the order of that
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of an element, which is illustrated as a red parallelogram in Fig. 6.4. Clearly, element
discretization is a source of coarse-graining error in the dislocation line energy.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, quasistatic CAC simulations are performed to explore the critical shear
stress and critical dislocation configuration in the process of edge dislocations bow-out
from a row of collinear, uniformly spaced cylindrical holes in FCC Al. It is demonstrated
that (i) CAC simulations can explore cooperative dislocations bowing-out in sufficiently
large models at the submicron scale, (ii) as the number of adjacent bowed-out segments
increases, the critical shear stress for dislocation depinning approaches that for an infinite
array of collinear obstacles, and (iii) for the unstable semi-elliptic dislocation configuration,
the presence of intermediate obstacles does not influence the critical shear stress, but reduces
the dislocation half-loop height.
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CHAPTER VII
DISLOCATION MULTIPLICATION FROM FRANK-READ SOURCES
IN CU, NI, AND AL
7.1 Introduction
Plastic deformation typically increases the dislocation content of a crystal, a process termed
dislocation multiplication [279]. Among many possible mechanisms such as Bardeen-Herring
climb source and multiple cross glide mechanism, the FR source and spiral pole sources [257]
are usually considered two of the most important in generating dislocations in the bulk of
a crystalline material [110]. In a polycrystalline FCC metal, an FR source can produce a
series of dislocations on one slip plane, which may then pile up against a GB and manifest
grain size-dependent metal plasticity [200]. As more dislocations are generated from the FR
sources, size-scaling hardening is exhibited due to an increasing back stress [250]. In Stage
I work hardening, the scarcity of interfering dislocations allows operation of multiple FR
sources, which is responsible for a majority of the rise in dislocation density, especially at
low temperatures in the absence of dislocation climb [134]. Compared with other dislocation
sources such as homogeneous nucleation or dislocations injected from GBs and precipitates,
FR sources have a larger characteristic length and a lower critical shear stress to activate
[235]. At strain rates greater than 108 s−1, however, the strength of FR sources no longer
controls the yield point of a crystalline metal because they are unable to operate before
homogeneous dislocation nucleation relaxes elastic stresses [104]. FR sources are suppressed
in Stage II work hardening because dislocations on multiple slip systems interact with each
other, reduce the mean free path of dislocations, and shut down the sources. Also note
that the dislocation pile-up do not account for size effects in body-centered cubic (BCC),
hexagonal close-packed (HCP), or other crystals [1].
The operation of an FR source is a complex process. Take the case when voids are
pinning obstacles as an example. Initially, a straight dislocation line is pinned between
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two voids; then, subject to a shear stress, the segment begins to bow out until the critical
configuration is reached, as shown in Fig. 7.1(a–c). Note that both ends of the dislocation
move around the void periphery. If the applied shear stress is larger than the critical shear
stress, the bowed-out dislocation will continue to grow until two parts of the “kidney shaped”
segments collide to form a dislocation loop, leaving behind a new, straight dislocation line
pinned between two voids, as shown in Fig. 7.1(d–e).
Figure 7.1: Illustrations of the FR source process. (a) A straight dislocation line is pinned
between two voids. (b) The dislocation begins to bow out subject to a shear stress applied
on the gliding plane. (c) The dislocation reaches its critical semi-elliptic shape. (d) If the
applied stress is larger than the critical shear stress, the dislocation will pass the critical
point and continue bowing-out. (e) Two parts of the “kidney shaped” bowed out segments
collide to form a dislocation loop, leaving behind a new, straight dislocation line pinned
between two voids. Note that both ends of the dislocation move around the void periphery
[301].
Prior to the discovery of the FR source [93], the problem of a dislocation bypass of an
array of obstacles was studied using line tension [178]. The line tension for paired obstacle
bypass, introduced by Orowan [164] to balance the glide force on a curved dislocation, is
considered a parameter of the configurational force on an entire dislocation line segment





where µ is the isotropic shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector of a full dislocation, and
L is the distance between two non-shearable obstacles. Taking into account the elastic
interactions between different segments [11], the bowing of a dislocation segment was studied
directly using self-stress by Brown [34]. Foreman [91] discretized curved dislocations into
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short straight segments and considered the self-stress at each node; the critical stress for













where A and B are parameters, r0 is the full dislocation core radius. Elastic theory predicts
that A = 1 and A = 1/(1 − ν) for edge and screw dislocations, respectively, where ν is the
isotropic Poisson’s ratio; B, which is difficult to estimate using the line tension model, is
associated with the dislocation core field [303]. Note that for curved or finite dislocation
segments, r0 sometimes refers to the cut-off radius for dislocation/dislocation interactions.
In this chapter, this cut-off radius is assumed to equal the core radius as they both correlate
positively with the dislocation core energy.
Bacon et al. [12] and Scattergood and Bacon [220] addressed another problem of a
dislocation bypassing a periodic array of finite size obstacles and calculated its critical stress
by Eq. 6.4. Free surfaces at voids are accounted for in this model, compared with previous
models with pointlike obstacles; for precipitates, dislocations are not allowed to move around
the obstacle periphery. At present, Eq. 6.4 is among the most widely used models for a
dislocation bypass of periodic obstacles; it is sometimes employed to approximate the self-
force on a dislocation segment exerted on itself [321].
All these models assume that dislocations move at an infinitesimal speed [96]. At strain
rates beyond 106 s−1, the static continuum theories need to be modified to include inertia
effects on the motion of dislocations whose speed exceeds the domain of validity of the linear
viscous drag law [27]. Another major assumption is that dislocations bypass of obstacles
following the Orowan bypass mechanism [94], i.e., a dislocation bows out greatly to leave
a loop on the same slip plane around the impenetrable obstacle. As a result, these models
are applicable to the process of a dislocation bowing-out from an FR source. Models based
on other mechanisms, e.g., Hirsch bypass mechanism [107] and shearing mechanism [114],
however, do not fit the FR source process and may yield incorrect critical stresses. These
two assumptions stated above are enforced in the CAC simulations in this chapter to make
the results comparable to the continuum models.
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The early work based on dislocation self-stress can be considered as precursors of modern
superposition-based DD [268]. Comparing the Foreman model (Eq. 7.2) with DD simula-
tions, Gómez-Garćıa et al. [97] found that r0 = 2b and B ≈ 1 for an FR source without
side arms in a model crystal; Huang et al. [113] derived r0 = 1.5b for edge FR sources
in FCC Ag by introducing dislocation dissociation and a back force between two partial
dislocations; Shishvan et al. [236] and Gurrutxaga-Lerma et al. [104] obtained B = 0.5 and
−3.4 for FCC Cu and Al, respectively, for edge FR sources. In most DD simulations, the
elastic fields of dislocations are time-independent, and so the results are comparable to the
elastostatic continuum models. Effects of strain rates up to 1010 s−1 are explored in some
DD studies [104] but will not be discussed in this dissertation.
It is emphasized that special treatments are necessary in DD to remove the singularities
of stress fields and elastic energy at dislocation core center [40]. Although the DD method
can be informed atomistically [142, 165], a dislocation in a crystal is intrinsically discrete
and atomistic in character; its dynamics is governed by a classical physics which may not
be reducible to continuum theory [58]. Szajewski et al. [252] found that even after fitting
parameters to match the atomistic line tension, the standard DD technique still cannot
match the atomistic configurations for the screw FR source. Thus, atomistic simulations
are desirable in capturing the nonlinear dislocation core field [156], compared to continuum
approaches such as DD, PFM [24], and level set method [286]. In the last decade, a number
of MD simulations were performed to explore a dislocation bowing-out from an FR source
[66,148,235]. In these calculations, periodic array of dislocations (PAD) models are usually
employed to impose an infinite array of obstacles and an infinitely long dislocation, where
the simulation supercell has a limited size [13]. Accompanied by non-negligible spurious
image forces up to half of the true applied force, the PAD models overestimate the critical
shear stress of an FR source [251]. Thus, an ideal simulation of the FR source process
needs to accurately capture both the core effect at the nano-scale and the long range stress
fields of the dislocation loop at the submicron-scale, using a sufficiently large model free
of image forces. Recently, an attempt has been made to explore the dislocation bow-
out configuration via an image-free multiscale simulation using the CADD method [252].
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Nevertheless, a systematic study of multiple aspects of the FR sources in different metals
is still lacking, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
In this chapter, both dynamic and quasistatic CAC simulations are performed to in-
vestigate the process of an edge dislocation bowing-out from an FR source. Focus will be
on the dislocation nucleation/loop formation time, critical shear stress, and critical dislo-
cation configuration — three key characteristics of the FR source process that can be used
as a set of constitutive rules in DD simulations [23]. Three FCC metals, Cu, Ni, and Al
will be studied because of their different SFE and elastic anisotropy index [200]. From the
methodological viewpoint, it will be shown that CAC is able to simulate 3D dislocation
loop generation from an FR source, a benchmark problem for multiscale simulations and
one of the building blocks for more complicated 3D dislocation substructure evolution [44].
Moreover, the fact that the FR source process involves both elastic interactions between
dislocations as well as atomistic details makes it a good “test problem” to validate the CAC
method by comparing the results with those predicted by continuum models.
7.2 Methodology
The simulation cell containing a pair of cylindrical holes extruding through the specimen
along the z direction is shown in Fig. 7.2(a), similar to that shown in Fig. 6.1(b). Full
atomistic resolution is applied in the vicinity of holes such that the hole surface is more
than 2 nm from the atomistic/coarse-grained interface. Away from the holes, rhombo-
hedral elements are employed in the coarse-grained domain. Unless indicated otherwise, a
uniform element size of 2197 atoms solved by first order Gaussian quadrature is employed to
achieve a balance between high accuracy and high efficiency [303], as discussed in Chap. 3;
in DD simulations, elements sized on the order of b are required for the FR process to
achieve converged results [61]. The lattice orientations are x[1̄12̄], y[110], and z[11̄1̄]. All
cell boundaries are assumed traction free to alleviate spurious image stresses, which were
evaluated quantitatively in Sec. 6.3. The model size for three materials differs only by their
lattice parameter a0, which is 3.615 Å for Cu, 3.52 Å for Ni, and 4.05 Å for Al. For Cu,
the simulation cell has a size of 268.3 nm by 265.3 nm by 40.6 nm; in all simulations, the
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hole diameter on the x-y plane D = 2.51 nm, while the ligament distance between holes
L varies from 5.01 nm to 102.68 nm, a range comparable to precipitate spacings in many
alloys [214,224,252]. As a result, with the smallest L, the model has 108,163 elements and
1,200,322 atoms, with 2,065,626 DOFs in total compared with otherwise 238,834,433 in an
equivalent full atomistic model.
A straight edge dislocation with length L is introduced on the mid plane normal to
the z axis by moving atoms/nodes inside the solid green lines by Burgers vector b =
(a0/2)[110], as illustrated in Fig. 7.2(a), followed by energy minimization. This is equivalent
to introducing an extra plane of atoms between the two holes on the x-z plane without
moving any atoms/nodes. In this way, only one dislocation segment is created and pinned
between two cylindrical holes without side arms. Once the equilibrium atomic configuration
of the FR source is achieved, a homogeneous shear stress τzy is applied — note that a
symmetric stress favors the Orowan mechanism over the Hirsch mechanism [107]. To exclude
dislocation cross-slip near the hole surface [108] which does not accompany the classical FR
process, atoms adjacent to the holes are constrained within the x-y plane, the effect of which
has been discussed in Sec. 6.3.
To show that this model can indeed describe the FR source process illustrated in Fig. 7.1,
a dynamic CAC simulation of the FR source process is performed at 10 K with time step
of 2 fs for Ni. In each run, a constant applied shear stress 1.4 GPa is maintained using a
PR barostat [186], resulting in a slightly increasing shear strain due to an increasing plastic
shear strain caused by dislocation multiplication. The dislocation “nucleation time” tnuc is
defined as the waiting time for a dislocation segment to reach its critical configuration [21];
the loop formation time tloop is defined as the time for the occurrence of a collision of two
parts of the “kidney shaped” bowed out dislocation segments [236]. Note that in dynamic
CAC with an fs-scale time step, the values of tnuc and tloop are not directly comparable with
those of elastostatic predictions [109], yet their ratio tloop/tnuc should not be much different
from the continuum estimation.
In the literature, there exists at least three methods to calculate the critical shear stress



































Figure 7.2: (a) CAC simulation cell of an edge dislocation bowing-out between a pair of
cylindrical holes throughout the specimen along the z direction introduced as an FR source.
An atomistic (AT) domain is meshed in the vicinity of the holes, while the coarse-grained
(CG) domain is employed elsewhere. An external shear stress of 11.36 MPa is applied;
atoms/elements are colored by shear stress τzy. All cell boundaries are assumed traction free
to alleviate spurious image effects. The edge dislocation is formed by moving atoms/nodes
inside the solid green lines by Burgers vector b. (b) The ratio of τzy relative to the far
field external loading τ extzy = 11.36 MPa as a function of the distance from the hole surface
along the x and y directions labelled in (a). Stress concentrations around holes are captured
correctly in CAC, compared with an equivalent full atomistic model of the same size [301].
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[104, 236], different levels of shear stress are attempted and kept constant in each run; the
minimum stress that bows out a dislocation is termed the critical shear stress. In some MD
simulations [235], the strain is incrementally increased from zero; the critical stress is taken
corresponding to the critical dislocation configuration. For dislocation/obstacle interactions,
the maximum stress of the stress-strain curve is considered the depinning stress [14, 142].
In this chapter, the same method in Chap. 6 is employed, i.e., quasistatic simulations with
an increment of shear stress ∆τzy = 1 MPa are conducted. Let the minimum stress to form
the dislocation loop be τ ′′zy, the critical shear stress for the FR source τCAC = τ
′′
zy −∆τzy/2.
The dislocation bow-out segment at the end of an energy minimization subject to a stress of
(τ ′′zy−∆τzy) is recorded as the critical configuration, similar to the method used by Crone et
al. [61]. The quasistatic simulations ensure that the results are comparable with elastostatic
continuum models.
7.3 Results and discussion
The image stresses from all cell boundaries, calculated by Eqs. 6.1–6.3, are presented in
Tab. 7.1. For Cu, Ni, and Al, the critical shear stresses for the largest L are 0.044 GPa,
0.09 GPa, and 0.042 GPa, respectively. Thus, the relative errors arising from the effective
image stresses are 0.00865/0.044 = 19.7%, 0.01478/0.09 = 16.4%, and 0.00553/0.042 =
13.2%, respectively. The image stresses are greatly reduced for smaller L and are not
element size-dependent, i.e., they are not the source of the differences between CAC and
fully-resolved atomistic simulations.
Table 7.1: The length of the simulation cell along the y and z axes Ly and Lz (in nm),
dislocation half-loop height for the largest FR source length H (in nm), shear modulus µ
(in GPa), magnitude of the Burgers vector of the full dislocation b (in nm), Poisson’s ratio
ν, and effective image stress τimg,eff (in GPa) calculated by Eqs. 6.1–6.3 [301].
Ly Lz H µ b ν τimg,eff
Cu 265.3 40.6 72.9 41.16 0.256 0.34 0.00865
Ni 258.33 39.53 69.99 74.67 0.249 0.31 0.01478
Al 297.22 45.49 78.22 28 0.286 0.33 0.00553
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7.3.1 Frank-Read source process in dynamic CAC
As shown in Fig. 7.3 for Ni, the critical dislocation configuration is reached after 4 ps while
the dislocation loop is formed at about 14 ps, resulting in tloop/tnuc = 3.5. In comparison,
DD simulations [236] based on an elastostatic theory predict that tloop/tnuc ≈ 2.89 and
2.92 for isotropic and anisotropic drag coefficients, respectively. MD simulations [235] with
an incrementally increased applied strain give the ratio of about 1.11. If the dislocation
velocity is assumed proportional to the applied stress which increases linearly prior to tloop,
tnuc would be halved should a constant critical shear stress be applied; the ratio tloop/tnuc
would become about 2.21 in Ref. [235]. In dynamic CAC simulations, both tnuc and tloop
Figure 7.3: Snapshots of dislocation loop multiplication from the FR source in Ni subject
to a constant applied shear stress of 1.4 GPa. Atoms are colored by a-CNA [246]: red are
of HCP local structure, green are either hole surfaces or Shockley partial dislocations, and
all FCC atoms are deleted. In (f), the distance between the top of the loop and holes (H ′)
is about twice the distance between the bottom of the loop and holes (H ′′) [301].
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display a nearly linear dependence on L for the same material, in agreement with the
elastostatic Benzerga theory [21]. As a result, the ratio is almost invariant with respect to
L: tloop/tnuc = 3.7, 3.5, and 3.4 for Cu, Ni, and Al, respectively. In Fig. 7.3(f), the distance
between the top of the loop and the hole center (H ′) is about twice the distance between
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L = 65.13 nm
Figure 7.4: Evolution of the number of defect (i.e., non-FCC) atoms identified by a-CNA
[246] with time for different FR source length L in Ni. While a larger L is accompanied by
a larger number of defect atoms, the growth rate of the number of defect atoms is similar
for different L. For L = 5.01 nm, the dislocation nucleation time tnuc = 4 ps, while the loop
formation time tloop = 14 ps [301].
Shimokawa and Kitada [235] found that there exists a “dramatic change” of the num-
ber of defect atoms (i.e., non-FCC) atoms immediately following the critical dislocation
configuration. In CAC simulations, the evolution of the number of defect atoms that are
identified by a-CNA [246] is presented in Fig. 7.4. Interestingly, the “dramatic change” of
the number of defect atoms is not observed, indicating that at a constant shear stress, the
number of defect atoms cannot be used as an indicator of the onset of instability. More
general indicators based on dislocation configuration, such as the activation volume and
line tension, may be more appropriate in the present cases.
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7.3.2 Critical shear stress calculated by quasistatic CAC
Equations 6.4, 6.5, and 7.2 contain only one adjustable parameter, namely, the full disloca-
tion core radius r0, which is introduced to avoid singularities in the stress field and elastic
energy of a dislocation. The dislocation core energy Ecore associated with r0 is not explic-
itly included because it is assumed to be on the order of one-tenth of the total energy [91].
In estimating the line tension of a curved dislocation, Ecore becomes non-negligible when
L < 120 nm [252]. For the FR source, the neglect of Ecore leads to an underestimation of
the critical shear stress τc. A common practice is to deliberately use a small r0 such that
the total energy of a dislocation matches that in atomistic simulations [146]. However, the
ambiguities caused by different choices of r0 and Ecore may affect the calculation of the dis-
location energy [143,156]. In some recent DD simulations, Ecore was explicitly added to the
elastic energy [165,236], in which its estimation, beyond the scope of elasticity theory [12],
is based on ab initio and atomistic calculations, with r0 on the order of the Burgers vector
of a full dislocation [41,165].
Along this line of thought, Eq. 6.5 is modified by explicitly including Ecore. First,








where T is the line tension, R is the dislocation line radius, and α is a parameter. Comparing


























where, to a first order approximation [252], one assigns
C0(r0;Ecore) =
1− 2ν
































































Figure 7.5: The critical shear stress predicted by continuum models and CAC simulations
















































































Figure 7.6: (a) The same plot as in Fig. 7.5, but for Al. (b) The critical shear stress τCAC
and dislocation core energy Ecore for both types of dislocation, as a function of the element
size Nape for Al in the case of L = 5.61 nm. Larger elements give a lower critical shear
stress and higher dislocation core energy for both types of dislocation. In particular, Ecore
converges to the atomistics (horizontal lines) as each element has a smaller number of atoms
Nape [301].
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where the last term can be viewed as the material dependent parameter B in Eqs. 6.4 and
7.2.
Equations 6.4, 6.5, 7.1, 7.2, and 7.8 are represented in Figs. 7.5(a), 7.5(b), and 7.6(a)
for Cu, Ni, and Al, respectively, as a function of the FR source length. In Eqs. 6.4, 6.5, and
7.2, the core radius r0 = b, as in their original forms. In Eq. 7.8, r0 and Ecore are assumed
invariant subject to the shear stresses applied in the present simulations. Also, because
both core radius r0 and energy Ecore vary along the bowed-out dislocation with mixed
characters [156], the line averages of their respective values for pure edge and pure screw
dislocations in Tab. 4.1 are used. Similar to the drag coefficient in DD simulations [165],









2 θ + Escrewcore cos
2 θ. (7.10)
Here, θ is the dislocation character angle: θ = 0 for pure screw and θ = π/2 for pure
edge. Assume a semi-circular shape of the critical configuration, which is the most relevant





















































Note that the line averages over character/orientation are approximation, which may
yield less accurate results than direct DD simulations in which the dislocation core is a
function of the character angle, as dictated by elasticity theory. Moreover, the values of
r0 and Ecore are taken from the coarse-grained domain, in which the FR source mainly
operates. Since both quantities vary with element size, as shown in Figs. 4.8(b) and 7.6(b),
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the critical stress calculated by Eq. 7.8, τc, is also element size-dependent: larger elements
result in a larger r0, which decreases τc, and a larger Ecore, which increases τc — the net
effect is that a lower τc is yielded, in agreement with the CAC simulations for Al, as shown
in Fig. 7.6(b). The combined effect of the element size-dependent r0 and Ecore also results
in a less pronounced dependence of τc on the element size. It is found that the element
size- and L-dependent coarse-graining error (i) is reduced for a larger L, suggesting that
the precise value of Ecore becomes less important as the FR source length increases, and
(ii) increases for a smaller L, yet the majority of the dislocation half-loop would reside
in the atomistic domain because the domains adjacent to the holes are modeled with full
atomistic resolution. It should be emphasized that the form of Eq. 7.8, suggested by the
coarse-grained simulations, is most relevant to informing higher scale continuum models
such as CPFEM or certain DD models that involve constitutive equations for FR source
generation [15, 69]. In such relations, ab initio and atomistic values of r0 and Ecore should
be used.
For application purposes, the scaling of the critical stress with respect to the FR source
length L is more important than the critical stress itself and can be used to obtain the
dislocation core energy or line tension for a given material system. For all three materials,
the critical stress calculated by the CAC simulations, τCAC, scales with L logarithmically, as
predicted by the continuum models. In terms of the values of τCAC for a given L, however,
only the critical stresses in Al agree well with Eq. 7.8. For Cu and Ni, τCAC are lower than
the continuum predictions, which may be attributed to two simplifications in deriving the
model. First, dislocations in Cu and Ni have pronounced dissociation due to a low SFE. As
a result, the total energy of an extended dislocation, which is proportional to the total b2,
is smaller than an undissociated one [11]. It follows that the work that needs to be done by
the external stress is reduced, a conclusion also reached by a recent DD simulation [113].
Second, all continuum models described above assume isotropic shear modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. On the other hand, the anisotropy of a crystal has been known to alter the relative
energies/core radius of edge and screw dislocations [91], as well as the elastic strain around
a dislocation which is important for dislocation/void interactions [109]. For a cubic system,
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the elastic anisotropy index Acubic = 2c44/(c11 − c12) [203], which gives 3.22, 2.53, and
1.21 for Cu, Ni, and Al, respectively, based on EAM potentials predicted elastic constants
c. Fitzgerald [87] found that the critical shear stress for an FR source decreases with an
increasing Acubic. In other words, the isotropic models overestimate the bowing-out stress,
especially for Cu which has the largest elastic anisotropy.
This dependence of model accuracy on materials was also reported for the SB model
(Eq. 6.4). For Al, the SB model accurately predicts the critical shear stress of an FR source
in comparison with MD simulations [235]. For Cu and Fe, however, Eq. 6.4 gives a higher
depinning stress for dislocation/void interactions than MD [109, 142]. A common strategy
in the literature is to vary the value of r0. In Eq. 7.8, a core radius of 1.1r0 correctly
reproduces the critical shear stress for Ni, while the value of Ecore is taken at 1.1r0, as given
in Sec. 4.4. For Cu, Scattergood and Bacon [220] found that when r0 = 3b, τSB (Eq. 6.4) is
in reasonable quantitative agreement with the experimentally measured value for a screw
FR source; in Eq. 7.8, an agreement with CAC simulations is obtained when the core radius
is 1.2r0 = 4.974b for the edge FR source explored here.
Therefore, the significance of dislocation dissociation and elastic anisotropy suggests re-
consideration of isotropic elastic models employed in continuum theory and DD simulations.
Although methods have been developed to calculate the energy and force on a dislocation
in an anisotropic elastic media [9], the author is not aware of any existing fully anisotropic
continuum model for the FR source.
7.3.3 Critical dislocation configuration calculated by quasistatic CAC
The critical dislocation configuration corresponds to an extremum point in the dislocation
total energy [236], the largest dislocation line tension [252], and the moment when the dis-
location becomes tangent to the surface in the Orowan mechanism [61]. In CAC, snapshots
of dislocations at the onset of instability are shown in Fig. 7.7 for Cu and Al. The segments
are nearly semi-elliptic in shape with slight horizontal outward bowing near two holes, as
a result of a dislocation inclining to have as large a screw component, which has a smaller
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Figure 7.7: Snapshots of critical dislocation configurations for different FR source length
L in Cu and Al. The green curves represent Shockley partial dislocations identified by a
DXA [247]; the gray ribbons are intrinsic stacking faults. The kinks along dislocations have
a size on the order of that of an element, which is illustrated as a red parallelogram. For Cu,
L1 = 5.01 nm with H1 = 0.7L1, L2 = 35.07 nm with H2 = 0.77L2, and L3 = 65.13 nm with
H3 = 0.69L3. For Al, L1 = 5.61 nm with H1 = 0.8L1, L2 = 39.29 nm with H2 = 0.8L2,
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Figure 7.8: The aspect ratio of the dislocation half-loop height to the FR source length
H/L, as a function of L. For the same L, the ratio for Cu is the smallest while that for Al
is the largest. In general, the ratio H/L decreases with an increasing L [301].
elastic energy than the edge component, as possible [91,104,114]. In addition, the disloca-
tion half-loop is asymmetric with respect to the y axis due to the anisotropic behavior of
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the Shockley partial dislocations, which tend to adopt their screw orientations close to holes
to reduce the total energy [73, 109, 113]. Note that an anisotropic elastic theory without
dislocation dissociation still results in a symmetric shape [113]. In both materials, the edge
components have a larger wSF than the screw components. Compared with Al, the same
dislocation component has a larger wSF because of a smaller SFE in Cu. Note that the
kinks along dislocations have a size on the order of that of an element, which is illustrated
as a red parallelogram in Fig. 7.7.
The ratio of the dislocation half-loop height H to the FR source length L is plotted in
Fig. 7.8 for three materials. Both the anisotropic elastic theory [73] and MD simulations
[235] predict that H/L = 1/(2 − 2ν). DD simulations of a pointlike FR source using a
uniform drag coefficient without dislocation dissociation give an H of 0.83L [11] or 0.75L
[91], independent of L. In contrast, CAC simulations show that the aspect ratio H/L varies
between 0.67 and 0.82 for different L. The general trend is that a larger L is accompanied
by a smaller H/L, in agreement with a DD simulation with finite size FR sources [12] or
pointlike FR sources with an anisotropic drag coefficient [11,104]. Compared with Ni and Al,
the aspect ratio H/L is smaller in Cu in general, suggesting that a larger wSF reduces H/L,
a phenomenon also found by Huang et al. [113]. The difference of the critical dislocation
configuration in different materials may also be attributed to the material anisotropy, which
is found to greatly influence the equilibrium dislocation shape [86].
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, large scale dynamic and quasistatic CAC simulations are employed to
calculate the dislocation nucleation/loop formation time, critical shear stress, and critical
dislocation configuration, for the process of an edge dislocation segment bowing-out from a
classical FR source associated with cylindrical holes as obstacles in Cu, Ni, and Al. Results
are summarized as follows:
1. Dynamic CAC simulations find that both dislocation nucleation time and loop forma-
tion time grow linearly with the FR source length, in agreement with the elastostatic
Benzerga theory. The ratio of the loop formation time to the dislocation nucleation
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time for Cu is the largest while that for Al is the smallest. In addition, at a constant
shear stress, the number of defect atoms cannot be used as an indicator of the onset of
instability, in contrast to the case where the applied strain is incrementally increased.
2. It is found that the critical stresses calculated by quasistatic CAC simulations in
all three metals scale with the FR source length in the same way as predicted by
a continuum model that explicitly includes the dislocation core energy. The value
of the critical stress for a given FR source length, however, only agrees well with
the continuum model in Al, but not in Cu and Ni which have a stronger dislocation
dissociation and a higher elastic anisotropy index. The element size-dependent critical
stress in CAC is explored in which a larger element yields a lower FR source strength,
in agreement with the continuum model. CAC simulations suggest reconsideration of
isotropic elastic models without dislocation dissociation in deriving continuum theories
for the FR source process.
3. Quasistatic CAC simulations show that the critical dislocation segments have an asym-
metric semi-elliptic shape, as a result of both dislocation dissociation and material
anisotropy. The ratio of the dislocation half-loop height to the FR source length de-
creases with an increasing FR source length. For the same FR source length, the
largest ratio is obtained for Al while the smallest for Cu.
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CHAPTER VIII
SEQUENTIAL SLIP TRANSFER OF CURVED MIXED CHARACTER
DISLOCATIONS ACROSS A Σ3 COHERENT TWIN BOUNDARY IN
CU AND AL
8.1 Introduction
GBs play a fundamental role in size-dependent mechanical properties of metals [110]. In
polycrystalline metals subjected to an applied shear stress, a series of dislocations in a
single pile-up move through a lattice in individual grains until encountering a GB [277,303].
In general, as more dislocations add to the end of the pile-up, the leading dislocation
experiences a higher stress, which is eventually large enough for the tip of the pile-up
to react with the GB, lowering the overall stress and allowing further deformation of the
material if the dislocation is transmitted or absorbed and desorbed. As such, a larger grain
accommodating a larger number of dislocations requires a lower applied stress to “yield”
the GBs in a polycrystal, manifested as the Hall-Petch effect. Generally referred to as slip
transfer processes, the interactions between a series of dislocations and GBs are the topic
of this and the next chapter.
On the basis of experimental observations and previous work of Shen et al. [225,226], Lee
et al. [140,141] formulated the Lee-Robertson-Birnbaum (LRB) slip transfer criteria which
take into account geometry, resolved shear stress, and residual GB dislocations. In recent
years, a series of in situ TEM studies have been conducted in sequential slip transfer through
GBs/interphase boundaries in FCC [122], HCP [123], and BCC metals [25] containing a
variety of dislocations and boundaries with the influence of impurities or irradiation at
different strain rate/temperature [121]. While the local stress is considered to be the most
important for slip transfer, other factors including dislocation/GB types, lattice orientation,
loading direction, dislocation impingement sites, and the nature of neighboring grains can
also be influential [62]. For a symmetric Σ3 CTB on a {111} plane, screw dislocation pile-ups
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can either cross slip onto a plane close and parallel to the twin plane or be absorbed by the
CTB before being emitted into the twinned grain [47]. This chapter focuses on a Σ3 CTB
because it is a dominant feature in twinned FCC metals and manifests excellent mechanical
properties [327]; moreover, it is among the most prevalent GBs in FCC polycrystals [200].
Atomistic simulations have been performed to quantify dislocation/CTB reactions [47,
84,117,118,325,327]. These simulations have typically involved small simulation cells with
PBCs. It is found that in FCC pure metals, a screw dislocation can either be directly
transmitted through the CTB by the FL mechanism [325,327], be absorbed and then des-
orbed into the twinned grain by the FE mechanism [118, 325, 327], or glide on the twin
boundary (TB) plane [118]. The process that controls the reaction mechanism is subject
to debate [47] and will be discussed in Chap. 9. Ezaz et al. [84] proposed that the energy
barrier in slip/CTB interactions is proportional to the magnitude of the Burgers vector
of the residual dislocation, with the screw dislocation be directly transmitted through the
CTB and non-screw dislocations leaving a residual dislocation on the CTB, which then
elevates the local stress and energy barrier for further dislocation transmission. Using the
climbing image NEB method, Zhu et al. [327] found for Cu that at a low applied stress,
the activation energy for absorption is lower than that for direct transmission, the latter
of which temporarily leaves a stair-rod dislocation on the CTB; further, the desorption en-
ergy barrier is much higher because two TB Shockley partials which were widely separated
during absorption need to be constricted. Chassagne et al. [47] showed that there exists
a critical reaction stress below which the screw dislocation glides on the CTB and above
which the dislocation is absorbed and then desorbed into the nanotwin. In their study and
that of Jin et al. [118], no FL type direct transmission of screw dislocation through a CTB
was observed.
However, typical atomistic simulations employ only an isolated, short, straight disloca-
tion segment associated with a periodic image in a quasi-2D specimen [10,47,117,118,241,
265,325,327], or situate the source very near the interface with a very limited volume of a
periodic unit cell [84, 217, 218]. In such cases of confined volumes and highly constrained
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simulation cells, image forces originating from the interactions between periodic or non-
periodic boundaries and dislocations are typically non-negligible [145, 251, 277]. In some
atomistic simulations [65], a short crack in adjacent to GB is introduced to nucleate a 3D
dislocation network which, like an indenter or a void, is not suitable for this chapter where
a series of dislocations in a single pile-up is desired over extended distances. Moreover,
experiments show that the slip transfer with an increasing number of incoming dislocations
can activate additional slip systems or alter the dislocation emission [120]. It is therefore
difficult to use results obtained for a single dislocation/GB interaction to extrapolate to the
practical case of sequential slip transfer of multiple dislocations in a pile-up.
A commonly stated goal to enhance dislocation-based continuum modeling of polycrys-
tals is to include effects of sequential slip transfer. Such models include CPFEM [161,166],
DD [197], field dislocation mechanics [193], and PFM [144]. In CPFEM, for example, a
core-mantle type of approach can be employed where, compared with dislocation motion
in grain interior, the slip transfer overcomes either a higher energy barrier [161], a larger
slip resistance [166], a higher work hardening rate [95], or a higher dislocation density re-
gion [230]. However, details of the dislocation structure, including stacking fault and core
structures that affect GB slip transfer [47, 118], are not explicitly addressed in CPFEM or
other continuum approaches such as DD. While DD updates the positions and velocities
of all dislocation segments at each instant and tracks the long range elastic interactions
of dislocations, the short-range dislocation interaction follows prescribed rules [210]. DD
largely ignores the role of GBs as dislocation sources in the absence of pile-ups, as well as
GB sliding/migration and elastic anisotropy [86]. For these reasons, atomistic simulations
are preferred to understand GB structure-specific slip transfer responses.
The sequential slip transfer process in a dislocation pile-up bypass of GBs is inherently
multiscale; the GB structure evolution requires explicit atomistic treatment, while the dis-
location pile-up itself has long range character [167]. In this spirit, multiscale modeling has
been pursued using the QC method [227, 234, 255, 318] with adaptive remeshing and the
CADD method [70–72,232] to investigate sequential slip transfer. While simulations follow-
ing both methods employed a sufficiently large continuum domain to incorporate long range
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fields of dislocation pile-ups and an atomistic domain for representation of GBs, to the au-
thor’s knowledge these work has considered either quasi-2D approximations for segments or
PBCs along the dislocation line direction. In these models, (i) curved dislocations of mixed
character have been excluded because of the 2D setup and (ii) both ends of the outgoing
dislocation line are forced to be “reconnected” across the periodic boundary, effectively
changing the length and forcing unrealistic constriction events.
In this chapter, CAC simulations are performed for Cu and Al to clarify the mechanisms
of sequential interactions between a number of curved incoming dislocations in a single pile-
up and a Σ3 CTB, to the author’s knowledge the first attempt to do so in the literature
[303]. Dewald and Curtin [71] conducted simulations of straight pure screw dislocation
segments impinging on a Σ3 CTB for Al using the CADD method, and had elucidated
several additional criteria for slip transfer beyond those of the classical LRB criteria [140];
this chapter aims to explore if the findings of that kind of quasi-2D study hold up for
cases of larger scale full 3D simulations of sequential dislocation slip transfer reactions with
more realistic boundary conditions, which prevail in in situ TEM experiments [125]. The
differences between experimental and computational studies are analyzed. These two FCC
systems are selected based on the work of Chassagne et al. [47] and Jin et al. [117, 118]
as they have significantly different stacking/twin fault energies that affect the slip transfer
reactions. Dislocation reactions upon transmission and the corresponding CTB structure
evolution will be investigated for a sequence of reactions of successive dislocations in a
pile-up. Three scientific questions are explored:
1. How do the interactions of curved, mixed character dislocations with the CTB in a full
3D simulation differ from those of straight dislocation/CTB interactions in a quasi-2D
simulation cell?
2. How does the dislocation/CTB reaction change with different applied shear stress,
dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature?
3. How do initial slip transfer events influence subsequent interactions of pile-up dislo-
cations with the CTB?
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While large scale atomistic simulations are desirable in studying slip transfer across GBs,
the purpose of this and the next chapter is to demonstrate the efficacy of coarse-graining
in facilitating parametric studies of dislocation/GB reactions concerning a wide range of
dislocations and GBs for the same computational resources as atomistic simulations.
8.2 Methodology
Figure 8.1: (a) Bicrystal simulation cell to study sequential slip transfer across a Σ3 CTB
in FCC metals. A pair of cylindrical holes is introduced as an FR source for dislocation
multiplication. An atomistic domain is meshed in the vicinity of the CTB, FR source, and
at the otherwise zigzag cell boundaries; away from the CTB, holes, and cell boundaries
are those of the coarse-grained finite elements, each of which contains 2,197 atoms. All
cell boundaries are assumed traction free to allow a full 3D description. (b) A zoom-in of
the CTB region shows that the elements marked by the blue lines need to be refined for
outgoing dislocations to propagate as they exit the atomistically resolved domain of the
CTB. Note that all distances labelled here are for Cu; the size of the model for Al differs
by the ratio of their lattice parameters [303].
The bicrystal simulation cell containing a Σ3 CTB is shown in Fig. 8.1, with a pair
of cylindrical holes introduced in the incoming grain throughout the specimen along the z
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direction. Full atomistic resolution is applied within 7 nm in the vicinity of CTB, around
the holes, and at the otherwise zigzag cell boundaries [300]; away from the CTB, holes, and
cell boundaries are elements that have discontinuities between them in the course-grained
domain. A uniform element size of 2197 atoms solved by 1st order Gaussian quadrature
is chosen. The lattice orientations are x[110], y[1̄12], and z[11̄1] in the incoming grain
and x[110], y[55̄2], and z[11̄5̄], in the outgoing grain, respectively. The cylindrical holes
effectively serve as an FR source to generate a series of curved dislocations in a single-
ended pile-up as they are shown to strongly pin dislocations in FCC metals in the presence
of traction free cell boundaries [281]. Such a simulation cell is introduced because this and
the next chapter intend to promote a full 3D effect and modeling specimen thicknesses
that are comparable to those of TEM foils to facilitate a more direct comparison with in
situ TEM experiments. Effects of free surfaces on dislocation curvature are of interest; to
the best of the author’s knowledge, these effects have not been pursued in prior atomistic
simulations. The domain around the FR source has full atomistic resolution because (i)
the elements are of rhombohedral shape and (ii) dislocation nucleation from a free surface
cannot be accurately described by the coarse-grained domain alone, as discussed in Sec. 4.6.
Similar to Ref. [281], it is found that the Lomer-Cottrell type sessile lock is either unstable
or does not act as dislocation source in the present model. The simulation cell size of the
two materials differs only by their lattice parameter a0, which is 3.615 Å for Cu and 4.05 Å
for Al. The length along each direction in each grain is chosen by taking several factors
into account: (i) curved dislocations should evolve freely in 3D — the box length along the
x direction Lx for both grains needs to be large enough, e.g., Lx = 66.3 nm = 260b for Cu
is sufficient to distinguish between quasi-2D and 3D [42] and allow dislocation segments to
have a non-negligible curvature between traction free surfaces, where b is the magnitude of
Burgers vector of incoming dislocation b = (a0/
√
2)[110]; (ii) the potential CTB dislocations
need to migrate far from the initial site of dislocation/CTB interaction to minimize the
back stress on subsequent slip transfer, so the box length along the z direction for Cu is
assigned as Lz = 54.2 nm = 213b, which is larger than 196b used in a QC simulation [234];
(iii) the outgoing dislocations should also be allowed to travel far from the interaction
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site on slip plane, so the outgoing grain length along the y direction is selected for Cu as
Louty = 61.6 nm = 242b; (iv) to minimize the image forces from the leftmost boundary,
the incoming grain length along the y direction Liny is chosen to be 125.1 nm for Cu. As
a result, the simulation cell contains 21,812 elements and about 9 million atoms, with
9,076,792 DOFs in total compared to otherwise 56,823,260 in an equivalent full atomistic
model. The dislocation density in the incoming grain containing one dislocation loop is
about 2.95 × 1014/m2.
To account for both dislocation migration over relatively long distances and CTB struc-
ture evolution, a combined approach of quenched dynamic CAC accompanied by periodic
quasistatic energy minimization is taken in the simulations, as described in Sec. 3.3.4. This
approach is important to alleviate the finite temperature effect and focus on obtaining tra-
jectories that are close to minimum energy pathways for evolution of structure during slip
transfer because even MD cannot account for thermally activated processes which are im-
portant in explaining TEM results [47]. The Velocity Verlet algorithm is used to integrate
the equation of motion, with a constant time step of 2 fs for both domains. Note that
the time advancement in this and the next chapter is for quenched dynamics only. For
all practical purposes, the simulations are regarded to pertain to 0 K (or very nearly so)
conditions.
In preparation for the simulations, 0 K equilibrium structure of the CTB is first com-
puted, which due to its simplicity can be achieved using energy minimization without trying
different in-plane translations [212]. A straight edge dislocation is introduced on the mid
plane normal to the z axis by moving atoms/nodes between two cylindrical holes by Burgers
vector b = (a0/2)[110], followed by energy minimization. Only one dislocation segment is
created to avoid the interaction between a dislocation dipole on parallel slip planes [235],
as dicussed in Chaps. 6–7. Once the equilibrium atomic configuration of the FR source is
achieved, quenched dynamic CAC simulations are carried out with an increment of applied
shear stress ∆σzx = 4 MPa for each step until the shear stress reaches 1.2 GPa, which is
then maintained using the PR method [186]. While a large shear stress is necessary to bow
out dislocations from the FR source and drive the dislocation pile-up towards the CTB, the
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high stress and accompanying inertia effect favor transmission over absorption [47]. Note
that the quenched dynamic CAC still has some, albeit small, inertia effects because it is not
strictly static energy minimization. To alleviate inertia effects and accurately reproduce
the CTB structure during dislocation impingement, the quasistatic CAC simulation (0 K
energy minimization) is performed every 500 steps before and every 100 steps after the first
dislocation/CTB reaction.
8.3 Results and discussion
In both Cu and Al, the initially straight edge dislocation segment that was anchored at
two cylindrical holes in the absence of external stress responds to application of the shear
stress σzx by bowing out, as shown in Fig. 8.2. In Fig. 8.2(b), the critical configuration
of a semi-ellipse is reached; then the segment continues growing until two parts contact
and annihilate each other, as shown in Fig. 8.2(c). In Fig. 8.2(d), a dislocation loop is
formed, leaving a straight edge dislocation segment behind as the new FR source. The
segment of the dislocation loop with edge component has a wider core than that with screw
component, consistent with both elasticity theory [110] and atomistic simulations [183]. As
the dislocation loop continues to expand, the segment with edge component exits at the
traction free surfaces, leaving a screw dislocation dipole in the incoming grain, as shown in
Fig. 8.2(e). Subject to a shear stress σzx, one curved dislocation segment moves towards
the CTB while the other eventually exits at the leftmost traction free cell boundary.















In this and the next chapter, the superscripts “in” and “out” are used to distinguish
the two grains in which the dislocation is located, while the subscripts “lead” and “trail”
refer to leading and trailing partial dislocations, respectively. The reaction is energetically
favorable according to Frank’s rule [110]. In the coarse-grained domain, the two partials are
separated by 29 Å and 19 Å in Cu (Fig. 8.3(a)) and Al (Fig. 8.3(e)), respectively, somewhat
wider than separations computed using full atomistic simulations. Once the dislocation
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Figure 8.2: Snapshots of dislocation loop multiplication in Cu between a pair of cylindrical
holes, which serve as an FR source. Atoms are colored by a-CNA [246]: red are of HCP
local structure, blue are BCC atoms, and all FCC atoms are deleted. In (a), a straight
edge dislocation is introduced between two cylindrical holes. In (b), the dislocation reaches
the critical semi-elliptical configuration; then it continues growing in (c) until a dislocation
loop is formed in (d). In (e), the segments of dislocation loop with edge component are
swept out at the traction free cell boundaries, leaving a curved dislocation moving along
the positive y direction towards the CTB. Similar phenomena are observed for Al [303].
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Figure 8.3: Snapshots of dislocation pile-up impingement with dominant leading screw char-
acter against Σ3 CTB in both Cu (a–d) and Al (e–h) subject to a shear stress σzx = 1.2 GPa.
Atoms are colored in the same way as in Fig. 8.2. A fully atomistic domain is meshed in
the vicinity of the CTB, as shown in (a). In both materials, the incoming dislocation is
constricted at the CTB, where two Shockley partial dislocations are recombined into a full
dislocation. In Cu, the dislocation cuts into the outgoing twinned grain and is redissociated
into two partials; in Al, the redissociated dislocation is absorbed by the CTB, with two
partials gliding on the twin plane in the same direction. Different views of the CTB are
taken for Cu and Al, which are illustrated in the first row of each column [303].
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migrates into the atomistic domain in the vicinity of the CTB, it obtains the same stacking
fault width and core structure as those from full atomistics [300] and feels a repulsive force
from the CTB in Cu but an attractive force in Al because of the relatively low CTB shear
strength in Al [54]. At a shear stress of 1.2 GPa, two dislocation/CTB interaction modes
are found:
1. In Cu, the leading partial in the incoming grain is stopped at the CTB, with the
stacking fault width constricting up to the point where the trailing partial also reaches
the CTB, as shown in Fig. 8.3(b). Then the full dislocation is re-dissociated into two







































2. In Al, the leading and trailing partial dislocations are spontaneously absorbed by
and constricted at the CTB because of the attractive force [54]. However, instead of
being transmitted into the outgoing grain, the full dislocation is re-dissociated to two


















where the slip plane (i.e., twin plane) for the second grain is (11̄1).
In both materials, up to three dislocation loops are nucleated from the FR source and
sequentially interact with the CTB. Each time a dislocation loop is generated, the cylindrical
holes acquire steps at the free surface which potentially affects the source behavior; however,
this is not of significant concern here as this chapter intends only to introduce successive
dislocations on the same slip plane. Driven by the shear stress, the first dislocation migrates
toward the CTB but stops at a distance when the applied shear stress, dislocation self force,
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repulsive force from the CTB, and the force required to create surface steps are balanced
during energy minimization. In the subsequent quenched dynamics, the second dislocation
loop is formed, which drives the first dislocation towards the CTB. The defected CTB
structure is found by energy minimization. The last dislocation is nucleated from the FR
source after the first but before the second dislocation/CTB interaction occurs. As more
dislocation loops are formed, the FR source becomes progressively exhausted for a given
applied stress as dislocations interact with upstream dislocations in the pileup. To better
understand the geometric conditions involved in the present simulations and compare the
results with quasi-2D simulations and in situ TEM experiments in the literature, cases of
different applied shear stresses, dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature are
also studied.
The critical stress for an edge dislocation bow-out between two cylindrical holes can
be estimated by the SB equation (Eq. 6.4), in which the interhole ligament distance L =
5.77 nm and the hole diameter D = 7.51 nm. If the dislocation core radius r0 = b,
the critical stress is 1.18 GPa for Cu and 803 MPa for Al. In the present simulations,
after generating the first dislocation, the applied stress is ramped to and maintained at
1.2 GPa for both materials to bow out subsequent dislocations from the FR source and
drive curved dislocations towards the CTB. The image forces on a dislocation with dominant
screw character caused by the traction free cell boundaries, which are naturally captured in
CAC via nonlocal, nonlinear interatomic force instead of by superposition via linear elastic
solutions as in DD [277], are much smaller than those on edge and mixed type dislocations
[183]. Particularly for the top and bottom surfaces, the image forces are negligible because
the Burgers vector is parallel to these cell boundaries [183].
CAC simulations suggest that for both Cu and Al, the dissociated dislocations in the
incoming grain are constricted into a full dislocation at the CTB. This is because the
arrangement of the leading and trailing dislocations must be switched before either entering
the outgoing grain or gliding on the twin plane. Using a DXA [247], it is found that the
reaction of dislocation at the CTB in terms of the spatial Burgers vector is
[1.28, 0.74, 0]inlead + [1.28,−0.74, 0]intrail → [1.28,−0.32, 0.54]outlead + [1.28, 0.32,−0.54]outtrail (8.5)
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for Cu, and
[1.43, 0.83, 0]inlead + [1.43,−0.83, 0]intrail → [1.43,−0.26, 0.65]outlead + [1.43,−0.26,−0.65]outtrail
(8.6)
for Al. Equations 8.5–8.6 show that for at least one of the incoming partials, the y compo-
nent of the spatial Burgers vector, i.e., the pure edge component, changes sign, a process
not possible without re-combination and re-dissociation since no stair-rod dislocation (as in
the FL mechanism) is observed at the CTB. This requirement of two partial dislocations to
exchange their order at the CTB is attributed to the twin symmetry [117,118]. Particularly
for a 3D curved dislocation, part of the segment with pure screw component is constricted
first, leaving the dissociated segment with mixed type component behind in the incoming
grain, as shown in Figs. 8.3(c) and 8.3(g). This phenomenon, similar to the twinning dislo-
cation multiplication at a CTB [145], cannot be described using quasi-2D simulations but
is reported in experiments [121].
For Cu, the leading dislocation does not penetrate into the outgoing grain when the
trailing partial is still in the incoming grain; the direct transmission of dislocations by the
FL mechanism is not observed. In other words, the dislocation reaction is of FE type,
i.e., the dissociated dislocation is always recombined at the CTB before any further mo-
tion can proceed, a phenomenon supported by atomistic simulations [47,118]. Interestingly,
results didn’t show any CTB dislocations in the process of dislocation constriction, while
NEB [327] predicts that the dislocations are absorbed to form CTB dislocations followed
by desorption. Note that MS is used by practitioners of NEB to determine initial and final
replicates and MD is sometimes employed to explore candidate transition states between
these two replicates, before the 0 K energy minimized NEB method is used to identify the
correct saddle point on the minimum energy pathway. In the case of extended defects with
complex reactions, this can be problematic when using overdriven dynamics of MD since
the reaction pathway taken in such simulations may differ substantially from the near equi-
librium trajectory associated with thermally activated, low stress regime. After the first
dislocation passes the CTB, the elements with edges along the blue lines in Fig. 8.1 are re-
fined, because the outgoing dislocation path is not aligned with the interelement boundaries
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and it would therefore be impeded, requiring cross-slip along the atomistic/coarse-grained
interface and posing an aphysical back stress acting on subsequent dislocation reactions as
shown in Sec. 4.10. The outgoing dislocation then continues migrating on the (1̄11) plane
until it exits the rightmost traction free cell boundary.
For Al, the incoming dislocation is always spontaneously absorbed and constricted by
the CTB. After re-combination, the full dislocation splits onto the CTB instead of passing
it because of its relatively higher stable SFE [47,118]. In other words, the screw dislocation
cross-slips on the CTB following the FE mechanism. The CTB partials, with Burgers vectors
parallel to the CTB, belong to the displacement shift complete (DSC) lattice for the CTB
and therefore migrate freely in the same direction. This result differs from those obtained
using quasi-2D atomistic [47, 118] and multiscale simulations via the CADD method [71],
where two CTB partials move in opposite directions, adding one layer of atoms to the
outgoing grain at the expense of the incoming grain, a process termed detwinning. In CAC
simulation, only a local detwinning process that grows the incoming grain is temporarily
observed; the CTB remains perfect after both partials glide to and are eventually swept out
at the top traction free cell boundary.
The different dislocation reactions at the CTB for Cu and Al under the same applied
stress may relate to the fact that the normalized Hall-Petch coefficient for Cu is about
twice that for Al [200]. For both materials, since each dislocation/CTB slip transfer event
does not leave residual Burgers vector in the CTB interface, the interaction mechanism for
subsequent dislocations is found to be precisely the same as for the first dislocation for each
same material. It is emphasized that this finding is particular to the Σ3 CTB and to the
nature of the incoming dislocations considered here.
To further explore the differences between CAC simulations and those in the literature,
the applied stress is varied from 100 MPa up to 2.4 GPa for Al, with an increment of
100 MPa. Note that a shear stress lower than 803 MPa is reached using the PR approach
after each dislocation loop is emitted from the source at a higher stress, past the saddle
point of the transition. With a Peierls stress of about 16 MPa [183] for a screw dislocation
in Al, the stress levels employed in the simulations are high enough to retain a curved
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dislocation induced by the surface steps at traction free cell boundaries. To study the
influence of dislocation line length which is 260b shown in Fig. 8.1, models with smaller
dislocation line lengths Lx of 125b and 26b are investigated, respectively. Since 26b is too
small to accommodate the FR source, three screw dislocations spaced 50 nm from each
other are introduced on the mid plane normal to the z axis via a Volterra displacement
followed by energy minimization. For Lx = 125b, the effect of dislocation line curvature is
also studied, which is adjusted by varying the boundary conditions along the dislocation
line direction: applying PBCs and traction free boundary conditions result in straight and
curved dislocation lines, respectively.
Figure 8.4: Four different dislocation/CTB reaction modes for Al, as a function of applied
shear stress, dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature. Prior atomistic simula-
tions and multiscale methods in the literature only reported mode A reaction while other
modes are observed in in situ TEM experiments. The surface steps at the traction free
cell boundaries in (a) retain curved dislocations while the PBCs applied on the dislocation
line direction in (b) result in straight dislocation segments, regardless of the dislocation line
length [303].
It is found that four dislocation/CTB interaction modes exist for Al, which relate to
applied shear stress, dislocation line length, and dislocation line curvature, as shown in
Fig. 8.4. The detailed stress-dependent dislocation/CTB reactions in the case of Lx = 26b
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Figure 8.5: Snapshots of a straight screw dislocation interacting with a Σ3 CTB in a quasi-
2D model for Al. Atoms are colored in the same manner as in Fig. 8.2. The length of the
dislocation line is reduced from 260b in Fig. 8.1 to 26b. (a) Incoming screw dislocation is in
the coarse-grained domain; (b) at an applied stress of 100 MPa, the incoming dislocation
splits into two Shockley partials, which then move in opposite directions; (c) at a 500 MPa
applied stress, the two CTB partial dislocations move in the same direction, leaving no
CTB migration behind; (d) at a 1.8 GPa applied stress, the incoming dislocation is first
absorbed by the CTB then desorbed into the twinned grain, leaving behind a perfect CTB,
similar to the NEB prediction for Cu [327]; (e) at the largest stress of 2.1 GPa, dislocations
are desorbed into both incoming and outgoing grains [303].
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Figure 8.6: Snapshots of a straight screw dislocation interacting with a Σ3 CTB in a quasi-
2D model for Al. Atoms are colored in the same manner as in Fig. 8.2. The length of the
dislocation line is 26b and the applied stress is 500 MPa. It is found that the two CTB
partial dislocations move in the same directions, leaving no CTB migration behind.
are shown in Fig. 8.5, which agree with the equivalent fully atomistic simulations with
a combined quenched dynamics and quasistatic periodic energy minimization scheme. In
mode A, a screw dislocation is first absorbed by the CTB subject to a 100 MPa applied
stress, then the two CTB partials move in opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 8.5(b). This
mode is reported in both atomistic [47,118] and CADD simulations [71], but is not observed
using in situ TEM to the best of the author’s knowledge. At a higher stress of 500 MPa,
the screw dislocation cross-slips onto the CTB via the FE mechanism, forming two CTB
partials that move in the same direction, as shown in Figs. 8.5(c) and 8.6. This interaction
result, referred to as mode B, has been reported in a high resolution TEM experiment [316].
When the applied stress increases to 1.8 GPa and 2.1 GPa, dislocations are desorbed by the
CTB into either the outgoing or both grains, referred to as modes C and D, respectively,
as shown in Figs. 8.5(d–e). The penetration of a curved dislocation across a CTB in Al is
observed in in situ TEM experiments in the presence of a large dislocation pile-up [125].
In all four modes, the incoming dislocations are re-combined before being re-dissociated
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at the CTB. In Cu, atomistic [47, 85, 118] and QC simulations [234], as well as in situ
TEM experiments [121] found that a lower applied shear stress tends to result in disloca-
tion absorption by a CTB while a higher shear stress facilitates dislocation transmission.
This applied shear stress-dependent reaction agrees with the transition from modes A/B
to modes C/D found in the present CAC simulations in Al. In particular for modes C and
D, dislocation nucleation from pre-existing kink ledges in a CTB subject to shearing was
observed in previous MD simulations in Cu [278]. A transitional mode between mode A
and mode C subject to an intermediate stress level, i.e., mode B, however, was not found
in Cu [85]. In the literature, an analog of the modes A, B, C here can be found in MD sim-
ulations [280] of screw dislocation/extrinsic stacking fault interactions subject to different
applied shear strain ε in Cu, where the extrinsic stacking fault, (i) is transformed into an
intrinsic stacking fault when 0.7% ≤ ε ≤ 1.7%, (ii) is transformed into a three-layer thick
twin when ε = 1.8%, (iii) is penetrated by the screw dislocation when ε ≥ 1.9%.
Two differences between mode A and mode B — (i) two CTB partial dislocations move
in the same or opposite directions and (ii) different grains are grown — cannot be attributed
to the energy barrier because both modes migrate the CTB by one atomic layer at the cost
of the same TB migration energy. Since these two modes operate at different applied shear
stress levels, the transition from mode A to mode B may be understood by analyzing the
stress tensor. On the one hand, unlike in a dissociated lattice dislocation, there is no intrinsic
stacking fault between the two CTB partial dislocations; as a result, without increasing any
SFE, the two CTB partial dislocations move away from each other due to the repulsive force
between them. On the other hand, the applied shear stress σzx, when projected on the TB
plane, consists of an out-of-plane and an in-plane shear stress component. The out-of-plane
shearing drives both CTB partial dislocations along the same direction while the in-plane
shearing does not exert any PK force on either partial dislocation. Therefore, the first
difference between modes A and B can be attributed to the competition between repulsion
of the two CTB partial dislocations which drives them in opposite directions (mode A) and
the influence of applied shear stress, which drives them in the same direction (mode B). An
attempt is also made below to account for the second difference between these two modes.
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Previous MD simulations in Cu found that an out-of-plane shearing along a 〈110〉 direction
results in sliding of a perfect CTB without migration [112] but does not alter the position of
a pre-existing kink step contained in a CTB [85]. On the other hand, the in-plane shearing
moves the pre-existing kink step such that the incoming grain is grown [85], in agreement
with the transition from mode A to mode B in the present CAC simulations. Also note
that a kink step in a CTB can be considered as a very narrow incoherent TB on a {112}
plane. Previous MD simulations [276] showed that subject to shearing, the incoherent TB
migrates in Al but not in Cu because of their different SFE. This may be why mode B was
not observed in Cu [85].
For the same dislocation line length of 125b at a shear stress of 300 MPa or 400 MPa,
the reaction of a quasi-2D straight dislocation segment at the CTB follows mode A, while
the 3D curved dislocation line interacts with the CTB via mode B. While CAC simulations
consider all contributions to energy change, including surface steps at the traction free cell
boundaries, it is not the surface steps but the dislocation line curvature that leads to dif-
ferent reaction modes, because the surface steps are far from the center of the dislocation
line where the dislocation/CTB interaction is locally initiated. In quasi-2D, the dislocation
only has pure screw component along its straight segment; in a fully 3D model, an initially
curved dislocation first encounters the CTB with dominant leading screw character, while
the remainder of the dislocation line is of mixed type. This dislocation line curvature de-
pendence of the dislocation/CTB reaction has not been previously reported in the literature
to the best of the author’s knowledge.
With the same boundary conditions, dislocations with different line lengths interact with
the CTB differently. In quasi-2D, the mode D reaction is only observed for Lx = 26b but not
for Lx = 125b. In a 3D model at a shear stress of 1.6 GPa, dislocations with a line length of
125b and 260b lead to mode B and C reactions with the CTB, respectively. The dislocation
line length dependence of the dislocation/CTB reaction can be attributed to the energetics of
dislocation constriction and dissociation, which are length-dependent. Similarly, constraints
on the TB length also affect the type of dissociation/absorption events that are possible.
This is an important result, as it indicates limitations on veracity of computed results for
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slip transfer using quasi-2D atomistic simulations in which the incoming straight dislocation
line is of pure screw character in confined volumes [47, 84, 117, 118, 218, 327]. Note that in
reality the probability of such an encounter is exceedingly low.
There are four possible reasons why atomistic [47,118] and multiscale simulations based
on CADD [71], either involving a single dislocation or dislocation pile-up, predict only mode
A interaction, but not other modes that are observed in in situ TEM experiments. The
first reason is the accuracy of the interatomic potential, which will be explored in Chap. 9.
Refs. [71, 118] use Mishin’s EAM potential [173] and Ercolessi-Adams EAM potential [81],
respectively, while Ref. [47] shows that both EAM potentials predict the same interaction
mode. The second reason is the stress level; in Ref. [118], a 100 MPa shear stress is applied,
while in Refs. [47, 71], no external shear stress is applied, and the screw dislocation moves
towards the CTB because the attractive stress between them overcomes the Peierls stress.
In TEM experiments [121], although it is difficult to measure local stress, it is expected
that the stress level at the tip of the pile-up is much higher than 100 MPa because a
large number of dislocations exist in a pile-up. The third reason is the atomic scale CTB
structure: both TEM experiments [47] and MD simulations [278] show that a defected CTB
responds differently from a perfect one. The last possible reason is the boundary condition.
In most atomistic and multiscale simulations, PBCs are imposed along the dislocation line
direction to enforce a short, straight dislocation segment, while dislocations in experiments
are usually much longer and curved.
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, 0 K quenched dynamic CAC simulations with periodic energy minimization
are employed to study 3D sequential slip transfer across a Σ3 CTB in Cu and Al to render
interface reactions that may be considered close to minimum energy pathways for thermally
activated processes. A series of curved dislocations are nucleated from an FR source, which
then move towards the CTB subject to a constant applied shear stress. While the leading
screw segment cuts into the twinned grain in Cu, it is absorbed and glides on the CTB in
Al. In particular for Al, four dislocation/CTB interaction modes are identified, which are
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affected by (i) applied shear stress, (ii) dislocation line length, and (iii) dislocation line cur-
vature. Although the effect of the number of incoming dislocations is not explicitly studied,
the effect of a dislocation pile-up can be manifested by varying the applied stress according
to recent MD simulations [277]. In all cases studied in this chapter, the dislocation/CTB
reactions always follow the recombination-redissociation process, without forming any CTB
dislocations in the process of recombination. It is emphasized that the results obtained
for a single dislocation/CTB interaction cannot be directly extrapolated to understand the
practical case of slip transfer of dislocations in a pile-up in which the leading dislocation
experiences a higher stress. The discrepancies between prior computational studies and
experiments highlight the significance of this chapter: it is important to directly model
dislocation pile-ups, to let dislocations evolve freely in 3D, and to probe the mechanisms of
slip transfer in polycrystalline and twinned metals using sufficiently large models.
Note that these quasi-2D limitations are not confined to slip transfer processes. For ex-
ample, there exists a characteristic length of a screw dislocation segment in BCC Fe above
which more than one kink-pair can form which then strongly influences the dislocation
mobility [42]. Chapter 5 has confirmed that the screw dislocation cross-slip is line length-
dependent. These observations suggest that 3D modeling using faithful interatomic poten-
tials, though much less prevalent in the literature than quasi-2D simulations, is potentially
of high utility in exploring more realistic dislocation behavior. In this regard, the fully 3D
CAC method opens a promising avenue to explore sequential slip transfer reactions, allowing
the possibility for direct comparison of numerical simulations with quasi-four-dimensional




SEQUENTIAL SLIP TRANSFER OF CURVED MIXED CHARACTER
DISLOCATIONS ACROSS A Σ3 COHERENT TWIN BOUNDARY
AND A Σ11 SYMMETRIC TILT GRAIN BOUNDARY IN NI
9.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chap. 8, direct studies of sequential incoming lattice dislocations interacting
with GBs at the sub-micron scale are important. While atomistic simulations are desirable,
a multiscale approach is more practical in facilitating parametric studies of dislocation/GB
reactions concerning a wide range of dislocations and GBs with the same computational
resources [304]. Based on a series of CADD simulations, Dewald and Curtin [72] proposed
a set of modified LRB criteria, taking into account both Schmid and non-Schmid stresses,
as well as GB dislocation nucleation. They also found for Al that the precise location of the
dislocation/GB interaction affects the reaction of a screw dislocation with a Σ9〈110〉{114}
GB, but not a Σ11〈110〉{113} GB [71]. Multiscale modeling has also been pursued using
the QC method, revealing that reversing the Burgers vector of an edge dislocation on a
given slip plane significantly changes its interactions with a Σ11〈112〉{113} GB in Cu [320].
These concurrent multiscale methods, however, are limited by the need to pass defects
from a DD region to the atomistic region near the interface (CADD) or by the need for
significant computational effort devoted to adaptive mesh refinement in the continuum
region to accommodate dislocations (QC) [304].
In this chapter, large scale CAC simulations are performed to study the sequential
slip transfer of mixed character dislocations across two symmetric GBs in FCC Ni: a
Σ3〈110〉{111} CTB and a Σ11〈110〉{113} STGB. These two GBs are chosen because they
have the simplest GB structure and lowest GB energy among all STGBs with a common
〈110〉 misorientation axis [218]. CADD simulations for pure Al showed that while a se-
ries of straight pure screw dislocations are absorbed by both Σ3{111} CTB and Σ11{113}
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STGB [72], a mixed character dislocation pile-up is transmitted across both boundaries [71].
In Ni, QC and atomistic simulations revealed that (i) a single pure screw dislocation may
be transmitted across or absorbed by a Σ3 CTB, depending on the interatomic potential
adopted [47,118], (ii) a single mixed type dislocation is transmitted across a Σ3 CTB [117],
and (iii) a single pure edge dislocation is transmitted across a Σ11{113} STGB [319]. Never-
theless, the dependence of a mixed character dislocation pile-up impingement against these
two boundaries on the interatomic potential for Ni remains to be addressed. This chapter
also attempts to shed light on slip transfer criteria in the literature. For example, Sangid
et al. [218] proposed that the energy barrier to direct transmission of a dislocation across
a GB is inversely related to the static energy of each GB; in particular for the Σ3 CTB,
based on certain material properties such as the stacking and twinning fault energies, Jin
et al. [118] and Chassagne et al. [47] proposed different criteria (discussed in detail later in
Sec. 9.3) in discriminating between dislocation transmission and absorption in screw dislo-
cation/CTB interactions. In this chapter, the applicability of these criteria will be studied
across multiple interatomic potentials for Ni.
9.2 Methodology
Two bicrystal simulation cells containing a Σ3 CTB and a Σ11 STGB, respectively, are
shown in Fig. 9.1. An atomistic domain is meshed in the vicinity of both GBs to naturally
accommodate GB structure evolution at the atomic scale. In the coarse-grained domain,
3D rhombohedral 2NN elements are employed with surfaces corresponding to {111} slip
planes; each element, containing 2,197 atoms and solved by 1st order Gaussian quadrature,
employs a piecewise continuous first order interpolation scheme [300]. For both GBs, the
lattice orientations are x[110], y[1̄12], and z[11̄1] in the incoming grain. In the outgoing
grain, the lattice orientations are x[110], y[55̄2], and z[11̄5̄] in the case of the Σ3 CTB,
and x[110], y[1̄9, 19, 2], and z[1, 1̄, 1̄9] in the case of the Σ11 STGB. All boundaries of the
simulation cell are traction free to allow a 3D evolution of dislocations, as in Chap. 8. The
cell length along each direction in each grain follows Chap. 8, with a lattice parameter
a0 = 3.52 Å. As a result, each simulation cell roughly contains 15,703 elements and 7
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Figure 9.1: Bicrystal simulation cells used to study sequential slip transfer of five
(a0/2)[110](11̄1) dislocations across (a) a Σ3 CTB and (b) a Σ11 STGB in Ni. An atomistic
domain is meshed in the vicinity of both GBs; the jagged interstices at the cell boundaries
are also filled in with atoms, which are not shown here. Away from the GBs and cell bound-
aries are coarse-grained finite elements, each containing 2,197 atoms. All cell boundaries
are assumed traction free to allow a full 3D description. Zoom-ins of the GB region are
given in the rightmost column, where atoms in different (110) atomic layers have different
colors. The top right zoom-in shows that the Σ3 CTB is composed of all D SUs, and all
sites along the CTB are equivalent; the bottom right zoom-in suggests the Σ11 STGB is
composed of all C SUs, indicating that two distinct dislocation/STGB interaction sites (1
and 2) should be considered in terms of slip planes of incoming dislocations [304].
million discrete atoms, with 7.1 million DOFs in CAC compared to otherwise 43 million in
an equivalent fully resolved atomistic model.
The macroscopic GB geometry is defined using five DOFs that fully describe the crystal-
lographic orientation of the two crystals (three DOFs) and the GB plane (two DOFs) [249].
On a microscopic level, the translation between the two crystal lattices requires three ad-
ditional DOFs. In preparation for the simulations, the global 0 K equilibrium structure
of GBs is first computed by sampling a number of different configurations which are con-
structed following a series of rigid body translation and atom deletion [303]. For each initial
configuration, the nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm is employed to render the final
configuration, as described in Sec. 3.3.6. For a certain set of five macroscopic DOFs, the
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GB with the lowest energy in final configuration is considered the energy minimized GB
and is used in subsequent simulations. This globally energy minimized GB structure finding
procedure was first proposed by Wolf [283] and then improved and employed in previous
atomistic simulation studies in McDowell group [239,259,264,267].
Table 9.1: For five EAM potentials, certain quantities of interest are calculated in compar-
ison with the experimental (EXP) [173] or ab initio (AI) [128] simulations results in the
literature, including magnitude of the Burgers vector of a Shockley partial dislocation bp
(nm), shear modulus for the 〈110〉{111} system µ (GPa), stable SFE eSF (mJ/m2), unsta-
ble SFE eUSF (mJ/m
2), stable twinning energy (also the static Σ3{111} CTB energy) eT
(mJ/m2), unstable twinning energy eUT (mJ/m
2), static energy of the Σ11{113} STGB
eSTGB (mJ/m
2), as well as three screw dislocation/CTB interaction criteria proposed by
Jin et al. [118] and Chassagne et al. [47] as a function of these energies. Following Ref. [118],
R = (eUSF− eSF)/(µbp) and R′ = (eUT− eSF)/(µbp). Mechanisms of dislocation interacting
with a Σ3 CTB and a Σ11 STGB in CAC simulations are also shown, either transmission
(T) or absorption (A) [304].
Mishin [173] Angelo [7] Foiles [89] Voter [274] Zhou [326] EXP or AI
bp 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.144 [173]
µ 75 75 70 73.67 76.33 75 [173]
eSF 125.86 89.2 127.11 58.22 99.31 125 [173]
eUSF 366.12 214.51 255.12 226.34 251.81 273 [128]
eT 63.25 49.7 63.05 29.42 49.45 43 [173]
eUT 362.36 204.92 250.35 224.84 248.7 281 [128]
eSTGB 526.28 369.63 417.36 398.03 422.17
R 0.0223 0.0116 0.0127 0.0159 0.0139 0.0137
R/R′ 1.02 1.08 1.04 1.01 1.02 0.95
eSF/(µbp) 0.0117 0.0083 0.0126 0.0055 0.009 0.0116
Σ3 CTB T A A T A
Σ11 STGB A A A A A
It follows that five straight, equidistant, pure screw dislocations in a single pile-up, each
of which has a Burgers vector b = (a0/2)[110], are introduced on the mid plane normal to
the z axis [118]. The Σ3 CTB is composed of all D structural units (SUs), while the Σ11
STGB is composed of all C SUs, as shown in the rightmost column of Fig. 9.1. As such, only
one dislocation impingement site is considered for the Σ3 CTB while two distinct sites are
for the Σ11 STGB. Once the equilibrium configuration is achieved, a uniform shear stress
is applied on the simulation cell to drive the dislocation pile-up toward the GBs. For each
dislocation, part of the line with pure screw component encounters the GBs first, leaving
behind the dissociated segment with mixed type component in the incoming grain, a process
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reported in experiments [121] yet cannot be described using quasi-2D simulations [303].
After the first transmission event, certain elements ahead of the leading dislocations in the
outgoing grain are refined to the atomic scale, following Sec. 4.10, to allow dislocations
to continue migrating. A combined approach of quenched dynamic CAC accompanied by
periodic quasistatic energy minimization is taken in simulations, to account for both long-
distance dislocation migration and GBs structure evolution, as employed in Chap. 8. In
particular, at increments of applied loading, the energy minimization is performed every
500 steps before and every 100 steps after the first dislocation/GB reaction. The Velocity
Verlet algorithm is used to integrate the equations of motion in quenched dynamic CAC,
with a constant time step of 2 fs for both domains.
Figure 9.2: Generalized fault energy curves along a 〈112〉 direction on a {111} plane in Ni,
calculated using five EAM potentials [7, 89, 173, 274, 326]. Certain quantities of interest,
including the unstable SFE eUSF, stable SFE eSF, unstable twinning energy eUT, and stable
twinning energy eT, are labelled. Five atomic configurations are given in the top row,
corresponding to a displacement of 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2, respectively, in unit of a0/
√
6,
along the 〈112〉 direction [304].
Five EAM potentials, by Mishin et al. [173], Angelo et al. [7], Foiles and Hoyt [89], Voter
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and Chen [274], and Zhou et al. [326], respectively, are employed. In this chapter, these
potentials are referred to by the last name of the first author; for example, Mishin-EAM.
For all these interatomic potentials, certain material parameters of interest are calculated
and listed in Tab. 9.1 in comparison with experimental [173] or ab initio simulation [128]
results, including magnitude of the Burgers vector of the Shockley partial dislocation bp,
shear modulus for the 〈110〉{111} system µ, stable SFE eSF, unstable SFE eUSF, stable
twinning energy (also the static Σ3 CTB energy) eT, unstable twinning energy eUT, and
static energy of the Σ11 STGB eSTGB. Generalized fault energy curves along the 〈112〉
direction on a {111} plane for all five potentials are given in Fig. 9.2. Note that for prior
studies of dislocation/GB interactions in Ni, Mishin-EAM was used in Ref. [47, 117, 118],
Angelo-EAM was used in Ref. [47], Foiles-EAM was used in Ref. [218], Voter-EAM was
used in Ref. [319], while the last potential, Zhou-EAM, has not been employed for this
purpose, to the best of the author’s knowledge. By employing the same potentials adopted
in previous quasi-2D QC and MD simulations, this chapter will shed light on the sensitivity
of the simulated slip transfer mechanism to the interatomic potentials and the significance
of large scale full 3D simulations.
9.3 Results and discussion
The initially straight pure screw dislocation lines bow out subject to the applied stress in
the presence of traction free boundaries, obtaining mixed character. In the incoming grain,
each curved dislocation splits into two Shockley partial dislocations, following Eq. 8.1. In
the coarse-grained domain, the two partial dislocations are separated by a stable width of
22 Å using the Mishin-EAM potential (Fig. 9.3(a)), somewhat wider than the separation
for a screw dislocation computed using full atomistic simulations [301].
9.3.1 Σ3{111} coherent twin boundary
At a shear stress of about 206 MPa, the leading partial in the incoming grain is stopped
at the Σ3{111} CTB, with the stacking fault width constricting up to the point where
the trailing partial also reaches the CTB, as shown in Fig. 9.3(b). Subsequently, two
dislocation/CTB interaction modes are found:
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Figure 9.3: Snapshots of dislocation pile-up with dominant leading screw character im-
pinging against a Σ3{111} CTB. Each of the five incoming dislocations has Burgers vector
(a0/2)[110]. Atoms are colored by a-CNA [246]: red are of HCP local structure, blue are
BCC atoms, and all FCC atoms are deleted. In (a), five incoming dislocations approach
the CTB subject to an applied shear stress. In (b), the leading dislocation is constricted
at the CTB, where two Shockley partial dislocations are recombined into a full dislocation.
In (c–d), with Angelo-EAM, Foiles-EAM, and Zhou-EAM potentials, the redissociated dis-
location is absorbed by the CTB, with two partials gliding on the twin plane in opposite
directions, according to Eq. 8.4. In (e–f), with Mishin-EAM and Voter-EAM potentials,
the dislocation effectively cross-slips into the outgoing twinned grain via redissociation into
two partials, according to Eq. 8.2. Views of (a–b), (c–d), and (e–f) are illustrated in (b),
(c), and (e), respectively [304].
1. For Angelo-EAM, Foiles-EAM, and Zhou-EAM potentials, the full dislocation is re-
dissociated to two Shockley partials in the twin plane, following Eq. 8.4. The two CTB
partial dislocations then move in opposite directions, migrating the CTB, growing the
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outgoing grain by one atomic layer, and eventually exiting the top/bottom traction
free cell boundaries, as shown in Figs. 9.3(c–d).
2. For Mishin-EAM and Voter-EAM potentials, however, instead of being absorbed by
the CTB, the full dislocation is constricted and then re-dissociated into two Shockley
partial dislocations which are transmitted into the outgoing grain, following Eq. 8.2;
the outgoing dislocation continues migrating until exiting the rightmost traction free
cell boundary, as shown in Figs. 9.3(e–f).
Reactions predicted by employing Mishin-EAM and Angelo-EAM potentials in CAC
agree with previous MD simulations of a screw dislocation interacting with a Σ3 CTB in
Ni using the same potentials [47,118]. In both modes of the dislocation/CTB interactions,
the two partial dislocations exchange their order after encountering the CTB due to the
twin symmetry, as in Chap. 8. Since each dislocation/CTB reaction does not leave residual
Burgers vector in the CTB interface, the interaction mechanism for subsequent dislocations
is found to be precisely the same as for the first dislocation. The minimum stress for
each dislocation transmission/absorption, however, increases as there are fewer dislocations
residing in the incoming pile-up. By comparison, a minimum applied shear stress of 480 MPa
is needed for a single pure screw dislocation to be transmitted across the CTB with the
Mishin-EAM potential [47].
Based on MD simulations of screw dislocation/CTB interactions, Jin et al. [118] em-
ployed two dimensionless parameters, i.e., (i) the resistance encountered by a screw dislo-
cation to be transmitted through the CTB, R = (eUSF−eSF)/µbp, and (ii) the resistance to
cross-slip on the CTB plane, R′ = (eUT−eSF)/µbp. In Jin et al.’s criterion [118], dislocation
absorption by a Σ3 CTB is predicted to occur if R/R′ = (eUSF−eSF)/(eUT−eSF) is negative;
otherwise, a dislocation would be transmitted through the CTB. For all five EAM potentials
employed in this chapter, R/R′ is between 1.01 and 1.08, whereas dislocation absorption is
observed with three potentials. Thus, this criterion is not adequate to discriminate between
screw dislocation absorption and transmission upon encountering a CTB [47]. Based on
MD simulations, Chassagne et al. [47] proposed a new slip transfer criterion that materials
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with a low eSF/µbp have widely dissociated dislocations with a high constriction stress that
favors transmission over absorption. In CAC simulations, the Voter-EAM potential has the
smallest eSF/µbp and gives dislocation transmission, while the Foiles-EAM potential, which
has the largest eSF/µbp, results in dislocation absorption. The criterion of Chassagne et
al. [47], however, does not sufficiently discriminate between dislocation transmission and
absorption at a CTB either: although the Mishin-EAM potential has a higher eSF/µbp than
the Zhou-EAM potential, the incoming dislocation is transmitted across the CTB using
the former while is absorbed by the CTB using the latter, at the same applied stress level.
Inspection of Tab. 9.1 shows that the value of R itself, which is related to the nucleation of
the trailing partial dislocation according to Rice’s theory [211], can be used to predict dis-
location/CTB reactions: Mishin-EAM and Voter-EAM potentials, which have the largest
R, yield dislocation transmission, while the other EAM potentials with smaller R predict
dislocation absorption. It is, however, difficult to predict what the dislocation/CTB reac-
tion would be in a full ab initio simulation, because the ab initio value of R is smaller than
that of Mishin-EAM potential, which yields dislocation transmission, but larger than that
of Zhou-EAM potential, which results in dislocation absorption.
9.3.2 Σ11{113} symmetric tilt grain boundary
At a shear stress of 257 MPa, unlike the case of the Σ3 CTB, the full dislocation is not
necessarily recombined at the Σ11{113} STGB. The leading partial in the incoming grain
first splits into a leading partial dislocation belonging to the DSC lattice of the STGB and
















where the subscript “sr” refers to the stair-rod type of dislocation, which then reacts with






































Figure 9.4: Snapshots of a series of (a0/2)[110] dislocations impinging on a Σ11{113} STGB.
In (a) and (e–k), atoms are colored in the same matter as in Fig. 9.3, except that the FCC
atoms (green) are not deleted in (e). In (b–d) and (f–k), a DXA is employed to illustrate
dislocations as curved lines. (a–c) are taken at the same time but with different views
and/or visualization methods, where the leading partial in the incoming grain splits into a
partial dislocation on the STGB and a stair-rod type of dislocation, according to Eq. 9.1.
(d–e) are taken at the same time but with different views and visualization methods, where
the trailing partial in the incoming grain reacts with the stair-rod dislocation to form
another partial dislocation on the STGB, according to Eq. 9.2. In (g–k), the interaction
mechanism for subsequent dislocations is found to be precisely the same as for the first
dislocation, because each dislocation/STGB reaction does not leave residual Burgers vector
in the STGB interface. Views of (a–b), (c–d), (e), and (f–k) are illustrated in (a), (c), (e),
and (f), respectively [304].
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which is energetically favorable according to Frank’s rule [110], since the original b2lead +
b2trail = (1/3)a
2






0. The two STGB partials, with
Burgers vectors parallel to the GB plane, locally grow the outgoing grain by one atomic
layer. The PK forces drive the two STGB partials, separated by 101 Å, to migrate in
the same positive y direction, before they eventually exit the bottom traction free sur-
face. Note that a different applied stress tensor may alter the STGB partial dislocation
migration, as suggested by Dewald and Curtin [72]. For the same Σ11{113} STGB, the
two-step dislocation absorption in Eqs. 9.1 and 9.2 was observed for edge dislocations in
a QC simulation in Ni [319], as well as edge and 60◦ mixed type dislocations in CADD
simulations in Al [70, 72], but not for screw dislocations in a CADD simulation in Al [71],
an MD simulation in Cu [189], or a high resolution TEM experiment in Ni [191], in which
only reactions according to Eq. 9.3 were reported. This is probably due to an insufficient
fidelity in monitoring the computational/experimental output. Similar to the Σ3 CTB, the
interaction mechanism for subsequent dislocations is found to be precisely the same as for
the first dislocation, because each dislocation/STGB reaction does not leave residual Burg-
ers vector in the STGB interface, as shown in Figs. 9.4(f–k). All five EAM potentials in the
case of two interaction sites predict similar results.
9.3.3 A comparison between the two grain boundaries
In both Σ3{111} CTB and Σ11{113} STGB, dislocation absorption is manifested by a step
height of one interplanar spacing in the GB, which grows the outgoing grain at the expense
of the incoming grain. With certain interatomic potentials, both GBs act as sinks for
lattice dislocations, absorbing dislocations from one grain and transferring to GB-mediated
structural evolution. For Mishin-EAM and Voter-EAM potentials, however, the Σ3 CTB
acts as a barrier to dislocation motion, followed by transmission of full dislocations across
the CTB under an applied stress; in this case, plastic behavior is apparently governed by
lattice dislocation processes rather than CTB processes.
Based on MD simulations in Ni involving an isolated dislocation in a confined volume
using the Foiles-EAM potential, Sangid et al. [218] proposed that GBs with lower static
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interfacial energy offer a stronger barrier against slip transmission. In their work, dis-
locations of either pure edge or mixed type with dominant leading edge characters were
employed, which are known to be transmitted through most GBs [150]. However, it raises
a question whether the same model holds for incoming mixed dislocations with dominant
leading screw character, which may be absorbed by GBs [304]. In CAC simulations, all five
EAM potentials yield a much higher energy for the Σ11 STGB (eSTGB) than the Σ3 CTB
(eT). Angelo-EAM, Foiles-EAM, and Mishin-EAM potentials predict absorption of mixed
type dislocations by both Σ3 CTB and Σ11 STGB, and thus it is difficult to determine
which GB acts as a stronger barrier to slip transmission in these cases. On the other hand,
Mishin-EAM and Voter-EAM potentials predict transmission of dislocations across a Σ3
CTB (with a low static energy) but absorption of the same dislocations by a Σ11 STGB
(with a high static energy), in violation of Sangid et al.’s model [218]. This suggests that
the static GB energy may serve as a slip transmission indicator under certain conditions,
e.g., with particular dislocation types and interatomic potentials. In other words, the ex-
traction of general dislocation/GB interaction criteria from limited studies is too simplistic
and potentially misleading.
9.4 Summary
In this chapter, 0 K quenched dynamic CAC simulations with periodic energy minimization
are employed to study 3D sequential slip transfer across a Σ3{111} CTB and a Σ11{113}
STGB using five different interatomic potentials in Ni. A series of curved dislocations are
driven toward both GBs subject to an applied shear stress. For the Σ3 CTB, the leading
screw segment is transmitted into the twinned grain using two interatomic potentials, while
it is absorbed and glides on the CTB when the other three potentials are employed. In
both reactions, each dislocation always follows the recombination-redissociation process,
without forming any CTB dislocations in the process of recombination. For the Σ11 STGB,
however, all five interatomic potentials predict dislocation absorption, during which the
leading partial dislocation in the incoming grain splits into an STGB partial dislocation and
a stair-rod type dislocation, which subsequently reacts with the trailing partial dislocation in
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the incoming grain to form another STGB partial dislocation. It is also found that certain
slip transmission criteria in the literature, which are proposed based on limited studies,
do not adequately predict the dislocation/GB reaction for different GBs and interatomic
potentials. This chapter highlights the significance of 3D modeling of slip transfer across
GBs and lays the foundation for multiscale computer models involving a large number of





This dissertation has mainly contributed towards advancing multiple aspects of the CAC
approach and exploring a series of dislocation plasticity phenomena in FCC metals. Key
contributions are as follows:
1. In Chap. 2, the theoretical foundation, mathematical formulation, and numerical im-
plementation of the CAC method are described in detail. In particular, the choice
of integration points, Gaussian quadrature, and the coarse-graining efficiency are dis-
cussed. The computational mechanics of materials community can benefit from this
chapter, in which the method is described in a detailed, mathematically rigorous
manner sufficient for CAC simulation results to be reproducible.
2. In Chap. 3, four main advancements of the CAC method are made. First, new types
of finite elements are proposed, giving an accurate GSFE without mesh refinement to
atomistic scale which, to the author’s knowledge, is beyond the capability of existing
coarse-grained methods in the literature. Second, zero temperature CAC approaches
are developed to avoid common overdriven conditions associated with very high strain
rates in MD and/or thermal fluctuation. The combined quenched dynamic and qua-
sistatic CAC method minimizes the energy of dislocated ensemble that evolves with
a sequence of constrained nonequilibrium configurations. Third, two mesh refinement
schemes are introduced that expand the CAC method’s capability to handle the evo-
lution of more complex extended defect structures. Last, the CAC code is re-written
using the object-oriented FORTRAN 2003. Although the algorithm has similarities
with full atomistics, some distinctions are addressed, including the integration points,
the force/energy/stress calculation, periodic boundaries, and parallel computing im-
plementation.
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3. In Chap. 4, the advanced CAC approach is employed to study certain benchmark
problems including GSFE, stress fields and core structure/radius/energy of a single
dislocation, Peierls stress, indentation at a surface, dislocations migration through
the interface between atomistic and coarse-grained domains, overall Burgers vector of
dislocations, BTD transition in dynamic fracture, and curved dislocation migration. In
this chapter, dislocations in the coarse-grained domain are systematically studied for
the first time; direct evidence is provided to show that the overall Burgers vector and
long range stress field of dislocations are preserved. The success of these calculations
suggests the viability of using CAC simulations in the context of more complicated
processes of plastic deformation of FCC metals.
4. In Chap. 5, dynamic CAC and MD simulations are conducted to study the shear
stress- and line length-dependent screw dislocation cross-slip in Ni. In the case of a
dislocation of length 77.66 nm, the following events operate at increasing applied shear
stress levels: (i) the dislocation begins to move once the resolved shear stress on the
primary plane overcomes the Peierls stress, (ii) the dislocation cross-slips via the FE
mechanism, and (iii) the dislocation cross-slips via the FL mechanism. This suggests
that the cross-slip process depends on the applied shear stress. The dislocation cross-
slip mechanism is also line length-dependent. In particular, the FE mechanism at low
applied shear stresses is not observed for a short dislocation line of 6.47 nm, but for
a longer dislocation of 12.94 nm. Moreover, a longer dislocation line has a slightly
lower critical shear stress for cross-slip operation.
5. In Chap. 6, quasistatic CAC simulations are conducted to study the bowing of edge
dislocations from a row of collinear obstacles in Al. By calculating the critical shear
stresses and critical dislocation bow-out configurations, it is found that as the number
of adjacent bowed-out dislocation segments increases, the critical dislocation depin-
ning stress approaches that for an infinite array of collinear obstacles. In addition,
for the unstable critical semi-elliptic dislocation configuration, the presence of inter-
mediate bowed-out segments does not influence the critical shear stress, but reduces
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the dislocation half-loop height.
6. In Chap. 7, dislocation multiplication from FR sources is systematically explored in
Cu, Ni, and Al via dynamic and quasistatic CAC simulations. Three key character-
istics of the FR source process, namely dislocation nucleation/loop formation time,
critical shear stress, and critical dislocation configuration, are studied. In all these
materials, the critical stresses and the aspect ratio of the dislocation half-loop height
to the FR source length scale well with respect to the FR source length. In Al, the
critical stress calculated by CAC simulations for a given FR source length agrees
reasonably well with an isotropic continuum model that explicitly includes the dis-
location core energy. Nevertheless, the predictions of the isotropic elastic theory do
not accurately capture the FR source responses in Cu and Ni, which have a relatively
large stacking fault width and stronger elastic anisotropy.
7. In Chap. 8, CAC simulations are performed to study sequential slip transfer of a
series of curved dislocations from a given pile-up on Σ3 CTB in fully 3D models for
Cu and Al, the first attempt to do so in the literature, to the author’s knowledge.
It is found that incoming dislocations transfer into the twinned grain in Cu via a
cross-slip mechanism but glide on the twin plane in Al. In particular for Al, four
dislocation/CTB interaction modes are identified. The effect of a dislocation pile-up
is manifested by varying the applied stress. It is emphasized that the results obtained
for a single dislocation/CTB interaction cannot be directly extrapolated to understand
the practical case of slip transfer of dislocations in a pile-up.
8. In Chap. 9, large scale CAC simulations are performed to address the slip transfer
of mixed character dislocations across GBs in Ni. Two symmetric GBs, a Σ3{111}
CTB and a Σ11{113} STGB, are investigated using five different interatomic poten-
tials. It is shown that for the Σ3 CTB, two of these potentials predict dislocation
transmission while the other three predict dislocation absorption. In contrast, all five
potentials predict that dislocations are absorbed by the Σ11 STGB. Simulation results
are examined in terms of several slip transfer criteria in the literature, highlighting the
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complexity of dislocation/GB interactions and the significance of directly modeling
the slip transfer process involving a large number of dislocations and a wide variety
of GBs.
10.2 Recommendations for future work
The work in this dissertation establishes that the CAC approach is useful at intermediate
length scales between fully-resolved atomistics and DD/PFM/CPFEM. In this regard, CAC
can serve as a complement to methods at the lower and higher length scales. Compared with
MD/MS, the advantage of CAC is that with greatly reduced DOFs, the key characteristics
of complex dislocation behavior can be reasonably well described, despite coarse-graining
errors of a wider stacking fault width, a lower SFE, a flatter dislocation core, a larger core
radius, a higher core energy, and a lower Peierls stress. Hence, even with systematic coarse-
graining error, as quantified in Chap. 4, CAC can provide useful guidance regarding the
form of higher scale constitutive models. As the element size is reduced, the CAC predic-
tions properly converge to the fully atomistic results. Compared to DD, in which only the
dislocation lines are resolved, CAC simulations contain more DOFs and are less computa-
tionally efficient; however, CAC resolves dislocation core effects explicitly, in addition to
long range elastic interactions. Note that the CAC method is especially useful to explore
problems in which full atomistic resolution is required in some regions (e.g., complex atom-
istic phenomena involving dislocations reactions with other defects), with coarse-graining
employed elsewhere to support representation of dislocation interactions and transport. In
such cases, dislocation lines span between fully resolved atomistic and coarse-grained do-
mains with the same constitutive equation used everywhere. Examples include, but are not
limited to, dislocation/GB interactions, dislocation/obstacle interactions, and dislocation
substructure evolution.
Some possible extensions of the work conducted in this dissertation and future directions
are as follows.
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10.2.1 Finite temperature dynamic CAC
Section 3.3 extends the CAC method to the regime of zero temperature modeling, i.e., zero
temperature dynamics and quasistatics, which are formulated in most other concurrent
multiscale methods as well [254]. For most multiscale methods, one of the biggest chal-
lenges is to enable finite temperature dynamics in both atomistic and continuum domains
in a consistent manner [162, 260, 288, 289, 315]. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the equilibrium
dynamic CAC, which involves only two of the three governing equations, Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3,
suffer from the ill-defined temperature (Eq. 3.4) and kinetic energy (Eq. 3.5). Thus, the
next step to further advance CAC is to develop a novel description of the temperature in the
coarse-grained domain such that it is consistent with that in the atomistic domain. Another
future work, which is more challenging, is to advance non-equilibrium finite temperature
dynamic CAC, requiring implementing the balance equation of energy (Eq. 2.4).
It is advisable to learn from the way other concurrent simulations handle finite tem-
perature dynamics. Consider the QC method as an example. It took about two decades
to develop both equilibrium and non-equilibrium finite temperature QC methods. The
first finite temperature QC approach was proposed in 1998, where the atomic velocity is
replaced by the nodal velocity in the kinetic energy formulation for equilibrium finite tem-
perature [228], according to Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5. In 2002, Miller and Tadmor [171] discussed the
preliminary idea of implementing local harmonic approximation into QC for non-equilibrium
finite temperature dynamics — this method is called QC Monte Carlo or QC free energy
minimization. Later in 2005, Dupuy et al. [75] employed a potential of mean force method.
Then in 2008, Kulkarni et al. [135] combined the variational mean-field theory and the
maximum-entropy (max-ent) formalism to extend quasistatic QC to both equilibrium and
non-equilibrium finite temperature dynamics. Marian et al. [163] gave a finite tempera-
ture extension of the QC method using Langevin dynamics. In 2013, Tadmor et al. [253]
presented a generalization of the QC method to finite temperature dynamics termed “hot-
QC”. More recently in 2014, Venturini et al. [272] formulated a theory of non-equilibrium
statistical thermodynamics for ensembles of atoms to reproduce equilibrium properties and
long-term behavior of complex systems in QC.
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10.2.2 Adaptive mesh refinement schemes for CAC
For dislocation migration, mesh refinement schemes are developed in CAC in Sec. 3.4.5.
However, this work by no means completely addresses the issues of consistency of thermo-
dynamics between atomistic and continuum domains during adaptive mesh refinement. In
the future, a fully adaptive mesh refinement scheme for dislocation migration in 3D mod-
els will be developed. In particular, instead of refining an element into atomic scale, an
element will split into two smaller ones, as has been manually done by Xiong et al. [291].
The key to such an approach is to identify the dislocations concurrent with the simulations:
in the atomistic domain, a dislocation can be detected using a DXA [247]; in the coarse-
grained domain, a nodal-based dislocation detection method can be employed to track
dislocations. This coarse-grained dislocation detection method would render a much faster
post-processing than the full atomistic approach. Developing such a method is not only
important for CAC simulations, but also may aid in analyzing results from more general
discontinuous field simulations.
Other types of adaptive mesh refinement under consideration include, but are not limited
to, p-refinement, h-refinement in which a collection of atoms are coarsened into elements, as
well as an adaptive conversion between a 1NN element, which is faster but less accurate and
used away from defects, and a 2NN element, which is slower but more accurate and used in
the vicinity of defects [300]. Attention will also be paid in constructing an a posteriori error
estimator as well as dealing with multiple time scale issues which are potentially relevant
to mesh refinement.
10.2.3 Screw dislocation cross-slip
In Chap. 5, both the low temperature dynamic and quasistatic simulations can only calcu-
late the critical stress for an event, e.g., dislocation gliding, cross-slip, but not its energy
barrier [100]. The NEB method [101], which has been employed to quantify the activation
energy of cross-slip [116,124,205,207,271], can be applied with CAC to explore the energy
barrier and more detailed minimum energy pathway for much more extended dislocations
at the submicron and micron scales. Also, only the bulk dislocation cross-slip via an acute
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angle is investigated in Chap. 5. Other types of cross-slip, such as surface and dislocation
intersection cross-slip [115], via an obtuse angle, which has a higher activation energy and,
for the FL mechanism, a stair-rod dislocation of (1/6)[200] type [88], will receive future
attention. The issue of screw dislocation cross-slip in a single pile-up, which involves a
length scale inaccessible to classical atomistic simulations, will be explored using CAC as
well — such simulations are expected to provide important input to higher scale theory or
simulation tool.
10.2.4 Dislocation bowing-out and Frank-Read source process
Chapter 6 studies the process of edge dislocations bowing-out from a collinear row of equidis-
tant obstacles. Future work will include applying CAC to more realistic models with obsta-
cles that are nonuniformly spaced, of varying size, randomly distributed, and/or with long
range stress fields, e.g., forest dislocations. Note that if the dislocation continues to grow,
beyond the critical configuration shown in Fig. 6.4, it will wrap around and interact with
the holes. Such interactions, i.e., void hardening [127], will be addressed in a future study
that is focused on work hardening behavior that results from dislocation/void interactions.
In Chap. 7, three key characteristics of the FR source process are analyzed. Results
obtained can be used to assist in formulating constitutive laws and rules that may be
useful upstream in PFM, certain DD codes [15,69], and CPFEM for obstacle-induced work
hardening. For example, in some CPFEM work [105], the critical shear stress is incorporated
into the isotropic hardening term and the yield surface. FR sources with other initial
dislocation character such as pure screw and mixed type, different line orientations and
shearing directions, as well as the influence of FR source exhaustion will be assessed in
future work.
Under dynamic loading, the work dissipated by the bow-out may not be balanced by the
dislocation line tension, suggesting reformulation of the continuum models for critical stress
discussed in Chaps. 6 and 7. Moreover, dislocation segments have the lowest mean glide
velocity at the critical shape [21], and a high strain rate and/or applied shear stress will
reduce the aspect ratio H/L [104]; the dislocation configuration is further complicated by
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that the mobility of an edge component is higher than that of a screw component [42] such
that the critical configuration at different stress levels will be significantly different [236],
a phenomenon that merits further investigation. Following earlier CAC simulations [298]
which found that a high strain rate reduces the void strengthening effect, it will also be
interesting to explore the FR source behavior dependence on the strain rate.
10.2.5 Slip transfer of dislocations across general grain boundaries
Slip transfer of curved dislocations with dominant leading screw character across a Σ3 CTB
and a Σ11 GB are studied in Chaps. 8 and 9. The slip transfer of more general dislocation
types with different curvatures interacting with more general GBs will be addressed in future
work.
For example, the Σ3 〈110〉 {111} CTB has a misorientation angle θ of 109.5◦ around
the 〈110〉 axis and the highest maximum tensile stress among all GBs. 〈110〉 STGBs with
θ > 109.5◦, however, require only extremely low stresses to emit dislocations, which does not
fit the model for dislocation nucleation from 〈110〉 STGBs with θ < 109.5◦ [242]. Tschopp
et al. [263] attribute this phenomenon to the E structural unit (SU) contained in the GB,
which has a unique free volume spatial distribution and connectivity. Atomistic simulations
also indicate that the natural conformation of the interface porosity with respect to the
primary dislocation slip systems is responsible for the easy emission of Shockley partial
dislocations from GBs containing the E SU during a tensile deformation [240]. Using QC
simulations, Sansoz and Molinari [219] found that the E SU in the period of Σ tilt GBs
is responsible for the onset of sliding by atomic shuffling. Among all 〈110〉 STGBs with
θ > 109.5, Σ9 〈110〉 {221} and Σ11 〈110〉 {332} have the smallest Σ number and the simplest
structures. Despite the significance of the E SU, most simulations (either full atomistic or
multiscale) of slip transfer through Σ9 and Σ11 GBs study either Σ9 〈112〉 {114} GBs [70],
Σ11 〈112〉 {113} GBs [70, 71, 318–320], Σ9 〈110〉 {114} GBs [72], Σ11 〈110〉 {113} GBs [72],
or Σ11 〈110〉 asymmetric tilt GBs [277]; none of these GBs contains the E SU.
Therefore, it will be interesting to perform CAC simulations to investigate sequential
slip transfer across Σ11 〈110〉 {332} GB (θ = 129.5◦), as well as its vicinal boundaries
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Σ123 〈110〉 {775} GB with θ = 126.4◦ and Σ291 〈110〉 {11, 11, 7} GB with θ = 131.5◦, all of
which contain the E SU. Atomistic simulations show that only relatively slight change of
the misorientation angle can completely modify the GB structure and dislocation-mediated
behavior [261, 262]. The role of the E SU in dislocation/GB interactions, including dislo-
cation glide in the outgoing grain and GB structure evolution, will be explored using CAC
simulations. The same study is difficult for full atomistics because the high Σ number GBs
(i.e., Σ123 and Σ291) have a large lattice periodic length. In DD, while low angle GBs
are described by arrays of dislocations, high angle GBs are typically avoided, considered
as impenetrable walls, or the stress field at the leading dislocation in the pile-up activates
dislocation sources that are embedded either at GBs or in the neighboring grain [154]. For
these reasons, the CAC method is well-suited for the proposed work.
Besides the tilt GBs, another important type of GBs in polycrystalline materials is that
with twist characters [249]. The Σ3 CTB can be viewed as a twist GB with the twist
angle θ = 60◦ on a {111} plane. Most studies in the literature, however, involve only tilt
GBs. Atomistic simulations found that compared with tilt GBs, both energy and maximum
tensile stress of twist GBs are much less sensitive to the misorientation angle [239]. MD
simulations in Cu reveal that subject to a shear deformation, while dislocation nucleation
controls the yield stress of low angle twist GBs, GB sliding dominates the yielding for high
angle twist GBs [324]. Liu et al. [155] found that a low angle twist GB consists of a network
of screw dislocations while the tilt GB can be represented by a network of edge disloca-
tions. Although a few efforts have been put in investigating twist GB energy/structure
and dislocation-mediated behavior, no simulation, to the author’s best knowledge, has been
employed to explore dislocation/twist GB interactions.
Therefore, CAC simulations will be performed in the future to investigate sequential slip
transfer across three {111} twist low angle GBs in FCC metals, with the twist angles θ of
1.2◦, 4◦, and 8◦, respectively. Dai et al. [63] showed that the energy and structures of these
three twist GBs can be derived by a generalized PN model of a hexagonal dislocation net-
work. High angle twist GBs with θ > 12.5◦ may not be considered because their structures
will change under an applied shear stress, even in the absence of incoming dislocations [324];
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in studying the slip transfer process, one may prefer that the GB evolution subject to the
applied stress and that due to the dislocation impingement are decoupled.
10.2.6 Miscellaneous recommendations
Some other recommendations for future work in the context of methodological advancements
and applications of CAC that were not discussed in the foregoing include:
1. Providing a comprehensive convergence and error analysis involving different integra-
tion schemes in the coarse-grained domain, in the spirit of Ref. [309];
2. Implementing higher order shape/interpolation functions and/or enrichment functions
within elements to admit dislocations in element interior regions [19]; also, general
parallelogrammic elements, in which all edges are not necessarily the same length, will
be developed to accommodate more general simulation cell geometry and dislocation
structure;
3. Employing new types of finite elements to replace the filled-in atoms at the otherwise
zigzag simulation cell boundaries to reduce the computational cost, particularly in the
case of PBCs;
4. Developing new types of finite elements in the coarse-grained domain in CAC for BCC
and HCP systems. For example, possible slip systems in BCC lattice include 12 sets of
{110}〈111〉-type, 12 sets of {112}〈111〉-type, and 24 sets of {123}〈111〉-type; care will
be taken in that screw dislocations in a BCC lattice may not have a planar core [42].
Slip in HCP is even more complicated, describing which may require each node of an
element to contain two atoms [285];
5. Employing transition state theory with activation energy barriers assessed using NEB
or autonomous basin climbing methods [136] in CAC to extend the time scale and to
obtain coarse-grained energy barrier, e.g., Peierls barrier, to complement the Peierls
stress that was calculated in Sec. 4.5, and to provide such information to coarse-
grained continuum models. Accelerated MD approaches such as hyperdynamics [45]
can also be adopted to increase the time step in dynamic CAC;
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6. Investigating the “valve effect” in fracture [153] using models with graded element
size to account for the effects of strain gradient at a crack tip. Dynamic fracture will
also be explored: on other one hand, a high strain rate favors brittle fracture [55]; on
the other hand, a high strain rate is accompanied by a high overall stress which favors
ductile fracture. The combined effects of strain rate and applied stress in ductile
versus brittle fracture will be quantified;
7. Applying CAC to dislocation substructure evolution problems. Dislocation/dislocation
interactions will be quantified. At large plastic strains, significant dislocation network
density dominates the work hardening; dislocation multiplication is restricted, pile-up
is relaxed, and the dependence of strength on grain size then diminishes relative to
the dependence on the dislocation substructure scale(s) [80]. The scaling law between
dislocation density and flow stress [79] will be investigated.
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